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Before him [Gandalf] stood a dark arch opening into
three passages: all led in the same general direction,
eastwards; but the left-hand passage plunged down,
while the right-hand climbed up, and the middle way
seemed to run on, smooth and level but very narrow.

J.R.R Tolkien “The Lord of The Rings”





Summary

Obtaining an adequate model of an experimental system is a laborious and error-prone
task. Model construction involves the analysis of observations of system behavior, as
well as the application of domain knowledge. In this process, different assumptions
about the structure and behavior of the system can be made. Often, this results in a
number of competing models, each equally justifiable by the available observations.

In order to discriminate between the competing models, new observations on the
system behavior have to be made. These can be obtained by performing additional
experiments on the system. Since in real-life applications the number of experiments
that can be performed may be quite large, and the cost of each of them considerable,
it is important that the experiments be selected carefully. It is preferable to select
experiments in such a way that the set of possible models is maximally reduced at
minimal costs.

The selection of experiments for model discrimination has received attention in
the statistical literature. The methods described there apply to mathematical models
with a precisely-defined structure and exact numerical values for the system variables.
However, in many situations, incomplete or imprecise information about the system
does not allow the formulation of quantitative models. This fact has motivated the
work described in this thesis, the development of a method for the selection of experi-
ments to discriminate between semi-quantitative models. In a semi-quantitative model
imprecise and incomplete information is represented by numerical intervals bounding
parameter values, and by envelopes bounding unknown functions. Experiment se-
lection is based on the predictions of the competing models that have been obtained
through simulation.

For the formalization and simulation of semi-quantitative models, techniques de-
veloped in the field of Qualitative Reasoning have been employed. More specifically,
the technique QSIM and its extensions Q2 and Q3 have been used. Simulation with
QSIM, Q2, and Q3 infers from a model a set of possible semi-quantitative behav-
iors of an experimental system. A semi-quantitative behavior is a qualitative behavior
augmented with interval information for the values of variables at distinguished time-
points. QSIM and its extensions have a solid mathematical foundation, which allows
one to establish guarantees on the correctness of the simulation results. More specif-
ically, all possible behaviors are generated, although at times spurious qualitative be-
haviors are generated and the interval predictions overestimate the real solutions.

In order to improve the predictions generated through semi-quantitative simula-
tion, the semi-quantitative comparative analysis technique SQCA has been developed.
SQCA exploits the results of previously performed experiments on the system to im-
prove the predictions for an experiment not yet carried out. For this purpose, the
technique exploits information derived from structural similarities in the models of
the system in the different experiments. As in QSIM, Q2, and Q3, certain correctness
properties of SQCA can be proven. In particular, the results derived by SQCA are
guaranteed to contain the real solutions consistent with the observations made in the



experiments previously performed.
The semi-quantitative behaviors of the system in a proposed experiment, as pre-

dicted by QSIM, Q2, Q3, and SQCA, can be used to determine the discriminatory
potential of the experiment. For this purpose, an entropy-based criterion has been de-
veloped that determines the expected informativeness of an experiment. The algorithm
for model discrimination is formalized as an iterative process which starts with a set
of competing models to which initial probabilities have been assigned. At every step,
the most informative experiment is determined, this experiment is executed, and the
experimental outcome is used to recompute the probabilities of the competing models.
This process continues until one of the models has a sufficiently high probability, all
models have zero probabilities, or all possible experiments have been performed.

The ability of the method to efficiently discriminate between competing models
has been demonstrated by means of a simulation study in the context of a mass-spring
system. In this study, the average number of experiments needed for discrimination
has been compared in two cases. In the first case, experiments have been selected
according to the developed criterion, whereas in the second case experiments have
been selected at random. This has been achieved by using artificial experimental data
generated from a model arbitrarily selected from the set of competing models. The
results show that the selection of experiments according to the developed criterion
leads to faster discrimination than random selection of experiments.

Subsequently, the method has been applied to a real problem in population biology,
the selection of experiments to discriminate between competing models of nutrient-
limited phytoplankton growth in a bioreactor. Four semi-quantitative models, pro-
posed in the literature, have been considered. The predictions of the models in a range
of experiments have been used to predict the optimal discriminatory experiment. This
has been achieved in the presence of several complicating factors, in particular the
complexity of the models, the large uncertainty in the parameter values, and the dif-
ficulty to observe the system behavior. In order to assess the interest of the predicted
optimal experiment, it has been compared with experiments that have actually been
carried out.

The application of the method for model discrimination has been supported by sev-
eral computer tools. In particular, the existing Common Lisp implementation of QSIM
and Q2 has been used. In addition, implementations of the semi-quantitative simula-
tion technique Q3, the technique for semi-quantitative comparative analysis SQCA,
and the experiment selection method have been developed.

Model discrimination can be viewed as part of the broader task of computer-
supported modeling. Computer-supported modeling is a process that combines ac-
tivities such as automated model construction, model evaluation, and model revision
in order to find the most adequate model of a system. When these activities give rise
to several alternative models, experiment selection can guide the determination of the
best model systematically and efficiently.



Samenvatting

Het ontwerpen van een adequaat model van een experimenteel systeem is tijdrovend
en ingewikkeld. Om een model te construeren moeten observaties van het gedrag van
het systeem worden geanalyseerd en moet domeinkennis worden toegepast. In dit
proces kunnen verschillende aannamen over de structuur en het gedrag van het sys-
teem worden gemaakt. Dit leidt vaak tot een aantal concurrerende modellen die elk
op zich gerechtvaardigd worden door de beschikbare observaties.

Om onderscheid te kunnen maken tussen deze verschillende modellen zijn nieuwe
observaties van het gedrag van het systeem nodig. Deze kunnen worden verkregen
door aanvullende experimenten met het systeem uit te voeren. Aangezien in praktische
toepassingen het aantal experimenten dat uitgevoerd kan worden vrij groot kan zijn,
en elk individueel experiment vaak kostbaar is, is het van belang dat de daadwerkelijk
uit te voeren experimenten zorgvuldig worden uitgekozen. Deze experimenten dienen
zodanig te worden geselecteerd dat de verzameling van mogelijke modellen zoveel
mogelijk wordt gereduceerd tegen minimale kosten.

De selectie van experimenten om alternatieve modellen te onderscheiden is eerder
onderzocht in de statistiek. De daar ontwikkelde methoden zijn toepasbaar op wiskun-
dige modellen met een precies gedefinieerde structuur en exacte numerieke waarden
van de systeemvariabelen. In de praktijk is informatie over het systeem echter vaak
onvolledig of onnauwkeurig en is de kwantitatieve statistische aanpak dus onbruik-
baar. Dit heeft geleid tot het onderzoek dat in dit proefschrift wordt beschreven: de
ontwikkeling van een selectiemethode voor experimenten ten einde onderscheid te
kunnen maken tussen alternatieve semi-kwantitatieve modellen. In een semi-kwanti-
tatief model wordt onvolledige en onnauwkeurige informatie weergegeven door nume-
rieke intervallen die parameterwaarden begrenzen en door omhullenden die onbekende
functies inperken. De selectie van experimenten geschiedt dan op grond van voor-
spellingen die voortvloeien uit de simulaties van de concurrerende modellen.

Voor de formalisatie en de simulatie van semi-kwantitatieve modellen zijn tech-
nieken gebruikt die zijn ontwikkeld op het gebied van het Kwalitatief Redeneren. Met
name de techniek QSIM en haar uitbreidingen Q2 en Q3 zijn toegepast. Simulatie met
QSIM, Q2 en Q3 levert uitgaande van een model een verzameling van mogelijke
semi-kwantitatieve gedragingen van een systeem op. Een semi-kwantitatief gedrag
bestaat uit een kwalitatief gedrag dat uitgebreid is met informatie betreffende inter-
vallen voor de waarden van variabelen op bepaalde tijdstippen. QSIM en haar uitbrei-
dingen bezitten een solide wiskundige basis die ons in staat stelt de correctheid van de
simulatieresultaten te garanderen. In het bijzonder worden alle mogelijke gedragingen
gegenereerd, alhoewel soms ook “onechte” kwalitatieve gedragingen worden voortge-
bracht en de intervalvoorspellingen de werkelijke oplossingen kunnen overschatten.

Om de voorspellingen die door middel van semi-kwantitatieve simulatie zijn voort-
gebracht te verbeteren is de techniek van semi-kwantitatieve vergelijkende analyse
(“Semi-Quantitative Comparative Analysis” of SQCA) ontwikkeld. SQCA maakt ge-
bruik van de resultaten van vooraf verrichte experimenten met het systeem om de



voorspellingen voor een nog niet uitgevoerd experiment te verbeteren. Deze tech-
niek maakt gebruik van informatie over de structurele overeenkomsten in de modellen
van het systeem in de verschillende experimenten. Net als bij QSIM, Q2 en Q3
kunnen bepaalde correctheidseigenschappen worden bewezen. De resultaten die met
SQCA worden verkregen bevatten de oplossingen die consistent zijn met de gemaakte
observaties in eerder uitgevoerde experimenten.

De semi-kwantitatieve gedragingen van het systeem in een voorgenomen experi-
ment, zoals voorspeld door QSIM, Q2, Q3 en SQCA, kunnen worden gebruikt om
het onderscheidend vermogen van een experiment te bepalen. Met dit doel voor ogen
is een entropie-gebaseerd criterium ontwikkeld dat de verwachte informatiebijdrage
van een experiment bepaalt. Het algoritme om alternatieve modellen te onderscheiden
is formeel opgezet als een iteratief proces dat start met een verzameling concurre-
rende modellen waaraan initiële waarschijnlijkheden zijn toegekend. In elke itera-
tiestap wordt het meest informatieve experiment bepaald en vervolgens uitgevoerd; de
experimentele uitkomst wordt gebruikt om de waarschijnlijkheden van de concurre-
rende modellen opnieuw te berekenen. Dit iteratieve proces gaat door totdat één
van de modellen een voldoend grote waarschijnlijkheid heeft, alle modellen de waar-
schijnlijkheid nul hebben of alle mogelijke experimenten zijn uitgevoerd.

Het vermogen van de methode om op efficiënte wijze onderscheid te maken tussen
concurrerende modellen wordt gedemonstreerd aan de hand van een simulatiestudie
van een massa-veer-systeem. In deze studie wordt het gemiddelde aantal experi-
menten dat voor een te bepalen onderscheid tussen modellen nodig is, vergeleken
in twee gevallen. In het eerste geval worden de experimenten geselecteerd volgens
het ontwikkelde criterium terwijl in het tweede geval de selectie van de experimenten
willekeurig plaatsvinden. De resultaten laten zien dat de selectie van experimenten
volgens het ontwikkelde criterium tot een sneller onderscheid leidt dan wanneer de
experimenten willekeurig worden geselecteerd.

Vervolgens wordt de methode toegepast op een concreet probleem uit de populatie-
biologie: de selectie van experimenten voor het onderscheiden van concurrerende
modellen voor de groei van phytoplankton in een bioreactor. We beschouwen vier
semi-kwantitatieve modellen uit de literatuur. De voorspellingen van de modellen in
een serie experimenten worden gebruikt om het optimaal onderscheidende experiment
te bepalen. Dit doel wordt bereikt ondanks de aanwezigheid van een aantal compli-
cerende factoren: de complexiteit van de modellen, de grote onzekerheid in de para-
meterwaarden, en de moeilijkheid om het gedrag van het systeem waar te nemen. Om
het belang van het voorspelde optimale experiment op de juiste wijze in te schatten,
wordt dit experiment vergeleken met experimenten die daadwerkelijk zijn uitgevoerd.

De toepassing van onze methode om modellen te onderscheiden wordt onder-
steund door verschillende computer-hulpmiddelen; in het bijzonder wordt de bestaande
Common Lisp-implementatie van QSIM en Q2 gebruikt. Bovendien zijn er imple-
mentaties van de semi-kwantitatieve simulatietechniek Q3, de techniek voor semi-
kwantitatieve vergelijkende analyse SQCA, en de methode voor het selecteren van



experimenten ontwikkeld.
Het op bovenstaande wijze beschreven bepalen van het optimale model kan wor-

den beschouwd als een onderdeel van het bredere gebied van het computerondersteund
modelleren. Dit computerondersteund modelleren is een proces dat verschillende acti-
viteiten - zoals geautomatiseerde modelconstructie, modelevaluatie en modelrevisie -
combineert om het meest adequate model van een systeem te vinden. Wanneer deze
activiteiten tot meer dan één mogelijk model aanleiding geven, kan experimentselectie
worden gebruikt om het beste model systematisch en efficiënt te vinden.





Rez�me

Konstruiraneto na adekvaten model na dadena eksperimentalna sistema e

slo�en i trudoem�k proces. Postro�vaneto na tak�v model iziskva anali-

zirane na nabl�deni� v�rhu povedenieto na sistemata i prilo�enie na znani�

pris�wi za s�otvetni� dome�n. V tozi proces mogat da se naprav�t razliqni

predpolo�eni� otnosno strukturata i povedenieto na sistemata. Tova mo�e

da dovede do n�kolko konkurirawi se modela, koito s�otvetstvat na naliq-

nite nabl�deni�.

Razgraniqenieto me�du alternativnite modeli vodi do neobhodimostta

ot novi nabl�deni� v�rhu povedenieto na sistemata. Tezi nabl�deni� mogat

da se poluqat v rezultat na dop�lnitelni eksperimenti. Va�no e eksperi-

mentite, koito se izv�rxvat da se podberat vnimatelno, t�� kato bro� na

v�zmo�nite eksperimenti mo�e da e gol�m i cenata na vseki ot t�h zna-

qitelna. �elatelno e eksperimentite da se izbirat po tak�v naqin, qe bro�

na alternativnite modeli da namalee v�zmo�no na�-mnogo pri minimalna

cena.

Podbor�t na eksperimenti, koito razgraniqavat konkurirawi se modeli

e razgledan v statistiqeskata literatura. Statistiqeskite metodi sa pod-

hod�wi za modeli s precizno definirana struktura i toqni qisleni sto�-

nosti na promenlivite. V mnogo sluqai obaqe, nep�lna ili netoqna infor-

maci� za sistemata ne pozvol�va formuliraneto na takiva kvantitativni

modeli. Tozi fakt e osnovnata motivaci� za rabotata, opisana v tazi di-

sertaci�: razrabotkata na metod za podbora na eksperimenti, koito raz-

graniqavat me�du semi-kvantitativni modeli. V edin semi-kvantitativen

model netoqna i nep�lna informaci� e predstavena qrez intervali, koito

ograniqavat sto�nostite na parametrite i qrez obvivni krivi, ograniqavawi

neizvestnite funkcii. Podbor�t na eksperimenti e baziran na rexeni�ta na

konkurirawite se modeli poluqeni posredstvom simulaci�.

Za formaliziraneto i simulaci�ta na semi-kvantitativni modeli sa iz-

polzvani algorit�m�t QSIM i negovite razxireni� Q2 i Q3. Simulaci� s

QSIM, Q2 i Q3 vodi do taka nareqenite semi-kvantitativni povedeni� na

eksperimentalnata sistema. Semi-kvantitativno povedenie e kvalitativno

opisanie na povedenieto na sistemata, v koeto e dadena informaci� za sto�nos-

tite na promenlivite v opredeleni vremevi toqki v�v formata na intervali.

QSIM i negovite razxireni� razpolagat s�s soliden matematiqeski aparat,

ko�to pozvol�va dokazvaneto na opredeleni svo�stva na taka poluqenite rexe-

ni�. Po-toqno, generirat se vsiqki v�zmo�ni povedeni�, makar qe pon�koga

izlixni povedeni� mogat s�wo da b�dat proizvedeni.

Za da se podobr�t rezultatite, poluqeni qrez semi-kvantitativna simu-

laci�, e razrabotena tehnikata za semi-kvantitativen sravnitelen analiz

(“Semi-Quantitative Comparative analysis” ili SQCA). SQCA izpolzva rezultatite

ot predixni eksperimenti v�rhu sistemata, za da podobri toqnostta na re-



xeni�ta za neizv�rxen eksperiment. Za tazi cel, tehnikata izpolzva infor-

maci� za strukturnite shodstva me�du modelite na sistemata za razliqni

eksperimenti. Kakto pri QSIM, Q2 i Q3, mogat da se doka�at opredeleni

svo�stva na SQCA . V qastnost, rexeni�ta poluqeni posredstvom SQCA sa

garantirani da s�d�r�at istinskite rexeni�, koito sa v s�otvetstvie s

nabl�deni�ta napraveni po vreme na predixni eksperimenti.

Semi-kvantitativnite povedeni� na sistemata za daden eksperiment mo-

gat da se izpolzvat, za da se opredeli razgraniqavawi� potencial na tozi

eksperiment. Za tazi cel e razraboten kriteri�, ko�to opredel� oqakvanata

informativnost na eksperimenta. Algorit�m�t za razgraniqenie me�du kon-

kurirawi se modeli e formaliziran kato iterativen proces, ko�to zapoqva s

mno�estvo ot modeli s dadeni naqalni vero�tnosti. Na vs�ka st�pka se opre-

del� na�-informativni�t eksperiment; ekperiment�t se izv�rxva i poluqe-

nite nabl�deni� se izpolzvat za preizqisl�vaneto na vero�tnostite na al-

ternativnite modeli. Tozi proces prod�l�ava, dokato edin ot modelite do-

bie dostat�qno visoka vero�tnost ili kogato vsiqki modeli dobi�t vero�t-

nosti nula, ili kogato vsiqki v�zmo�ni eksperimenti sa bili izv�rxeni.

Sposobnostta na metoda da razgraniqava me�du alternativni modeli e

demonstrirana posredstvom izsledvane v�rhu mass-spring sistema. V izsled-

vaneto sa razgledani dve situacii, v koito se sravn�va sredni� bro� eksperi-

menti neobhodimi za razgraniqenie me�du modelite. V ednata situaci�

eksperimentite sa podbirani s pomowta na razraboteni� kriteri�, dokato

v drugata situaci� eksperimentite sa podbirani sluqa�no. Tova e postig-

nato posredstvom izkustveno generirani eksperimentalni danni poluqeni

ot sluqa�no izbran model. Rezultatite pokazvat, qe podbor�t na eksperi-

menti s pomowta na razraboteni� kriteri� vodi do po-b�rzo razgraniqenie

otkolkoto v situaci�ta, kogato eksperimentite sa izbirani sluqa�no.

Metod�t e prilo�en v�rhu problem v oblastta na biologi�ta: podbor�t

na eksperimenti za razgraniqenieto me�du qetiri alternativni modela, opis-

vawi raste�a na fitoplankton v bioreaktor. Rexeni�ta poluqeni ot mode-

lite za redica ot eksperimenti sa izpolzvani za opredel�neto na optimalni�

razgraniqavaw eksperiment. Tova e postignato nezavisimo ot naliqieto na

n�kolko uslo�n�vawi faktora, v qastnost slo�nostta na modelite, gol�mata

netoqnost v sto�nostite na parametrite, i trudnostta da se nabl�dava pove-

denieto na sistemata.

Prilo�enieto na metoda e podkrepeno s n�kolko softuerni produkta. Raz-

raboteni sa implementacii na semi-kvantitativni� simulator Q3, tehnikata
za semi-kvantitativen sravnitelen analiz SQCA i metoda za podbor na ekspe-

rimenti, koito sa bazirani na s�westvuvawataCommon Lisp implementaci� na
QSIM i Q2.

Problem�t za razgraniqenie me�du alternativni modeli e razgledan kato

qast ot po-obxirnata problemna oblast na komp�t�rnoto modelirane. Kom-



p�t�rnoto modelirane e proces, ko�to obedin�va de�nosti kato avtomatizira-

no konstruirane na modeli, ocen�vane na validnostta na modeli i revizi� na

modeli, s cel da se nameri na�-podhod�wi� model na edna sistema. Kogato

tezi de�nosti vod�t do n�kolko alternativni modela, metod�t za podbor na

eksperimenti mo�e sistematiqno i b�rzo da podpomogne identificiraneto

na na�-dobri� model.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Problem description

The formulation of an adequate model is a crucial step in successfully answering a
query about the behavior of an experimental system. The model enables us to predict
how the system will behave in response to certain stimuli, or to explain an observed
behavior. For instance, a model might be used to predict the growth behavior of a
microalgae population in a bioreactor, or it might be used to explain why measure-
ments of the fracture strength of polished specimens of a material are higher than
measurements obtained with unpolished specimens.

Obtaining an adequate model of an experimental system is a laborious and error-
prone task. Model construction involves the analysis of observations of system be-
havior, as well as the application of domain knowledge. In this process, different
assumptions about the structure and behavior of the system can be made. Often, this
results in a number of competing models, each equally justifiable by the available ob-
servations. For example, a variety of models describing the nutrient- and light-limited
growth of microalgae cultures in a bioreactor have been developed (Zonneveld 1998).
For the mitotic clock of early embryos, a dozen models predicting the observed peri-
odic behavior of the concentrations of key proteins have been suggested (Obeyesekere
et al. 1992).

The problem of model discrimination arises when a set of alternative models of
a given system exists as a result of different assumptions about the system structure
and behavior. In order to discriminate between the competing models, and identify
which of them adequately describe the actual situation, new observations have to be
made. These can be obtained by performing additional experiments on the system.
An experiment discriminates between the models, if the predictions of some of the
models fit the newly obtained data whereas the predictions of the others do not. Since
in real-life applications the number of experiments that can be performed may be quite
large, and the cost of each of them considerable, it is important that the experiments
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be selected carefully. It is preferable to select experiments in such a way that the set of
possible models is maximally reduced (systematic model discrimination) at minimal
costs (efficient model discrimination).

The experiment that best discriminates between the models, the optimal discrim-
inatory experiment, is not generally known. In fact, the only way to determine this
would be to perform all possible experiments, something we obviously want to avoid.
Instead, we can predict the optimal discriminatory experiment by investigating the
predictions of the system behavior derived from the competing models. It is intu-
itively clear that an experiment that gives rise to distant predictions will have a higher
chance of discriminating between the models than an experiment for which the model
predictions are close.

In the selection of discriminatory experiments, computer support is indispensable.
First, in order to assess the discriminatory potential of an experiment, the model pre-
dictions for this experiment are needed. As models may be large and complex, and
their number significant, computer simulations are needed to derive the predictions
and to assure the validity of the results. Second, computer support is necessary to ex-
plore the potentially huge space of possible experiments and to determine the optimal
discriminatory experiments within this space.

Model discrimination has received quite some attention in the statistical literature
(e.g., (Box and Hill 1967; Atkinson and Fedorov 1975b; Fedorov and Hackl 1997)).
The methods described there deal with the problem of how to find an experiment
that brings the system into an observable state for which the model predictions are
as diverse as possible. This idea has been elaborated for the case of discrimination
between mathematical models with a precisely-defined structure and exact numerical
values for the system variables.

In many situations, however, the formulation of a quantitative model is impeded by
incomplete or imprecise information about the system structure and behavior. Incom-
plete or imprecise information may arise from inaccurate measurement instruments,
unforeseen influences of external factors, inability to monitor a continuous behavior,
etc. As a result, precise numerical values of the model parameters and exact func-
tional relationships between the model variables cannot be determined. Biology and
chemical engineering are examples of domains where such situations often occur.

One way to deal with incomplete and imprecise knowledge is to consider nu-
merical intervals that bound parameter values, and to specify envelopes that bound
unknown functions, giving rise to so-called semi-quantitative models (Berleant and
Kuipers 1997; Kay 1998). Semi-quantitative models take into account knowledge
available in many scientific and engineering domains, where parametric and functional
tolerances are often described by means of intervals and bounding curves. Situations
where a system is described by semi-quantitative models demand new methods for
model discrimination. This has motivated the research described in this thesis.

In order to be applicable to real problems, a method for model discrimination
should be able to deal with complex nonlinear models and noisy experimental data. In
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addition, the method should be sufficiently general to deal with various experimental
systems in a range of application domains.

On the basis of the above discussion, the following problem description can be
formulated.

Problem description: The development of a general method for the computer-
supported selection of experiments in order to systematically and efficiently
discriminate between competing semi-quantitative models, and the assessment
of the method in the context of a realistic problem in a scientific domain.

1.2 Research approach

The use of semi-quantitative models requires techniques for deriving predictions of
the system behavior from a model structure. These predictions are needed to assess
the potential of the possible experiments to discriminate between the models and to
evaluate their relative plausibilities by comparing the predictions with the observations
obtained in the experiments. An important requirement for such techniques is that
they provide guarantees on the generated predictions. In particular, for the purpose
of model discrimination, it is extremely important that all possible predictions are
generated from a given model structure. This soundness property guarantees that a
model will never be falsely rejected.

A variety of techniques to model and reason about incompletely specified sys-
tems have been developed within the field of Qualitative Reasoning (QR) (Weld and
de Kleer 1990; Kuipers 1994; Faltings and Struss 1992). In this thesis, the tech-
nique QSIM (Kuipers 1994), and its extensions Q2 and Q3 (Kuipers 1994; Berleant
and Kuipers 1997) are employed. QSIM, Q2, and Q3 provide a formalism to repre-
sent semi-quantitative models as well as algorithms to simulate experimental systems
described in terms of this formalism. These techniques are appropriate for the pur-
pose of model discrimination, since their solid mathematical foundation guarantees
the soundness of the predictions generated.

An essential precondition for the efficient discrimination between semi-quanti-
tative competing models is the precision of their predictions. A widely-recognized
problem of semi-quantitative simulation techniques is that they often overestimate the
real solutions of a model. By comparing the behavior of the system predicted by a
model in one experiment with the behaviors predicted by this model in related experi-
ments, the predictions can be considerably improved. For this purpose, a technique for
the semi-quantitative comparative analysis (SQCA) of experimental systems has been
developed. In the approach some ideas from qualitative comparative analysis tech-
niques developed within QR (Weld 1988; de Jong and van Raalte 1999) have been
borrowed.

The development of the method for model discrimination requires the explicit for-
malization of the reasoning steps in the discrimination process. In particular, a crite-
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rion has to be defined that allows one to evaluate the discriminatory potential of the
possible experiments and to select the optimal discriminatory experiment. The crite-
rion must be a function of the predictions of the models concerning the behavior of the
system in an experiment. As noted above, such criteria have been previously devel-
oped in statistics, with the limitation that they cannot deal with imprecisely-specified
models. Therefore, a generalized criterion has been developed and integrated in a
method for the discrimination between semi-quantitative models. The criterion is
based on concepts from information theory and formalizes the intuition that exper-
iments for which the model predictions are more distant have a higher potential to
discriminate between the alternatives.

In order to demonstrate the ability of the method to discriminate efficiently be-
tween semi-quantitative competing models, a simulation study has been carried out.
In this study, the average number of experiments needed for discrimination has been
compared in two cases. In the first case, experiments have been selected according to
the criterion, whereas in the second case experiments have been selected at random.
This has been achieved by using artificial experimental data generated from a model
arbitrarily selected from the set of competing models.

In order to assure generality of the method, it has been developed independently
of any particular application domain. However, the applicability of the method will
have to be demonstrated on a real problem involving a set of complex models of an
incompletely-specified experimental system, involving costly experiments and impre-
cise data. A problem in the field of population biology has been chosen, the selection
of experiments to discriminate between alternative models of the growth of phyto-
plankton in a bioreactor. The choice of optimal discriminatory experiments is critical
in this application, since the experiments may take several weeks to complete. Semi-
quantitative models are appropriate here because, as in the case for most biological
systems, the available data is incomplete and imprecise. The application has been
elaborated in collaboration with Olivier Bernard and Jan-Luc Gouzé, mathematical
biologists at the Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique
(INRIA), Sophia Antipolis, France.

The application of the method for model discrimination has been supported by sev-
eral computer tools. In particular, the existing implementation of QSIM and Q2 have
been used. In addition, implementations of the semi-quantitative simulation technique
Q3, the technique for semi-quantitative comparative analysis SQCA, and the algo-
rithm for model discrimination have been developed. The implementations have been
used in the examples throughout the thesis.

1.3 Thesis organization

The work described in this thesis has been organized into four parts. Part I (chapters 1
and 2) gives an overview of the research. Chapter 2 provides the conceptual basis
for the material presented in part II and introduces informally the method for model
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discrimination.
Part II covers the experiment selection method developed in this study, as well as

the simulation techniques it is based upon. Chapter 3 focuses on techniques for semi-
quantitative modeling and simulation. In chapter 4 the technique for semi-quantitative
comparative analysis is presented. The method for discrimination of semi-quantitative
models outlined in chapter 2 is further elaborated in chapter 5. The chapters in part II
deal with the formal aspects of the techniques, while details on the implementation of
the algorithms are given in the appendices.

Part III describes the application of the methods and techniques presented in part II
to the discrimination of a set of models of the growth of phytoplankton in a bioreac-
tor. Chapter 6 provides background knowledge about the biological context of the
problem, and presents the set of competing models. In chapter 7 the results of the
application are discussed.

In part IV the work presented in this thesis is evaluated. Chapter 8 discusses
the method for model discrimination in the context of related work, while chapter 9
summarizes the achievements and indicates directions for further work.
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Chapter 2

Selection of Experiments for Model
Discrimination

This chapter provides the conceptual basis of the techniques presented in part II. In
particular, the concepts of experimental systems, experiments, and competing models
are introduced and explained. Also, an outline of the method for model discrimination
is given. The material presented here can be conceived as a prelude to the technical
details in the next three chapters, which form the core of this thesis.

The first section elaborates the concepts of experimental system and experiment.
Experimental systems are viewed as controlled physical or biological systems that are
investigated in laboratory experiments. The notion of competing models is defined
in section 2.2 as alternative models describing the same aspects of an experimental
system. Section 2.3 outlines the method for selecting experiments to discriminate
between competing models. The method is presented in detail in chapter 5.

2.1 Experimental systems and experiments

2.1.1 Experimental systems

Experimental systems are (physical, biological) systems that are investigated in labo-
ratory experiments (de Jong 1998). Distinguished properties of experimental systems
are that they are controllable and observable. Control is achieved by maintaining the
system’s structure and regulating the experimental conditions. Observations are di-
rected at the determination of certain properties of the system such as the fracture
strength of a material.

Experimental systems are created and sustained in an experimental set-up. Con-
sider, for instance, phytoplankton growth in a bioreactor. The experimental set-up
consists of a phytoplankton culture in a growth medium, where various factors, such
as the light intensity, the temperature, and the concentration of the feeding substrates
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can be controlled. The experimental set-up, thus, defines the experimental conditions
under which the system is investigated.

An experiment is an action, in which specific experimental conditions are im-
posed, and the behavior of the system under these conditions is observed. In the
context of phytoplankton growth, an experiment consists of fixing the light intensity,
the temperature, and the concentrations of the feeding substrates at a desired value.
Measurements of the biovolume in the time course of the experiment constitute the
experimental outcome.

Performing an experiment is a labour-intensive and error-prone activity. A variety
of skills are required to create the system, control the value of various quantities, cal-
ibrate the measurement instruments, and validate the experimental outcome. Failure
to control the system may result in an undesired outcome, thus giving rise to ques-
tions like: was the experiment performed in the way it was supposed to be performed?
Were the experimental conditions what we thought they were? Did we measure what
we wanted to? A neglected external influence or a miscalibrated instrument raises
doubts about the reliability of the experiment.

In this study, the results of the experiments will not be questioned. This is a
central assumption for model discrimination, as the adequacy of a candidate model
will be evaluated on the basis of the quality of fit between the predictions derived
from this model and the observations made in an experiment. As a consequence, if the
predictions of a model contradict the experimental outcome, and the model predictions
are sound, then we can conclude that the model is inadequate.

2.1.2 Experiments and observations

The discrimination between alternative models of an experimental system requires
observations on the system behavior. In order to obtain these observations, one can
perform experiments on the system and observe how its behavior evolves. Discrim-
ination is achieved by evaluating the quality of fit between the observations and the
predictions derived from each of the models.

An important question is what experiments would be relevant in an experimen-
tal set-up, as the number of possibilities might be infinite. For instance, a quantity
may be kept constant at some value during the experiment or its value may be some
time-varying function. In practice, the set of possible experiments will be restricted
by various constraints. First, not everything is feasible in a given experimental set-up.
Too high a pressure in a reactor may cause an explosion, and too low a temperature
may not be realizable with the available instruments. Another set of constraints is
imposed by the requirement that an experiment must not violate the assumptions un-
der which the competing models are presumed valid. For example, a model for the
growth of microalgae in a bioreactor may be correct only in a specific range of light
intensities. A light intensity outside this range would give rise to observations that are
not comparable with the model predictions, since the latter cannot be expected to be
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valid. In this study, the set of possible experiments on an experimental system will be
assumed given, and in accordance with the above constraints.

In the course of an experiment, observations are made. Observations usually con-
sist of measurements of quantities at a sequence of time-points. Other possibilities
include measurements of the value of specific behavior characteristics, such as the
maximum of a quantity or the period of an oscillation. More abstract observations,
like the type of behavior exhibited by the system, can also be made. In fact, what ob-
servations can be made depends on the particular system and the set of models we wish
to discriminate. For instance, not everything can be observed in an experiment: the
number of phytoplanktonic cells in a bioreactor can be so small, that no meaningful
measurements can be made. Such constraints could be introduced by the limitations of
available measurement instruments, and the unavailability of others. Further, an obser-
vation makes sense only if the models we are analyzing allow predictions of the actual
situation. Measuring the nitrite concentration in a bioreactor would not be useful for
the problem of model discrimination, if we are not able to predict this concentration
by means of some model.

2.2 Competing models of an experimental system

When modeling an experimental system, different assumptions about its structure and
behavior can be made, especially when the system is poorly-understood. As a conse-
quence, the formulation of a unique model describing the system is often not possible.
Instead, a set of alternative models will be available.

2.2.1 Candidate models

Generally speaking, a candidate model of an experimental system is a symbolic struc-
ture consisting of a set of variables and relations between these variables. The vari-
ables represent (some of) the quantities of the system, while the relations describe
interactions between the system components as well as interactions of the system with
its environment. That is, a model represents a particular aspect of the system relevant
to the problem being studied. For instance, if we want to examine the fracture strength
of a ceramic material, it makes little sense to consider a model of the optical properties
of the material.

In an experiment, the experimental conditions of the system are specified. Simi-
larly, by giving concrete values to (some of) the model variables, an instantiation of
the model is obtained (figure 2.1). Having done this, the values of other variables can
be predicted from the model. In order to be able to compare the predictions of a model
with the observations of the system behavior made in the experiment, we require that
(some of) the model variables represent observable system quantities.

Finally, we also require that the predictions derived from a candidate model are
consistent with all available observations on the system behavior. This guarantees that
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Figure 2.1: Correspondence between experimental systems and models.

the model adequately describes the system in the light of experiments that have been
performed.

2.2.2 Competing models

Alternative candidate models are not necessarily competing, because they may de-
scribe different aspects of the experimental system. For this purpose, additional re-
quirements have to be imposed on the set models. In particular, the candidates must
have at least one common observable variable for which predictions are derived, or
there must be a way to relate predictions of the value of different variables. The fol-
lowing example will clarify this requirement. Consider an experimental system con-
sisting of a population of microalgae in a bioreactor. Assume one is interested in how
the population growth depends on various experimental conditions including temper-
ature and nutrient supply. If one model from the set of candidates predicts the total
amount of biovolume in the bioreactor, while another model predicts the total number
of cells, and we do not have a way to relate these two quantities, the predictions of
these two models cannot be meaningfully compared. As a consequence, the models
are not competing.

Another prerequisite for a set of candidate models to be competing is that the set
of modeling assumptions must be the same for all models: a model assumed to be
valid at high light intensities cannot compete with a model assumed to be valid at low
light intensities.

In the rest of this thesis the set of competing models of an experimental system
will be assumed given.

2.3 Model discrimination

Assume that a set M = {m1,m2, . . . ,ml} of competing models of an experimental
system is given. Discrimination between the models in M requires new information
about the system. This information may be obtained by performing additional exper-
iments and observing the system behavior under the experimental conditions. Dis-
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crimination is achieved by comparing the experimental outcomes with the predictions
derived from the models and by evaluating the quality of fit between observations and
predictions for each of the models.

2.3.1 Model ranking

In order to judge the relative plausibilities of the competing models we consider their
probabilities P (M) = {p(mj) |mj ∈ M}. The probabilities P (M) are estimated by
the relative degree to which the model predictions resemble the observations obtained
in the experiments. A larger value of p(mj) designates a better fit between predictions
and observations and implies more confidence in m j . In this way, the models in M
are ranked according to their predictiveness.

The ranking of the models may change after an experiment has been performed,
if the newly obtained observations do not agree equally well with the predictions of
all models. The probability estimates of the candidates are updated every time an
experiment is executed. In this way, the confidence in the models whose predictions
agree better with the experimental outcome will increase, while the confidence in the
models that show a lack of fit will decrease.

The problem of discriminating between the models in M is thus reduced to the
problem of finding an experiment or a sequence of experiments that will decrease our
confidence in some, possibly l− 1, competing models.

2.3.2 Experiment selection

In order to determine the discriminatory potential of an experiment, we have to ex-
amine the predictions of the competing models for the behavior of the system in this
experiment. Intuitively, an experiment for which the model predictions are as distant
as possible has a higher chance to discriminate between the models. That is, the obser-
vations obtained in such an experiment are expected to agree with the predictions of
fewer models. Consequently, the probability estimates of many models are expected
to decrease.

Assume that a set E of possible experiments is given. For every e i ∈ E, every
model mj ∈ M has to be instantiated according to the particular experimental con-
ditions. In other words, the values of relevant variables have to be set in such a way
that the models represent the particular experimental situation. Every model m j is
then simulated in order to determine the predictions of m j for the behavior of the sys-
tem in ei. The predictions of the competing models for the behavior of the system
in ei, together with the current probability estimates of the models, are used to com-
pute the expected information increment of e i (figure 2.2). The expected information
increment is a criterion that measures the discriminatory potential of an experiment.

The criterion introduces an ordering among the experiments: experiments for
which the model predictions differ more receive a higher score on the criterion, that
is, they will be expected to be more informative. After the experiments have been
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Figure 2.2: Schematic overview of the approach to selecting of experiments for model
discrimination.

ranked, the optimal discriminatory experiment is determined as the experiment that is
expected to be most informative.

2.3.3 Model discrimination as an iterative process

Once the optimal discriminatory experiment has been determined, it is executed and
the observations obtained are used to adjust the probability estimates of the models.
If the observations on the system behavior are consistent with the predictions of many
of the models, further experiments need to be selected and carried out. In this way,
the problem of model discrimination becomes an iterative process. The procedure
of selecting an experiment, executing this experiment, and updating the probability
estimates of the candidate models (figure 2.3) is repeated until one of the following
happens: a model has a sufficiently high probability estimate; all models in M turn
out to be improbable; or the set of possible experiments E is exhausted.

The algorithm for model discrimination terminates if, after a number of exper-
iments, one of the competing models has a sufficiently high probability estimate.
However, this does not mean that this model is proven “correct”. Model discrimi-
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Figure 2.3: Model discrimination as an iterative process.

nation simply infers the best model within the set of competing models. Additional
tests may be necessary in order to validate this model.
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Part II

Methods and techniques





Chapter 3

Semi-Quantitative Modeling and
Simulation

Information about experimental systems is often incomplete and imprecise. As a con-
sequence, precise numerical models cannot always be formulated. In this thesis ex-
perimental systems will be described by imprecise quantitative, or semi-quantitative
models. This chapter presents the technique QSIM, and its extensions Q2 and Q3,
which provide a formalism to represent semi-quantitative models as well as algo-
rithms to simulate experimental systems described in terms of this formalism. The
output of these algorithms forms the input for the semi-quantitative comparative anal-
ysis technique SQCA (chapter 4) and for the method for experiment selection for
model discrimination (chapter 5).

The first section reviews work on modeling and simulation of systems with in-
complete numerical information, and motivates the choice of the semi-quantitative
simulators Q2 and Q3. The next two sections introduce the basic concepts of qualita-
tive modeling and simulation in the framework of QSIM. In section 3.4 the concept of
semi-quantitative model is formally defined. The semi-quantitative simulation tech-
niques Q2 and Q3 are presented in sections 3.5 and 3.6, respectively. The properties
of QSIM, Q2 and Q3 are then summarized in section 3.7. The final section evaluates
the capabilities of these techniques to model and simulate experimental systems in the
light of the model discrimination problem.

The description of the QSIM algorithm has been summarized from (Kuipers 1994).
The description of the QSIM extensions Q2 and Q3 follows (Kuipers and Berleant
1988; Kuipers 1994), and (Berleant 1991; Berleant and Kuipers 1997), respectively.
The basic concepts of Q2 and Q3, however, have been formalized differently here, in
order to better emphasize their relation with the corresponding concepts of QSIM.
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3.1 Modeling and simulation with incomplete knowl-
edge

Ordinary differential equations (ODEs) are a powerful mathematical formalism for
modeling the dynamics of experimental systems. Given exact numerical values for
the parameters, and exact initial conditions, the numerical behavior of the system over
time can be predicted. Although widely applied, numerical analysis has the disad-
vantage that it cannot handle cases in which the system under study is incompletely
specified. In many cases parametric and functional imprecision do not allow the for-
mulation of an exact ODE model.

There are a number of different ways to represent incomplete knowledge about
quantities and functional relations in an ODE, including bounding intervals and curves,
fuzzy sets, probability distributions, etc. For each of these representations, techniques
have been developed that allow one to derive predictions from a given model structure.
The choice of a particular representation and reasoning mechanism strongly depends
on the application domain and the intended purpose of the model (Zimmermann 2000).

The purpose of the work described in this thesis is the development of a method
for the discrimination of competing models of incompletely specified experimental
systems. Incomplete knowledge here means that parameter values cannot be esti-
mated exactly and/or functional relationships among the model variables cannot be
determined precisely. Therefore, when seeking a suitable formalism to represent in-
complete knowledge about experimental systems, we will require that both parametric
and functional imprecision can be expressed.

Given that the model predictions will be used as input for the method for model
discrimination (chapter 2), it is necessary to impose some further requirements on the
techniques used to derive predictions from the given models. Predictions are needed
to (a) estimate the discriminatory capability of an experiment, and (b) to evaluate the
adequacy of the models by comparing their predictions with the results obtained in the
experiments. In order to achieve (a) and (b), the chosen simulation technique should
provide guarantees on the correctness of the generated results. Predictions as precise
as possible will lead to a better estimate of the expected gain of an experiment. Spu-
rious predictions may lead to an overestimation or an underestimation of the gain.
On the other hand, in order to evaluate the adequacy of a model we need all possible
predictions to be generated from a given model structure. Omitted predictions may
cause a model to be unfairly ruled out if the experimental outcome does not match the
simulation results.

In the field of Interval Analysis, algorithms for the simulation of imprecise ODEs
have been developed (Eijgenraam 1981; Lohner 1987; Deville et al. 1998; Nedialkov
1999). Imprecision is represented by specifying numerical intervals for parameter val-
ues and initial conditions. The result of the simulation consists of interval bounds that
are guaranteed to contain the solution at time-points of interest. A common drawback
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of these approaches is the inability to deal with large input intervals. In such cases an
enclosure of reasonable size for the solution cannot usually be found. In particular,
the size of the output intervals explodes when several qualitative behaviors conform
to the parameter values within the input intervals. A further drawback is the fact that
interval simulators cannot deal with functional imprecision.

Another way to deal with imprecision in ordinary differential equations is offered
by Monte Carlo analysis (Kalos and Whitlock 1986; Gazi et al. 1997; Say 2000). In
Monte Carlo methods, imprecision of parameter values and initial conditions is rep-
resented by probability distributions. Predictions are generated by numerically sim-
ulating a large number of ODEs corresponding to randomly-selected values from the
input space according to the given distributions. The result of the simulation is an ap-
proximation of the probability distributions of the values of the state variables at given
time-points. In addition to being computationally expensive (the numerical simula-
tion of a large number of ODEs is required), this kind of simulation algorithm lacks
an important characteristic. Since Monte Carlo simulation relies on sampling of the
input space, parts of the input space can be missed by chance, leading to predictions
that do not include all possible values. In the process, some behaviors that are unlikely
but important can be omitted. As stated above, deriving all possible predictions from
a given model is very important to model discrimination since the adequacy of the
models will be estimated by their predictiveness.

Imprecision in parameters and initial conditions can also be expressed by using
fuzzy values. Shen and Leitch (1993) have developed a method to simulate fuzzy dif-
ferential equations. Similar methods have been reported by Bonarini and Bontempi
(1994), and Keller et al. (1999). As in Monte Carlo simulation, these methods do not
guarantee that all possible solutions are generated, although spurious predictions are
not produced. Another drawback is that, as in interval simulation, functional impreci-
sion cannot be handled.

In Artificial Intelligence, techniques for the qualitative modeling and simulation
of dynamical systems have been developed (Kuipers 1994; Forbus 1984). Given a
qualitative description of the system, these approaches predict all possible qualitative
behaviors the system can exhibit. However, due to the weakness of the qualitative
calculus, spurious behaviors are often generated as well. Although these techniques
can deal with functional imprecision, they have the major disadvantage that, even if
some quantitative information about the system is available, it is ignored. This often
results in weak predictions and explosion of the number of predicted behaviors.

Recently, methods for the semi-quantitative simulation of dynamical systems have
been developed. Semi-quantitative simulation (Kay and Kuipers 1993; Vescovi et al.
1995; Berleant and Kuipers 1997; Kay 1998; Heidtke 2001) proceeds by integrating
available numerical information to refine the predictions generated by a qualitative
simulator. The results consist of a set of qualitative behaviors augmented with interval
ranges for the system variables. Semi-quantitative simulation combines useful fea-
tures from both qualitative and numerical (interval) simulation. First, the behavior of
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a system can be predicted even in the absence of any quantitative knowledge. Further,
all possible behaviors are guaranteed to be found. Finally, interval bounds for the sys-
tem variables can be derived from available quantitative information. A disadvantage
of the majority of these techniques is that the derived predictions often overestimate
the possible solutions.

Q3 (Berleant 1991; Berleant and Kuipers 1997) is a technique that combines a
number of strategies to improve the predictions in semi-quantitative simulation. Q3
has been built upon the semi-quantitative technique Q2 (Kuipers and Berleant 1988;
Kuipers 1994) which is an extension of the qualitative simulator QSIM. QSIM and its
extensions Q2 and Q3 have a solid mathematical foundation which provide desirable
guarantees on the outcome of the simulation process. These important properties of
QSIM, Q2 and Q3 have motivated the choice to adopt these techniques for the model-
ing and simulation of incompletely specified experimental systems.

3.2 Basic concepts of QSIM

3.2.1 Qualitative values and behaviors

In QSIM, the vector of variables x describing a dynamical system are assumed to be
reasonable functions of time (Kuipers 1994).

Definition 1 (Reasonable function) Let a, b ∈ R
∗, a < b.1 The function x : [a, b]→

R
∗ is reasonable over the interval [a, b], if

1. x is continuous on [a, b];

2. x is continuously differentiable on ]a, b[;

3. there are finitely many points where the derivative x ′(t) changes its sign in any
closed interval;

4. the limits limt→a+ x′(t) and limt→b− x
′(t) exist in R

∗ and x′(a) and x′(b) are
defined to be equal to these limits.

The domain of a variable is determined by its quantity space: a set of totally or-
dered symbolic values, also called landmarks, which represent qualitatively important
values for the associated variable.

Consider an elastic spring attached to a stationary platform (figure 3.1) (Steidel
1989). The spring force f obeys Hooke’s law, varying linearly with displacement x.
The constant of proportionality for the spring is the spring constant k, the slope of
the force-displacement curve. If an object with mass m is attached to the lower end
of the spring, the spring will stretch from its original position and will come to an
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Figure 3.1: Schematic view of a mass-spring system.

equilibrium at x = 0. If the object is deflected, it will oscillate around its equilibrium
position.

In this example, important values of the displacement x include the initial dis-
placement x0 and the equilibrium position at 0. The quantity space of this variable
will, therefore, be given as [−∞, 0, x0,∞]. Similarly, the quantity spaces of k and
m will be [0, k0,∞] and [0,m0,∞], respectively, where k0 and m0 are the unknown
but fixed values of k and m. Time is also considered to be a variable, with a quantity
space composed of the distinguished time-points t0 < t1 < . . . < tn < ∞. At each
distinguished time-point ti a variable changes its value to or from a landmark.

The qualitative value QV (x, t) of a variable x at a time-point t is expressed in
terms of the landmarks in its quantity space and its direction of change. More pre-
cisely, the following definition holds.

Definition 2 (Qualitative value) The qualitative value QV (x, t) of x(t) with respect
to the quantity space l1 < l2 < . . . < lk is a tuple 〈qmag, qdir〉, where

qmag =

{
lj if x(t) = lj,

]lj , lj+1[ if lj < x(t) < lj+1,
qdir =



inc if x′(t) > 0,
std if x′(t) = 0,
dec if x′(t) < 0.

The qualitative value of the mass m at t0, for instance, is QV (m, t0) = 〈m0, std〉.
Since m is constant, its qualitative value will be the same at every time-point.

Given two adjacent distinguished time-points tj and tj+1, the qualitative value
QV (x, tj , tj+1) of x on the time interval ]tj , tj+1[ is defined as QV (x, t) for any
t ∈]tj , tj+1[.

1
R
∗ denotes the extended real line, which includes −∞ and ∞.
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The qualitative behavior of a dynamical system consists of a sequence of qualita-
tive states. A qualitative state is defined at a distinguished time-point (time-point state)
or between two adjacent distinguished time-points (time-interval state) as a tuple of
qualitative values, one for each variable xj in the m-vector x of system variables.

Definition 3 (Qualitative state) Let the variables xj , 1 ≤ j ≤ m, be reasonable
functions of time defined over the same domain [a, b]. Each x j has a set of landmarks
and distinguished time-points. The set of distinguished time-points of x is defined as
the union of all distinguished time-points for the individual variables x j . The quali-
tative state of a dynamical system described by the variables x at t i is defined as an
m-tuple of qualitative values:

QS(x, ti) = 〈QV (x1, ti), . . . ,QV (xm, ti)〉,
and the qualitative state between the adjacent distinguished time-points t i and ti+1 is
defined as:

QS(x, ti, ti+1) = 〈QV (x1, ti, ti+1), . . . ,QV (xm, ti, ti+1)〉.
Definition 4 (Qualitative behavior) Let the variables xj , 1 ≤ j ≤ m, be reasonable
functions of time defined over the same domain [a, b]. Furthermore, let t i, 0 ≤ i ≤ n,
be the corresponding sequence of distinguished time-points. The qualitative behavior
of x is defined as

QB(x) = 〈QS(x, t0),QS(x, t0, t1),QS (x, t1), . . . ,QS(x, tn−1, tn),QS(x, tn)〉,
where t0 = a and tn = b.

Given the above definitions, a unique qualitative behavior can be defined for every
vector x of reasonable functions (theorem 1 in (Kuipers 1994)), where x is said to be
consistent with the corresponding qualitative behavior. Conversely, a whole class of
reasonable functions will generally be consistent with a given qualitative behavior.

3.2.2 Qualitative differential equations

Consider again the mass-spring system illustrated in figure 3.1. Using Newton’s sec-
ond law of motion, the following linear differential equations describe the system:

ẋ(t) = v(t)

v̇(t) = − k

m
x(t). (3.1)

If the values of k and m in (3.1) are precisely specified, we have a system of
ordinary differential equations. But if, say, we only know that k and m are positive
constants, we have a class of ODEs, which can be described by a single qualitative
differential equation (QDE).
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QV constraints Basic equations
QV (p, t) = QV (q, t) p(t) = q(t)
QV (p, t) = QV (q, t) +QV (r, t) p(t) = q(t) + r(t)
QV (p, t) = QV (q, t) · QV (r, t) p(t) = q(t) · r(t)
QV (p, t) = −QV (q, t) p(t) = −q(t)
QV (p, t) = QV (q̇, t) p(t) = q̇(t)
QV (ṗ, t) = 〈0, std〉 ṗ(t) = 0
QV (p, t) = F (QV (q, t)), F is M+ p(t) = f(q(t)), f ∈M+

QV (p, t) = F (QV (q, t)), F is M+
0 p(t) = f(q(t)), f ∈M+

0

Table 3.1: QV constraints and the corresponding basic equations of which they are
abstractions. M+ is the class of monotonically increasing functions f (f ′ > 0 over
the domain of f ). M+

0 is a subclass of M+, such that for every f ∈ M+
0 , f(0) = 0.

Constraints for subtraction, division, monotonically decreasing functions and multi-
variate monotonic functions (Kuipers 1994) have been omitted.

Definition 5 (Qualitative differential equation) Assume the following system of
equations is given

ẋ(t) = f (x(t), c), (3.2)

where x is a vector of state variables that are reasonable functions of time, and c is a
vector of parameters with constant values. A QDE is abstracted from the ODE system
(3.2) by first decomposing the functions f into basic equations and then mapping the
equations to corresponding constraints between the qualitative values of the variables
x and the parameters c (table 3.1).

The constraints between the qualitative values of the state variables x and the
parameters c are called QV constraints.

Following the mapping in table 3.1, a QDE for the mass-spring system, abstracting
from the ODE in (3.1), can be obtained

QV (v, t) = QV (ẋ, t)
QV (a, t) = QV (v̇, t) QV (k, t) = QV (c, t) · QV (m, t)
QV (a, t) = QV (−c, t) · QV (x, t) QV (ṁ, t) = 〈0, std〉

QV (−c, t) = −QV (c, t) QV (k̇, t) = 〈0, std〉 (3.3)
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3.3 Qualitative simulation with QSIM

3.3.1 State constraints

The QV constraints in a QDE put restrictions on the qualitative values of the variables.
Generally, these restrictions concern the sign of the qualitative magnitude and the
direction of change. Let QV (x, t) = 〈qmagx, qdirx〉. Denote with [qmagx] and
[qdirx] the signs of qmagx and qdirx, respectively:

[qmagx] =



+ , qmagx > 0
0 , qmagx = 0
− , qmagx < 0

[qdirx] =



+ , qdirx = inc

0 , qdirx = std

− , qdirx = dec.

The following types of qualitative state constraints can be distinguished:

1. Arithmetic constraints. This class includes addition, multiplication, negation
and equality. The QV constraint QV (p, t) = QV (q, t)+QV (r, t), for instance,
leads to:

[qmagp] = [qmagq] + [qmagr]; [qdirp] = [qdirq] + [qdirr],

where the addition refers to sign addition (see below). Similarly, for the multi-
plication QV (p, t) = QV (q, t) · QV (r, t), the following sign relations hold:

[qmagp] = [qmagq]×[qmagr]; [qdirp] = [qmagr]×[qdirq]+[qmagq]×[qdirr].

2. Monotonic constraints. Consider the QV constraint QV (p, t) = F (QV (q, t)),
with F being M+. The following restriction can be derived:

[qdirp] = [qdirq].

3. Derivative constraints. From QV (p, t) = QV (q̇, t), one finds:

[qdirp] = [qmagq].

The state constraints listed above are implied by the sign quantity space [−∞, 0,∞].
Other quantity spaces may introduce additional state constraints if so-called corre-
sponding values are taken into account. Corresponding values are tuples of landmarks
for which a certain basic equation is satisfied. For instance, 〈p1, q3, r2〉 are corre-
sponding values for the constraint QV (p) = QV (q) +QV (r) if p1 = q3 + r2. If we
denote with [qmagp]p1 , [qmagq]q3 , and [qmagr]r2 the sign of the qualitative magni-
tudes of p, q and r with respect to the values p1, q3 and r2, respectively, the following
additional constraint can be formulated:

[qmagp]p1 = [qmagq]q3 + [qmagr]r2 . (3.4)
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The state constraints put restrictions on the values of the magnitude and direction
of change at a qualitative state QS(ti) or QS(ti, ti+1) and are evaluated by using
qualitative (sign) arithmetic. The following tables specify the operations addition and
multiplication of sign values:

+ + 0 −
+ + + +/0/−
0 + 0 −
− +/0/− − −

× + 0 −
+ + 0 −
0 0 0 0
− − 0 +

If we know, for instance, that [qmagq]q3 = 0 (i.e. q = q3) and [qmagr]r2 = +
(i.e. r > r2), then from (3.4) and the table for sign addition, we can conclude that
[qmagp]p1 = +, that is, p > p1.

3.3.2 Transition constraints

In addition to the state constraints, a set of rules are defined that determine the possible
transitions from one qualitative state to another. These transition constraints determine
how the qualitative value of a variable can change from one state to its immediate
successor (Kuipers 1994). There are two different sets of transitions: those that hold
when the simulation is at a time-point state (point transitions) and those that occur
when the simulation is in a time-interval state (interval transitions).

Let lj−1 < lj < lj+1 be adjacent landmarks in the quantity space of the variable
p. The tables below summarize the transition rules for the qualitative value of p.

point transitions interval transitions
QV (p, ti) ⇒ QV (p, ti, ti+1)

〈lj , std〉 〈lj , std〉
〈lj , std〉 〈]lj , lj+1[, inc〉
〈lj , std〉 〈]lj−1, lj [, dec〉
〈lj , inc〉 〈]lj , lj+1[, inc〉
〈lj , dec〉 〈]lj−1, lj [, dec〉
〈]lj , lj+1[, inc〉 〈]lj , lj+1[, inc〉
〈]lj , lj+1[, dec〉 〈]lj , lj+1[, dec〉
〈]lj , lj+1[, std〉 〈]lj , lj+1[, std〉
〈]lj , lj+1[, std〉 〈]lj , lj+1[, inc〉
〈]lj , lj+1[, std〉 〈]lj , lj+1[, dec〉

QV (p, ti, ti+1) ⇒ QV (p, ti+1)

〈lj , std〉 〈lj , std〉
〈]lj , lj+1[, inc〉 〈lj+1, std〉
〈]lj , lj+1[, inc〉 〈lj+1, inc〉
〈]lj , lj+1[, inc〉 〈]lj , lj+1[, inc〉
〈]lj , lj+1[, inc〉 〈]lj , lj+1[, std〉
〈]lj , lj+1[, dec〉 〈lj , std〉
〈]lj , lj+1[, dec〉 〈lj , dec〉
〈]lj , lj+1[, dec〉 〈]lj , lj+1[, dec〉
〈]lj , lj+1[, dec〉 〈]lj , lj+1[, std〉
〈]lj , lj+1[, std〉 〈]lj , lj+1[, std〉

While the state constraints apply to a single qualitative state, and the transition
constraints apply to a pair of qualitative states, the so-called global constraints apply
to sequences of qualitative states. Examples of such constraints include the energy
filter (sequences of states preserving the energy of the system) (Fouché and Kuipers
1992), ruling out self-intersecting trajectories in the phase space (Lee and Kuipers
1988; Struss 1988) and stability analysis (Ishida 1989).
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3.3.3 QSIM algorithm

The QSIM algorithm predicts all possible qualitative behaviors of a given system
based on its QDE and an initial state description. First, the algorithm generates all
possible initial qualitative states consistent with the initial state description and the
state constraints. Next, the set of possible successors of each initial state is deter-
mined by applying the transition rules. By repeating this process, QSIM produces an
alternating sequence of time-point and time-interval states.

For each initial state, the algorithm generates a qualitative behavior tree. All paths
from the roots to the leaves of the behavior trees form the possible qualitative behav-
iors.

Algorithm 1 (QSIM Algorithm) Given a QDE and initial state description QS init.

Step 1 Initialize the agenda with the initial states QS(t0)1, . . . ,QS(t0)n, the com-
pletions of QS init. The initial states form the roots of the behavioral trees.

Step 2 If the agenda is empty, then stop. The paths from the roots to the leaves in the
behavior trees are the qualitative behaviors QB 1, . . . ,QBk.
Otherwise, select a state QS from the agenda.

Step 3 Using the transition constraints, determine the possible successors of QS .

Step 4 Determine the successor states consistent with the state constraints and the
global constraints.

Step 5 Add the consistent successor states to the behavior tree by linking them to QS .

Step 6 Remove QS from the agenda. Add all eligible successors to the agenda. A
newly created state is eligible, unless it is inconsistent, quiescent, identical with
a previous state, satisfies conditions for a region transition, or occurs at t =∞.

The completion of qualitative states in steps 1 and 4 of the algorithm is formalized
as a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP). QSIM solves this CSP by using the algo-
rithm Cfilter (Kuipers (1994), ch. 4).

Consider, for instance, the QDE of the mass-spring system given in (3.3) and the
following initial state description:

QS init = 〈QV (x, t0) = 〈x0, nil〉,QV (v, t0) = 〈0, nil〉,
QV (k, t0) = 〈k0, std〉,QV (m, t0) = 〈m0, std〉〉,

where nil means that the corresponding qdir is unknown. QSIM generates three
possible qualitative behaviors sharing a common initial state (figure 3.2). The first
behavior predicts decreasing oscillations, the second one increasing oscillations, and
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the third one predicts steady oscillations around the equilibrium position. Although
all behaviors are consistent with the QV constraints and the transition rules, the first
two behaviors are spurious (section 3.7), since they do not preserve the energy of
the system. Using the global energy constraint, stating that the value of the variable

e =
1
2
mv2+

1
2
kx2 is constant, QSIM generates a single qualitative behavior showing

steady oscillations around the equilibrium value.

(a) (b) (c)

t4

0
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x2

displacement x

t4
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x0
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t3t2t1t0 t4
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t0 t1 t2 t3 t0 t1 t2 t3

x1 x1

Figure 3.2: QSIM generates three qualitative behaviors from the QDE of the mass-
spring system, given in (3.3). This figure shows the temporary evolution of the dis-
placement x: (a) decreasing oscillations around the rest position, (b) increasing os-
cillations, and (c) steady oscillations. The first two behaviors are ruled out when the
energy constraint is applied.

3.4 Basic concepts of Q2 and Q3

3.4.1 Semi-quantitative values and behaviors

Both in qualitative and semi-quantitative simulation, the quantity space of a variable
is a fundamental concept. In semi-quantitative simulation, in the quantity space l 1 <
l2 < . . . < ln, each landmark li is augmented with a numerical range range(li) :=
[li, li] with upper and lower bounds li, li ∈ R

∗. This extended quantity space moti-
vates the concept of semi-quantitative value.

Definition 6 (Semi-quantitative value) The semi-quantitative value (SQV) of a vari-
able x at given time-point t with respect to the extended quantity space l 1 < l2 <
. . . < ln is the qualitative value of x at t, enhanced with a numerical range, i.e.,

SQV (x, t) := 〈QV (x, t), range(x(t))〉,
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where,2

range(x(t)) :=

{
range(li), if QV (x, t) = 〈li, qdir〉,
range(li) ∪ range(li+1), if QV (x, t) = 〈〈li, li+1〉, qdir〉.

For adjacent distinguished time-points ti and ti+1, the semi-quantitative value of x
on ]ti, ti+1[, SQV (x, ti, ti+1), is defined as 〈QV (x, t), range(x, ti)∪
range(x, ti+1)〉 for any t ∈]ti, ti+1[.

Definition 7 (Semi-quantitative state) Let x be the vector of reasonable functions
xj , defined over the same domain [a, b], that represent the system variables. Each x j

has its own set of landmarks and distinguished time-points, so that the distinguished
time points of x are the union of the distinguished time-points of the individual func-
tions xj in x. The semi-quantitative state (SQS) of x at ti is the tuple

SQS(x, ti) := 〈SQV (x1, ti),SQV (x2, ti), . . . ,SQV (xm, ti)〉,
SQS(x, ti, ti+1) := 〈SQV (x1, ti, ti+1),SQV (x2, ti, ti+1), . . . ,SQV (xm, ti, ti+1)〉.

Analogously to the definition of qualitative behavior, the semi-quantitative behav-
ior of a dynamical system can be defined.

Definition 8 (Semi-quantitative behavior) The semi-quantitative behavior (SQB) of
a system with variables x defined over [a, b] is the sequence of semi-quantitative states

SQB(x) = 〈SQS(x, t0),SQS(x, t0, t1),SQS (x, t1), . . . ,SQS(x, tn)〉,
with t0 = a and tn = b.

In qualitative simulation one can define a qualitative behavior given a set of rea-
sonable functions x and a quantity space. If, instead, an extended quantity space is
given, one can define the semi-quantitative behavior of x. Moreover, it is easy to
show that qualitative behaviors are a special (weak) form of semi-quantitative behav-
iors. Phrased differently, SQBs can be seen as refinements of QBs. The quantity
spaces employed in qualitative simulation:

−∞ < l1 < . . . < li < 0 < li+1 < . . . < ln <∞.

are implicit extended quantity spaces with ranges defined as follows:

range(−∞) := [−∞,−∞],
range(0) := [0, 0],
range(∞) := [∞,∞],
range(lk) :=

{
]−∞, 0[, 1 ≤ k ≤ i,

]0,∞[, i < k ≤ n.

2∪ denotes interval union (appendix A).
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3.4.2 Semi-quantitative differential equations

QDEs are a suitable modeling formalism when only qualitative information about
the system is available. Often, however, we do have some numerical information
in the form of interval ranges for landmarks and bounding functions on monotonic
constraints. This information can be used to refine the coarse description of the system
given by the QDE.

Definition 9 (Semi-quantitative differential equation) A semi-quantitative differen-
tial equation (SQDE) is a QDE enhanced with numerical information as follows:

• Interval ranges are specified for landmark values:

range(l) = [l, l], l, l ∈ R
∗ ⇐⇒ l ≤ l ≤ l.

• Bounding envelopes (numerically computable functions) are specified for un-
known monotonic functions f :

envelope(f) = [f, f ]⇐⇒ ∀x f(x) ≤ f(x) ≤ f(x).

Further, bounds on the derivatives f ′ and f ′′ of f may be given:

slope(f) = [a, a]⇐⇒ ∀x f ′(x) ∈ [a, a];

curvature(f) = [b, b]⇐⇒ ∀x f ′′(x) ∈ [b, b].

Henceforth, by a semi-quantitative model of an experimental system we will mean
a semi-quantitative differential equation as defined above.

Consider the QDE of the mass-spring system, given in (3.3). By adding the inter-
vals

range(k0) = [0.2, 0.3], range(m0) = [2.4, 2.6], range(x0) = [8.3, 8.6], (3.5)

for the landmarks k0, m0 and x0 of the variables k, m and x, we arrive at an SQDE,
refining the given qualitative differential equation.

The QDE in (3.3) was obtained by assuming a linear spring force in the mass-

spring system. If the spring force is not known exactly, that is, ẋ = v, v̇ = − k

m
f(x),

f ′(x) > 0, the following QDE can be formulated:3

3For legibility, the time variable will often be omitted in the QV constraints.
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Figure 3.3: A plot of the envelope functions f(x) = x + x3/6 − 1 and f(x) =
x + x3/6 + 1 (solid lines), and examples of monotonic functions they bound (dashed
lines).

QV (v) = QV (ẋ) QV (k) = QV (c) · QV (m)

QV (a) = QV (v̇) QV (f) = F (QV (x)), F is M+
0

QV (a) = QV (−c) · QV (f) QV (ṁ, t) = 〈0, std〉
QV (−c) = −QV (c) QV (k̇, t) = 〈0, std〉 (3.6)

By adding the intervals (3.5) and specifying the envelopes

f(x) = x+ x3/6− 1, f(x) = x+ x3/6 + 1

for f , we obtain an SQDE refining the given QDE. Figure 3.3 shows a plot of the two
envelope functions, as well as examples of monotonic functions bounded by these
envelopes.

3.5 Semi-quantitative simulation with Q2

Semi-quantitative simulation exploits the quantitative knowledge in an SQDE to attach
range information to the qualitative behavior tree. In the process, some branches of
the tree may be refuted because their qualitative descriptions are inconsistent with the
quantitative information, while other branches are made more precise by refining the
broad ranges implied by the qualitative behaviors.
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The Q2 algorithm (Kuipers and Berleant 1988; Kuipers 1994) refines the quali-
tative behavior tree produced by QSIM. It takes a qualitative behavior and the quan-
titative information in the SQDE, generates constraints between the interval ranges
from the QV constraints, and propagates the quantitative information through these
constraints in order to produce a semi-quantitative behavior or rule out the qualitative
behavior. In practice, Q2 acts as a filter on qualitative states, which assigns numerical
bounds to landmarks and rules out states if they are incompatible with the available
numerical information.

The constraints on interval ranges require interval arithmetic for their application.
Appendix A reviews the basic interval-arithmetic operations and comments on some
problems of the computations with intervals (Moore 1979).

3.5.1 Constraints on interval ranges

Q2 derives equations and inequalities between the landmark values of the system vari-
ables from the qualitative values of the variables in a state and from the QV constraints.
These equations are then used to constrain the interval bounds of the landmark val-
ues. Generally, there are three types of equations and inequalities, originating from
different QV constraints (Kuipers (1994), ch. 9):

1. Equations from arithmetic constraints. Consider, for instance, the QV constraint
QV (p, t) = QV (q, t) + QV (r, t). For this constraint three equations are gen-
erated:

p(t) = q(t) + r(t); q(t) = p(t)− r(t); r(t) = p(t)− q(t).

2. Inequalities from monotonic constraints. Assume the constraint QV (p, t) =
F (QV (q, t)) is given, where F is M+. If f and f are a lower and an upper
envelopes, we deduce:

f(q(t)) ≤ p(t) ≤ f(q(t)),

where range(q(t)) = [q(t), q(t)].

3. Inequalities from derivative constraints. If the constraint QV (p, t) = QV (q̇, t)
is given, then from the corresponding equation p(t) = q̇(t) and the Mean Value
Theorem, one finds:

∃t∗ : q(t∗) = p(ti)− p(ti−1)
ti − ti−1

,

where ti−1 and ti are any adjacent distinguished time-points. Since between
any two adjacent time-points the qualitative behavior of the system does not
change, one deduces:

q(t∗) ∈ [min(q(ti−1), q(ti)),max(q(ti−1), q(ti))],
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or equivalently

q(t∗) ∈ [min(q(ti−1), q(ti)),max(q(ti−1), q(ti))],

and hence

min(q(ti−1), q(ti)) ≤ p(ti)− p(ti−1)
ti − ti−1

≤ max(q(ti−1), q(ti)).

The generated equations and inequalities form a constraint network, linking the
interval values of each variable at each distinguished time-point. In order to refine
the range predictions for the landmarks, an interval propagation algorithm employing
basic interval arithmetic is used.

3.5.2 Interval constraint propagation

Q2 runs as a global filter on QSIM after each time-point state is created. This in-
terleaves qualitative simulation with semi-quantitative range propagation in order to
prune impossible branches early in the simulation process. Interval propagation in Q2
is implemented as a simple agenda-driven loop (Davis 1988):

Algorithm 2 (Q2 propagation) Given a time-point state QS (t i) and initial interval
values for the variables in the behavior segment QS (t0),QS (t0, t1), . . . ,
QS (ti).

Step 1 Generate the Q2 equations and inequalities (section 3.5.1) implied by the be-
havior segment and place them on the agenda.

Step 2 Select an equation p = f(p1, p2, . . . , pk) or an inequality from the agenda.
If the agenda is empty, stop.
If not, let pold = range(p) be the current range for p.

Step 3 Use interval arithmetic to compute pnew = f(p1, p2, . . . , pk).

Step 4 If pold ∩ pnew = ∅, the current behavior is refuted.

Step 5 Update the stored value of range(p) to pold ∩ pnew. Remove the equation
from the agenda.
If pold �= pold ∩ pnew, retrieve all equations containing p in the right hand side
and place them on the agenda.
Go to step 2.

In step 3 of the algorithm, a new interval for the value of p is computed. If this
range does not agree with the previously stored interval for p, in step 4 the current
behavior is refuted, as it is not consistent with the given numerical information. If
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the updated interval for p is tighter than the previous value, the algorithm retrieves all
equations depending on p and places them on the agenda (step 5).

In the algorithm, the width of range(p) is non-increasing. Theoretically, it is
possible that the propagation converges exponentially to an interval, that is, that the
algorithm does not terminate. However, the algorithm halts quickly due to the finite
precision of floating point arithmetic.

The semi-quantitative behavior of the mass-spring system predicted by Q2 from
the SQDE (3.3)-(3.5) is shown in figure 3.4. Using the intervals bounding the values of
the constants k andm, and the initial value x0 of the displacement, Q2 derives interval
bounds for all landmark values in the qualitative behavior. For instance, the value of x
at t2, given by the landmark x1, is predicted to lie in the interval [−8.60,−8.30], and
the value of the acceleration a at this time-point (a1) is predicted to lie in the interval
[0.638, 1.08].

t4

displacement x

t4 t0 t1 t2 t4t3

velocity v acceleration a

t1t0 t2 t3 t0 t1 t2 t3

x0

0

v2

0

v1

a1

0

a0x1

x0 x1 v1 v2 a0

range [8.3, 8.6] [−8.6,−8.3] [−3.04,−2.3] [2.3, 3.04] [−1.08,−0.638]

a1 t1 t2 t3 t4
range [0.638, 1.08] [2.73,∞] [5.46,∞] [8.19,∞] [10.9,∞]

Figure 3.4: The Q2 predictions for the displacement x, the velocity v and the accel-
eration a of a mass-spring system for the initial conditions range(x0) = [8.30, 8.60]
and range(v0) = [0, 0]. The table gives the ranges of the landmarks in the graph.

The Q2 propagation algorithm can also be used to refine the intervals for the pa-
rameter values in an SQDE when new experimental data about the system behavior
becomes available (Dvorak and Kuipers 1989). Assume the value of p has been de-
termined experimentally: p ∈ pnew = [p, p]. In step 5 of the Q2 algorithm, the
current range of p is updated by intersecting its old value with pnew. Consequently,
all equations involving p are retrieved, and the ranges of the variables depending on
p are recalculated in such a way that an assignment of intervals consistent with the
measured value of p is found.
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3.6 Semi-quantitative simulation with Q3

The quantitative inferences made by Q2 are rather weak due to the coarse time-step
implied by the qualitative behavior. Q3 (Berleant 1991; Berleant and Kuipers 1997)
reduces the time step of the simulation by interpolating new states in the behavior,
and thus attempts to improve the quantitative inferences. The technique on which Q3
relies is called step-size refinement.

3.6.1 Step-size refinement

The intuition underlying step-size refinement arises from standard numerical simu-
lation algorithms, which estimate the state of the system at the next time-point by
extrapolating from the current trend. By reducing the time-step, i.e., by extrapolating
a shorter distance ahead of the system trajectory, the numerical error in the simulation
is reduced.

Step-size refinement proceeds by locating a gap in a given semi-quantitative be-
havior and interpolating new states in this gap. A time-interval state in the behavior
represents a gap if the qualitative magnitude of the time variable at this state is a list of
landmarks (ti, ti+1) with associated ranges [ti, ti] and [ti+1, ti+1], respectively, such
that ti < ti+1.

Algorithm 3 (Step-size refinement) Assume, we are given a finite ordered sequence
of distinguished time-points t0, t1, . . . , tn, each with an associated interval range [ti , ti].
The range for t0 is [0, 0]. The ranges may overlap, and a range upper limit may be ∞.

Step 1 Locate a gap.
If there are no gaps, two auxiliary techniques for carrying out step-size re-
finement are used: Target Interval Partitioning and Behavior Splitting (sec-
tion 3.6.2).

Step 2 Interpolate a state. In an existing gap, a new state at time-point taux is in-
serted, and an interval of zero-width is assigned to it as a range for t aux. The
insertion of a new state is accomplished by the creation of new landmarks and
by updating the corresponding quantity spaces. The new landmarks are initial-
ized with interval bounds: the union of the range values of the corresponding
variables at the time-points ti and ti+1.

Step 3 Propagate interval bounds. The newly created landmarks add new con-
straints to the constraint network. The new interval values are propagated through
the expanded constraint network with the help of the interval propagation algo-
rithm employed by Q2.

Steps 1-3 are repeated until satisfactory results are obtained or no more significant
refinements occur. Notice that the newly introduced states do not have any qualitative
significance. They serve only to improve the semi-quantitative predictions.
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As shown in figure 3.4, a gap exists between the time-points t0 and t1 in the semi-
quantitative behavior of the mass-spring system. After interpolating a single state at
the time-point taux = 1.36 (figure 3.5), an improvement of the ranges for the time
landmarks is achieved: the range for t1 is narrowed from [2.73,∞] to [3.44, 14.4], for
t2 from [5.46,∞] to [6.17,∞], for t3 from [8.19,∞] to [8.90,∞], and for t4 from
[10.9,∞] to [11.6,∞]. The intervals for the displacement, the velocity and the accel-
eration, however, remain unchanged.

t4

displacement x

t4 t4

velocity v acceleration a

t0 t1 t2 t3

taux

t0 t1 t2 t3

taux

t0 t1 t2 t3

taux
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x2

0

v2

0

v3

v1
x1 a0

a2

0

a1

x2 v3 a2

range [6.8, 8.32] [−1.47,−0.76] [−1.08,−0.6]

t1 t2 t3 t4
range [3.44, 14.4] [6.17,∞] [8.90,∞] [11.6,∞]

Figure 3.5: Interpolation of an additional state at taux = 1.36 in the gap between t0
and t1. The following landmarks have been created: x2, v3 and a2. The table gives
the corresponding landmark ranges.

3.6.2 Methods for gap creation

Q3 uses two auxiliary techniques to facilitate the creation of gaps in a given semi-
quantitative behavior: Target Interval Partitioning and Behavior Splitting. The pri-
mary goal of these techniques is to create a gap in the behavior but they may also
cause an enlargement of already existing gaps. Both techniques are based on inter-
val subdivision: splitting an interval into a number of subintervals, analyzing each of
them, and composing the result into an improved estimate of the original interval. The
techniques tend to reduce the amount of excess width in the intervals predicted by Q2.

Target Interval Partitioning (TIP) is a technique for narrowing an interval by ruling
out parts of it by propagation through a given constraint network. Assume a target
interval variable Z is given with value [z, z]. TIP divides the interval [z, z] into two
subintervals [z, c] and [c, z]. The algorithm first tests the lower subinterval [z, c] by
propagating it through the constraints involving Z . If [z, c] is consistent with the
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...

Z = [−3, 3]

[0, 3][−3, 0]

[−3,−1.5] [−1.5, 0]

[−1.5, 3]

[−1.5, 0.75]

[−1.5,−0.38]

[−1.5,−0.94]

[−1.5,−1.22]

[−0.38, 3][−0.94,−0.38]

[−1.22,−0.94]

[−1.22, 3]

[−0.94, 3]

[0.75, 3]

[−0.38, 0.75]

[−1.0 − ε1, 3]

Figure 3.6: Target interval partitioning first tests the lower half of the target interval
[−3, 3]. Since the interval [−3, 0] is consistent with the constraint Z = X − X · Y ,
TIP tests the lower quarter [−3,−1.5], which is inconsistent and, therefore, ruled out.
The new target interval of the TIP algorithm becomes [−1.5, 3] and the procedure is
repeated. When no significant improvement of the lower bound of the target interval
is observed, the procedure is repeated with the upper half of the interval (not shown).
In the example, the target interval is narrowed down towards [−1, 1].

constraints, another subdivision takes place: [z, c1], [c1, z], where c1 < c. If [z, c] is
inconsistent with the constraints, the new target interval becomes [c, z]. The process
of dividing the target interval and testing for consistency continues until no further
significant improvement of the interval bounds is observed. Consider, for instance,
the expression Z = X −X ·Y . Given X = [−1, 1], Y = [1, 2], the value of Z can be
calculated, Z = [−3, 3]. Figure 3.6 illustrates the steps of the algorithm that narrow
the target interval to [−1, 1].

Behavior Splitting (BS) aims at creating new gaps and possibly enlarging existing
gaps. The underlying idea is simple. Two qualitatively equivalent copies of a behavior
are made. A target variable is chosen and its range at a selected state is split into two
sub-intervals. The sub-intervals become the ranges for this variable, in the state in the
respective behavior copies. The two parts of the range are propagated by the interval
propagation algorithm of Q2 through the first and second behavior copy, respectively.
Then, each of the behaviors is further refined by Q3 possibly involving new behav-
ior splittings. As a result, the semi-quantitative behaviors may be refined or ruled
out. When no further improvements on the quantitative ranges are achieved, the two
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behaviors are rejoined to obtain an updated version of the original semi-quantitative
behavior.

In the mass-spring example, TIP and BS have been applied a number of times,
to generate an additional gap between the time points t1 and t2. After additional
interpolation of 15 states in the gaps between t0 and t1, and t1 and t2, the following
intervals for the time landmarks were obtained:

t1 t2 t3 t4
range [4.17, 6.80] [7.02, 15.61] [9.82, 26.01] [12.63, 39.91]

In this case, no improvement of the intervals for the landmarks of the variables x,
v and a was achieved.

As a second example, consider a linear, second-order system: an object fired
straight up with a constant acceleration. From the equation d2h/d2t = −g, the fol-
lowing QDE can be abstracted:

QV (v) = QV (ḣ)
QV (a) = QV (v̇)
QV (a) = −QV (g)
QV (ġ) = 〈0, std〉, (3.7)

where h denotes the height of the object, v its velocity, and a its acceleration. The
intervals range(g0) = [9.83, 9.83], range(h0) = [0, 8], range(v0) = [30, 35] for the
landmarks g0, h0 and v0 at the initial time-point, turn the QDE into an SQDE. The
corresponding semi-quantitative behavior of this SQDE, as predicted by Q2 and Q3 is
shown in figure 3.7.

When applying Q3 to the semi-quantitative behavior generated by Q2, consider-
able improvement was achieved not only for the ranges of the time landmarks. In this
case, Q3 also refines the interval for the maximum height from [0, 133] to [42.9, 75.4].
The predictions for the velocity have also been improved.

3.6.3 Implementation of Q3

While the QSIM and the Q2 algorithms have been implemented (Farquhar et al. 1993),
no working implementation of Q3 was available at the time the research described in
this thesis was initiated. Following the literature sources (Berleant 1991; Berleant
and Kuipers 1997), a Common Lisp implementation of Q3 has been developed (ap-
pendix B, (Vatcheva 1998)). The program counts approximately 2500 lines of code
and includes modules for target interval partitioning, behavior splitting, and interpo-
lation of states in a gap.
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height h

t2

velocity v

t1

h1

h0

t0t0 t1 t2

acceleration a

0

a0

h0 h1 v0 v1 t1 t2
Q2 [0, 8] [0, 133] [30, 35] [−∞, 0] [3.05, 3.56] [3.05,∞]

Q3 [0, 8] [42.9, 75.4] [30, 35] [−35,−30] [3.05, 3.56] [5.41, 8.94]

Figure 3.7: Semi-quantitative behavior of an object fired upwards. The table gives the
ranges for the landmarks of the height h, the velocity v, the acceleration a, and the
distinguished time-points t1 and t2 after applying Q2 and Q3.

The input consists of a semi-quantitative behavior produced by QSIM and Q2.
The result is a semi-quantitative behavior with possibly refined interval ranges for the
landmark values, or a message that the behavior has been ruled out. In the process
of refinement, the user is asked to specify a gap for state interpolation, or to choose a
technique for creating new gaps and enlarging already existing gaps.

The program has been used for the simulation of a variety of models, including
models of a mass-spring system, rockets fired upwards, water-tank systems, material
specimens investigated in fracture strength experiments, as well as the phytoplankton
growth models discussed in chapter 6.

3.7 Properties of QSIM, Q2 and Q3

In order to evaluate the QSIM, Q2 and Q3 algorithms, their correctness properties
(soundness and completeness) have been investigated. QSIM can be viewed as a
theorem prover (Kuipers (1994), ch. 5) in the sense that it derives a set of possible
qualitative behaviors from a QDE and a description of the initial state:

QSIM � QDE ∧ QS init → QB1 ∨ . . . ∨ QBn.

Each qualitative behavior may be seen as an abstraction of a particular numerical
behavior. If the qualitative behavior is abstracted from a numerical behavior derived
from an ODE entailed by the QDE, we say that the qualitative behavior is genuine.
Generating all possible genuine behaviors is a property referred to as the soundness of
the simulation algorithm. QSIM has been proven sound (Kuipers 1994). The ability of
an algorithm to produce only genuine behaviors is called completeness. Unfortunately,
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within the set QB1, . . . ,QBn, there may be behaviors that cannot be abstracted from
any numerical behavior, solution to an ODE, from which the QDE has been abstracted
(spurious behaviors). As it was shown in section 3.3, QSIM produces for the mass-
spring system two spurious behaviors, which illustrates its incompleteness. Luckily,
in this example we were able to apply the global energy constraint to the main QSIM
algorithm that eliminated the spurious behaviors. Whether incompleteness can be re-
solved in general is an open question.

Similarly, the combined Q2 and Q3 algorithms can be viewed as a theorem prover:

Q2 +Q3 � SQDE ∧ [QB1 ∨ . . . ∨QBn]→ SQB1 ∨ . . . ∨ SQBm.

Q2 and Q3 have been proven sound, in that they generate all genuine semi-
quantitative behaviors of the system. That is, every real solution to an ODE consistent
with the given SQDE is included among the predictions of Q2 and Q3.

However, Q2 and Q3 are incomplete, since they are not guaranteed to exclude
spurious semi-quantitative behaviors. That is, the algorithms can generate behaviors
that do not describe any real solution to the initial value problem ODE ∧ x(t 0) = x0

satisfying the SQDE. The incompleteness of Q2 and Q3 is a consequence of the in-
completeness of QSIM, as well as of the excess width arising in interval computations
(appendix A).

Q3 has an additional important property: given precise initial conditions, the width
of the range of each system variable xi, will approach zero as the step-size of the
simulation becomes infinitely small. This property of the Q3 algorithm is called con-
vergence. Q3, thus, bridges the gap between qualitative simulation and conventional
numerical simulation as the quantitative information about the system becomes more
precise (Berleant and Kuipers 1997).

3.8 Evaluation

In this thesis, experimental systems will be modeled by semi-quantitative differen-
tial equations. SQDEs are suitable since they can represent incomplete numerical
knowledge about experimental systems by means of interval values for parameters
and initial conditions, and envelopes for unknown monotonic functions. This form of
knowledge is often available in scientific domains as engineering and biology, where
parametric and functional tolerances can be described using intervals and bounding
curves. Also, by narrowing down the bounding intervals and envelope functions as
more information about the system becomes available, SQDEs can be reduced to or-
dinary differential equations. On the other hand, if numerical information is lacking
or deemed unnecessary, SQDEs can be abstracted to qualitative differential equations.

Simulation of SQDEs is accomplished by the techniques QSIM, Q2 and Q3. The
solid mathematical foundations of these techniques guarantee that all possible semi-
quantitative behaviors conforming to a given SQDE will be predicted (soundness).
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This property is of crucial importance for the problem of model discrimination as the
adequacies of the competing models is evaluated according to their predictiveness.
QSIM and its extensions warrant that a set of competing models will never be falsely
discriminated (chapter 5). If the observations obtained in the experiments are correct,
the soundness of these algorithms implies that a model will never be rejected on false
grounds. Still, as a consequence of the incompleteness of the algorithms, competing
models may fail to be discriminated while they should be. By decreasing the step-size
of the simulation, however, Q3 may reduce the excess width in the generated intervals
and hence the number of spurious qualitative behaviors.



Chapter 4

Semi-Quantitative Comparative
Analysis

In the next chapter, the discriminatory potential of an experiment will be determined
on the basis of the predictions of the competing models. In section 3.1 we pointed out
that in order to efficiently discriminate between competing semi-quantitative models,
the predictions must be precise. Semi-quantitative simulation, however, often gener-
ates predictions that overestimate the real solutions.

In this chapter, we present the semi-quantitative comparative analysis technique
SQCA. SQCA improves the precision of a predicted behavior by exploiting results
from previously-conducted experiments on the same experimental system. In order
to achieve this, we derive additional constraints from the models and the behaviors
of the system in different experiments. These constraints apply to the difference in
value of variables in two experiments. The constraints allow us to propagate known
differences, such as differences in parameter values or in initial conditions.

The presentation starts with an introduction to the basic concepts of SQCA and an
outline of the SQCA algorithm. In section 4.2 the constraints used by SQCA are de-
rived. A detailed description of the algorithm is given in section 4.3. The properties of
the algorithm (soundness and completeness) are discussed in section 4.4. An overview
of related work on comparative analysis is provided in section 4.5. The last section
evaluates the applicability of the technique in the context of model discrimination.

The description of SQCA given in this chapter is based on (Vatcheva and de Jong
1999a; Vatcheva and de Jong 1999b; Vatcheva and de Jong 1999c; Vatcheva 1999).

4.1 Basic concepts and outline of SQCA

The idea behind SQCA can be best illustrated by means of an example. Consider a
mass-spring system investigated in two experiments. In the first experiment, the sys-
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tem is investigated in a viscous medium, whereas in the second experiment, the system
is investigated in a frictionless medium. The following pair of models describes the
behavior of the system in the two experiments:

ẋ = v ˆ̇x = v̂

v̇ = − k

m
x− c

m
v ˆ̇v = − k̂

m̂
x̂, (4.1)

where ·̂ denotes the variables of the system in the second experiment. Further, x is
the displacement of the object, v the velocity, k the spring constant, m the mass of
the object, and c the friction constant. We assume that the values of the parameters
and the initial conditions are not known exactly, but lie in known intervals, so that
the ODE systems in (4.1) can be abstracted to semi-quantitative differential equations
(figure 4.1).

Assume the object and the spring in the two experiments are the same. This im-
plies that the parameters k and k̂, and m and m̂ have the same values. Assume the
first experiment has been performed, and the behavior of the system observed. More-
over, assume the behavior of the system in the second experiment has been predicted
by means of semi-quantitative simulation. It can be expected that semi-quantitative
simulation overestimates the real solutions. In order to improve the semi-quantitative
predictions for the behavior of the system in the second experiment, semi-quantitative
comparative analysis can be carried out (Vatcheva 1999; Vatcheva and de Jong 1999c).

The semi-quantitative comparative analysis technique SQCA exploits similarities
between the models of the system in two experiments, and the behavior observed in
one of the experiments, in order to improve the behavior of the system predicted in
the other experiment. In the case of the mass-spring system, for instance, we can use
the fact that the values of the parameters k and k̂, and m and m̂ are the same in the
two experiments.

SQCA proceeds by deriving constraints from the models and the behaviors of the
system in the two experiments. These constraints apply to the difference in values of
variables in the two experiments. Consequently, known differences such as k̂− k = 0
are propagated through these constraints to obtain differences in the value of other
variables, e.g., x̂ − x. The differences x̂ − x, together with the observations of x ob-
tained in the performed experiment allow us to refine the predictions of x̂.

More specifically, two semi-quantitative behaviors are compared at so-called pairs
of comparison (de Jong and van Raalte 1999). A pair of comparison pc is a pair
〈t, t̂〉 of time-points from the behaviors at which the values of shared variables are
compared. Pairs of comparison can be ordered by a partial ordering relation: pc 1 �
pc2, iff t1 ≤ t2 and t̂1 ≤ t̂2, where pc1 = 〈t1, t̂1〉 and pc2 = 〈t2, t̂2〉. pc1 is called
a predecessor of pc2 (pc2 is a successor of pc1). A pair of comparison can have more
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than one successor when the behaviors are not topologically equivalent. 1 A set of
pairs of comparison, ordered according to the �-relation is called an ordered pairs of
comparison (OPC) structure.

Two successive pairs of comparison define a pair of behavior fragments . The pair
of behavior fragments implied by the successive pairs of comparison pc 1 = 〈t1, t̂1〉
and pc2 = 〈t2, t̂2〉 are defined over the closed intervals [t1, t2] and [t̂1, t̂2]. It can hap-
pen that t1 = t2 or t̂1 = t̂2. In this case, an interval reduces to a single time-point.
If the interval of a behavior fragment does not contain any other distinguished time-
points besides its boundaries, it is called a primitive behavior fragment, otherwise a
composite behavior fragment.

The relevant pairs of comparison are restricted to those that are meaningful, a
notion that can be formally defined as follows (de Jong and van Raalte 1999).

Definition 10 (Meaningful pairs of comparison) Let two behaviors be given with
their sequences of distinguished time-points t0, . . . , tn and t̂0, . . . , t̂m. The pair of
comparison pc = 〈t, t̂〉 is meaningful, if at least one of the following conditions is
satisfied:

1. t and t̂ are the initial time-points t0 and t̂0;

2. t and t̂ are the end time-points tn and t̂m;

3. t and t̂ are time-points at which a variable reaches the same basic landmark
value 0, −∞ or ∞ in both systems;

4. t and t̂ are transition time-points at which the same region transition condition
is fulfilled.

Additionally, pc is not covered by a predecessor pair of comparison. A pair of com-
parison is covered by another pair of comparison if the two have at least one common
time-point, and every criterion for choosing the one as a meaningful pair of compari-
son is also a criterion for choosing the other.

Intuitively, a meaningful pair of comparison consists of a pair of time-points at
which the same qualitative event occurs in both behaviors.

Consider a mass-spring system investigated in two experiments. In the first exper-
iment, the system is investigated in a viscous medium, whereas in the second exper-
iment the medium is frictionless. A pair of SQDEs describing the system in the two
experiments is given in figure 4.1. Assume the first experiment has been performed.
Also, assume the value of the maximum displacement, as well as the values of the

1Two behaviors are topologically equivalent (Weld 1988), if they show the same sequence of transitions
between qualitative states, and the shared variables have the same qualitative value in the corresponding
states of this sequence.
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time-points at which the object reaches its maximum, or crosses its equilibrium posi-
tion have been determined in the experiment. These measurements have been propa-
gated by means of Q2 through the behavior predicted by the SQDE in figure 4.1(a). As
a result, the semi-quantitative behavior shown in figure 4.2 has been obtained. Gener-
ally speaking, an observed semi-quantitative behavior is a semi-quantitative behavior
predicted by QSIM, Q2, and Q3, in which measurements obtained during the experi-
ment have been integrated. Simulation of the SQDE in figure 4.1(b) with QSIM, Q2,
and Q3 results in the semi-quantitative behavior shown in figure 4.3.

The behaviors in figure 4.2 and figure 4.3 form seven meaningful pairs of compar-
ison (figure 4.4). The first and the last pairs of comparison (pc 0 and pc6) are defined
according to criterion 1 and 2 in the definition. pc1 = 〈t1, t̂1〉 and pc4 = 〈t4, t̂3〉 are
selected because the acceleration in the two behaviors reaches the basic landmark 0
(criterion 3). Similarly, pc2 and pc5 are defined because the object reaches its equi-
librium position at the corresponding time-points. Furthermore, and pc 3 = 〈t3, t̂2〉 is
selected since the velocity in the two behaviors is 0 at t3 and t̂2. Although the two
behaviors are topologically different, each pair of comparison has a single successor
in the OPC structure. Also, notice that all pairs of successive pairs of comparison
define primitive behavior fragments.

The shared variables of two behaviors are compared at the meaningful pairs of
comparison. At each meaningful pair of comparison pc = 〈t, t̂〉 the difference∆x(pc) =
x̂(t̂)− x(t) is considered.

The relative interval value of∆x(pc) expresses numeric bounds on this difference.

Definition 11 (Relative interval value) Given a shared variable x and a pair of com-
parison pc = 〈t, t̂〉, the relative interval value (RIV) of x at pc is defined as
range(∆x(pc)).

SQCA derives relative interval values for all shared variables based on a set of
initial RIVs, specifying known value differences. This is achieved by deriving con-
straints from the input behaviors and models of the system in two experiments and
propagating the initial RIVs through these constraints.

4.2 Relative interval value constraints

The RIVs at a pair of comparison are related to each other, and to the RIVs at prede-
cessor and successor pairs of comparison. The relative interval value (RIV) constraints
expressing these relations are derived from the SQBs and the SQDEs of the system
investigated in the two experiments. Several types of RIV constraint exist. In what
follows, the different types of RIV constraint are derived and explained (Vatcheva and
de Jong 1999a; Vatcheva and de Jong 1999b).
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QV (v) = QV (ẋ)

QV (a) = QV (v̇)

QV (a) = QV (as) + QV (af )

QV (as) = QV (−b) · QV (x)

QV (−b) = −QV (b)

QV (k) = QV (b) · QV (m)

QV (ṁ) = 〈0, std〉
QV (k̇) = 〈0, std〉

QV (af ) = QV (−d) · QV (v)

QV (−d) = −QV (d)

QV (c) = QV (d) · QV (m)

QV (ċ) = 〈0, std〉

(a)

QV (v̂) = QV (ˆ̇x)

QV (â) = QV (ˆ̇v)

QV (â) = QV (âs)

QV (âs) = QV (−b̂) · QV (x̂)

QV (−b̂) = −QV (b̂)

QV (k̂) = QV (b̂) · QV (m̂)

QV ( ˆ̇m) = 〈0, std〉
QV (

ˆ̇
k) = 〈0, std〉

(b)

Figure 4.1: QDEs of a mass-spring system investigated in two experiments. The
QDEs abstract from the ODEs in (4.1). In (a) the friction is expressed by the con-
stant c, while in (b) a frictionless medium is assumed. The following intervals turn
the QDEs into SQDEs: range(m) = [2.4, 2.6], range(k) = [0.2, 0.3], range(c) =
[0.3, 0.4], range(x(t0)) = [8.3, 8.6]; range(m̂) = [2.4, 2.6], range(k̂) = [0.2, 0.3],
range(x̂(t̂0)) = [8.3, 8.6]. In both cases, the initial velocity range((v(t0)) =
range(v̂(t̂0)).

4.2.1 RIV constraints from SQBs

A direct way to obtain an estimate for the difference of a variable x at a pair of compar-
ison pc = 〈t, t̂〉 is to examine the numerical state information of the semi-quantitative
behaviors of the system in the two experiments.

Proposition 1 At the pair of comparison pc = 〈t, t̂〉 the relative interval value of x is
constrained as follows:

range(∆x(pc)) ⊆ range(x̂(t̂))− range(x(t)).

The behaviors in figure 4.2 and figure 4.3 show that the intervals for the spring
force as in the first and the second behavior are range(as(t3)) = [0.469, 0.80] and
range(âs(t̂2)) = [0.638, 1.08], respectively. After applying proposition 1 at pc3 =
〈t3, t̂2〉 we obtain range(∆as(pc3)) ⊆ [−0.162, 0.611].
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0 0

displacement x velocity v spring force as

t0

0

t0 t0

x0

x2

x1

v2

v1

a1

a2

a0

t1 t1 t1t2 t2 t2t3 t3 t3t4 t4 t4t5 t5 t5t6 t6 t6

range range

x1 [−6.40,−6.10] t1 [4.86, 7.94]
x2 [5.20, 5.50] t2 [8.30, 8.50]
v1 [−2.80,−1.69] t3 [10.60, 10.80]
v2 [1.44, 2.23] t4 [14.20, 17.10]
a1 [0.469, 0.80] t5 [17.50, 17.70]
a2 [−0.688,−0.40] t6 [20.90, 21.10]

Figure 4.2: A semi-quantitative behavior of a mass-spring system in an experiment in
which the system is investigated in a viscous medium. The behavior is obtained from
the SQDE in figure 4.1(a) by simulation with QSIM, Q2, and Q3. It is assumed that
the experiment has been carried out and the values of x1, x2, t2, t3, t5, and t6 have
been measured. The measured values have been propagated through the behavior by
means of Q2. The table gives the ranges for the landmarks.

0

x̂0

x̂1

0 0

v̂2

v̂1

â1

â0

t̂3t̂2t̂1t̂0 t̂3t̂2t̂1t̂0 t̂3t̂2t̂1t̂0

displacement x̂ velocity v̂ spring force âs

t̂4 t̂4 t̂4

x̂1 v̂1 â1

range [−8.6,−8.3] [−3.04,−2.3] [0.638, 1.08]

t̂1 t̂2 t̂3 t̂4
range [4.17, 6.8] [7.02, 15.61] [9.82, 26.01] [12.63, 39.91]

Figure 4.3: A semi-quantitative behavior derived by simulation with QSIM, Q2, and
Q3 (figure 4.1(b)). The table gives the ranges for the landmarks.
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(a)

(b)

pc5
pc4

pc3
pc1pc0

t̂3 t̂4t̂2t̂1t̂0

pc0

t5t4

pc1 pc2 pc3 pc4 pc5 pc6

pc6

t3t2t1t0 t6

pc2

Figure 4.4: (a) The meaningful pairs of comparison for the behaviors in figure 4.2 and
figure 4.3. (b) The corresponding OPC structure.

4.2.2 RIV constraints from SQDEs at a pair of comparison

The relative interval value of a shared variable can be related to the RIVs of other
shared variables at the same pair of comparison. In order to derive such relations we
have to examine the SQDEs of the system in the two experiments.

Consider two QV constraints, abstracting form the equations

x = f(r) and x̂ = g(ŝ),

with x a shared variable and f, g continuously differentiable functions. Since f and g
will in general be different, we have to make them comparable first (de Jong and van
Raalte 1999). This can be achieved by defining a continuously differentiable function
h, called comparison function such that:

x = f(r) = h(q,a) and x̂ = g(ŝ) = h(q̂, â), (4.2)

where q is the vector of variables occurring both in r and ŝ, and a a vector of newly
introduced auxiliary variables with specified comparison values for the two systems.

As the number of QV constraints is finite, a comparison function can be defined
for each pair of QV constraints. Table 4.1 shows some examples of pairs of QV
constraints and the corresponding comparison functions.

Consider the models in figure 4.1. The SQDEs contain the following QV con-
straints:

QV (a) = QV (as) +QV (af ) and QV (â) = QV (âs).

These constraints abstract from the basic equations a = as + af and â = âs. By
introducing the auxiliary variable a1 with comparison values a1 = af and â1 = 0, we
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QV constraints equations comparison function comparison values
QV (x) = QV (y) + QV (z) x = y + z h(y, z) = y + z
QV (x̂) = QV (ŷ) + QV (ẑ) x̂ = ŷ + ẑ

QV (x) = QV (y) x = y a1 = 0h(y, a1) = y + a1

QV (x̂) = QV (ŷ) + QV (ẑ) x̂ = ŷ + ẑ â1 = ẑ

QV (x) = QV (b) · QV (y) x = b · y a1 = bh(y, a1) = a1 · y
QV (x̂) = QV (ĉ) · QV (ŷ) x̂ = ĉ · ŷ â1 = ĉ

QV (x) = QV (b) + QV (y) x = b + y h(y, a1, a2) = a1 = 1 a2 = b

QV (x̂) = QV (ĉ) · QV (ŷ) x̂ = ĉ · ŷ a1 · y + a2 â1 = ĉ â2 = 0

QV (x) = F (QV (y)), x = f(y),
F is M+ f ∈ M+ h(y, a1, a2) = a1 = 1 a2 = 0

QV (x̂) = G(QV (ŷ)), x̂ = g(ŷ), a1 · f(y) + a2 · g(y) â1 = 0 â2 = 1
G is M+ g ∈ M+

Table 4.1: Examples of comparison functions.

obtain the comparison function:

h(as, a1) = as + a1.

The comparison function corresponding to a pair of QV constraints is used in the
derivation of RIV constraints that put restrictions on ranges of differences at a pair of
comparison. More specifically, the constraints require enclosures on the partial deriva-

tives
∂

∂qi
h and

∂

∂aj
h. Such enclosures are given by the interval extensions H qi and

Haj of these functions. Unique expressions for the interval functionsH qi andHaj can

be determined easily, because
∂

∂qi
h and

∂

∂aj
h are either rational functions, or contain

(derivatives of) unknown monotonic functions with specified bounds (appendix A).
Consider, for instance, the comparison function h(x, a1, a2) = a1 · x + a2 (ta-

ble 4.1), where x ∈ X , a1 ∈ A1, and a2 ∈ A2. The partial derivatives of h are
∂

∂x
h = a1,

∂

∂a1
h = x,

∂

∂a2
h = 1. The corresponding interval extensions of these

functions are Hx = A1, Ha1 = X , and Ha2 = [1, 1], respectively.

Proposition 2 Suppose that QV (x) and QV (x̂) are constrained by a pair of QV con-
straints, which are abstractions of functions f and g as in (4.2). Let q and a have n and
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m elements, respectively. The relative interval value of x at the pair of comparison
pc = 〈t, t̂〉 is constrained as follows:

range(∆x(pc)) ⊆
n∑

i=1

Hqi(Q∪Q̂,A∪Â) · range(∆qi(pc)) +
m∑

j=1

Haj (Q∪Q̂,A∪Â) · (Âj −Aj)

(4.3)

with Hqi and Haj interval functions bounding the partial derivatives of h, and Q i =
range(qi(t)), Q̂i = range(q̂i(t̂)), Aj = range(aj(t)), Âj = range(âj(t̂)).

Proof. The function h in (4.2) is continuously differentiable. Subtracting x(t) and
x̂(t̂), and applying the the generalized mean value theorem, we get:

∆x(pc) = h(q̂(t̂), â(t̂))− h(q(t),a(t))

=
n∑

i=1

∂

∂qi
h(q̃, ã)(q̂i(t̂)− qi(t)) +

m∑
j=1

∂

∂aj
h(q̃, ã)(âj(t̂)− aj(t)),

(4.4)

where q̃i lies between qi(t) and q̂i(t̂), and ãj between aj(t) and âj(t̂) for 1 ≤ i ≤
n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m. Hence, q̃i ∈ range(qi(t))∪range(q̂i(t̂)) = Qi∪Q̂i, and ãj ∈
range(aj(t))∪range(âj(t̂)) = Aj∪Âj . Since

∂

∂qi
h(q̃, ã) ∈ Hqi(Q∪Q̂,A∪Â),

∂

∂aj
h(q̃, ã) ∈ Haj (Q∪Q̂,A∪Â), and ∆qi(pc) ∈ range(∆qi(pc)), âj(t) ∈ Âj ,

aj(t) ∈ Aj , we get:

∆x(pc) ∈
n∑

i=1

Hqi(Q∪Q̂,A∪Â)·range(∆qi(pc))+
m∑

j=1

Haj (Q∪Q̂,A∪Â)·(Âj−Aj),

or equivalently, the result in (4.3) is obtained.
�

The following example will clarify the RIV constraint derived in proposition 2.
Consider the QV constraints from the SQDEs in figure 4.1:

QV (as) = QV (−b) · QV (x) and QV (k) = QV (b) · QV (m)

QV (âs) = QV (−b̂) · QV (x̂) and QV (k̂) = QV (b̂) · QV (m̂),

which abstract from the equations

as = −bx, k = bm
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âs = −b̂x̂, k̂ = b̂m̂.

Since the spring and the object are the same in the two experiments, we can con-
clude that k and m have the same values. This motivates the relative interval val-
ues range(∆k(pc)) = range(∆m(pc)) = range(∆b(pc)) = [0, 0] for all pairs of
comparison. The comparison function corresponding to the first pair of equations is
h(x, b) = −bx, which yields the following RIV constraint by means of proposition 2:

range(∆as(pc)) ⊆ (range(−b(t))∪range(−b̂(t̂))) · range(∆x(pc)) +
(range(x(t))∪range(x̂(t̂))) · range(∆(−b)(pc)).

Taking into account that range(∆(−b)(pc)) = [0, 0], the constraint simplifies to

range(∆as(pc)) ⊆ (range(−b(t))∪range(−b̂(t̂))) · range(∆x(pc)).

From the semi-quantitative behaviors in figure 4.2 and figure 4.3, we have
range(x(t3)) = [−6.4,−6.1], and range(x̂(t̂2)) = [−8.6,−8.3]. Hence, from
proposition 1 one finds range(∆x(pc3)) ⊆ [−2.5,−1.9]. Substituting this result into
the constraint above, and taking into account that range(−b(t3)) = range(−b̂(t̂2)) =
[−0.125,−0.077], we obtain:

range(∆as(pc)) ⊆ [−0.125,−0.077] · [−2.5,−1.9] = [0.146, 0.313].

Notice that both the lower and the upper bounds of the interval derived by means of
proposition 1, range(∆as(pc3)) ⊆ [−0.162, 0.611], are considerably improved.

Each pair of QV constraints can yield more than one RIV constraint. Consider a
pair of QV constraints abstracting from the equations:

x = f(r) and x̂ = g(ŝ). (4.5)

If q is the n-vector of variables occuring both in r and ŝ, n additional variants of
the equations (4.5) can be formulated:

qi = fi(r1, . . . , rk−1, x, rk+1, . . . , rn1),

q̂i = gi(ŝ1, . . . , ŝl−1, x̂, ŝl+1, . . . , ŝn2),

where rk = qi, ŝl = q̂i, and 1 ≤ i ≤ n. These equations yield n additional RIV
constraints by means of proposition 2.

For instance, the constraints

QV (a) = QV (as) +QV (af ) and QV (â) = QV (âs),

lead to one additional equation,
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t1

t̂0 t̂1

taux1 taux2

t̂aux1 t̂aux2

t0
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Figure 4.5: Auxiliary time-points in the primitive behavior fragments defined by pc 0 =
〈t0, t̂0〉 and pc1 = 〈t1, t̂1〉.

as = a− af and âs = â.

The comparison function is h(a, a1) = a − a1 with comparison values for the
auxiliary variable a1, a1 = af and â1 = 0. This implies the following RIV constraint
at pc = 〈t, t̂〉:

range(∆as(pc)) ⊆ range(∆a(pc))− range(af (t)).

The additional RIV constraints derived from a pair of QV constraints at a pair of
comparison may lead to additional improvements in the relative interval values of the
shared variables.

4.2.3 RIV constraints between pairs of comparison: primitive be-
havior fragments

The relative interval value of a shared state variable x at a pair of comparison pc 1

can be related to the RIV of x at a predecessor pair of comparison pc 0. Using these
dependencies, additional RIV constraints can be derived. In order to obtain the relative
interval value of the shared state variable x at pc1 in terms of its RIV at pc0, we have
to study both the behaviors and the corresponding SQDEs. Assume the qualitative
value of the shared state variable x is specified by the derivative constraints:

QV (ẋ) = QV (r) and QV (ˆ̇x) = QV (ŝ). (4.6)

Consider the constraints (4.6) between the pairs of comparison pc 0 = 〈t0, t̂0〉 and
pc1 = 〈t1, t̂1〉, where [t0, t1] and [t̂0, t̂1] define two primitive behavior fragments. The
intervals will usually contain auxiliary time-points tauxi ∈ ]t0, t1[, t̂auxj ∈ ]t̂0, t̂1[,
1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m (figure 4.5) which have been interpolated by Q3 during
simulation.

Since in general t0 �= t̂0, we will synchronize the behavior fragments in such a
way that they both start at t = 0. In this way, the uncertainty in t0 and t̂0, is shifted to
the subsequent time-points.
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Definition 12 (Synchronization) Given a behavior fragment defined by [t 0, t1] that
contains auxiliary time-points tauxi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, with ranges

range(t0) = [t0, t0]; range(tauxi) = [tauxi
, tauxi ], 1 ≤ i ≤ n; range(t1) = [t1, t1].

The ranges of the corresponding synchronized time-points are determined as fol-
lows:

range(ts0) = [0, 0];
range(tsauxi

) = [tauxi
− t0, tauxi − t0], 1 ≤ i ≤ n;

range(ts1) = [t1 − t0, t1 − t0].

Synchronization of the behavior fragment of the second system is accomplished in the
same way.

Henceforth, we assume for notational simplicity that the behavior fragments have
been synchronized already, that is, ts = t. The auxiliary time-points give rise to a set
of auxiliary pairs of comparison:

Definition 13 (Auxiliary pairs of comparison) Suppose two primitive behavior frag-
ments defined by pc0 and pc1 are given, with n and m auxiliary time-points, respec-
tively. Setting tauxn+1 = t1 and t̂auxm+1 = t̂1, we define auxiliary pairs of compari-
son

pcauxk
= 〈tauxi , tauxi〉, tauxi ≤ t̂1, or

pcauxk
= 〈t̂auxj , t̂auxj 〉, t̂auxj ≤ t1,

where range(tauxi) = [tauxi
, tauxi ], range(t̂auxi) = [t̂auxi

, t̂auxi ], range(t1) =

[t1, t1], range(t̂1) = [t̂1, t̂1] i = 1, . . . , n + 1, j = 1, . . . ,m + 1, and 0 ≤ k ≤
n+m+ 1.

The condition tauxi ≤ t̂1 for pcauxk
ensures that tauxi ≤ t̂1. That is, tauxi is

a time-point really occuring in the (synchronized) behavior fragment of the second
system.

The auxiliary pairs of comparison, together with pc0 and pc1 form an ordered pairs
of comparison structure with one top element (pc0) and one bottom element (pc1).

Figure 4.6(a) shows an example of a pair of primitive behavior fragments of an ob-
ject fired upwards (Vatcheva and de Jong 1999b). Q3 has interpolated three auxiliary
time-points in each behavior fragment. The synchronized behavior fragments and the
auxiliary pairs of comparison are shown in figure 4.6(b). The OPC structure, with the
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t1 ∈ [3.05, 3.56] taux1
= 3.8 taux2

= 4.32 taux3
= 4.85 t2 ∈ [5.41, 8.94]

t̂2 ∈ [5.97, 7.35]t̂aux3
= 5.35t̂aux2

= 4.61t̂1 ∈ [2.9, 3.52] t̂aux1
= 3.98
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taux3
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t̂1 t̂aux1
t̂aux2

t̂aux3
t̂2

t1 taux1 taux1 taux1 t2
range [0,0] [0.24, 0.75] [0.76, 1.27] [1.29,1.8] [1.85,5.89]

t̂1 t̂aux1 t̂aux1 t̂aux1 t̂2
range [0,0] [0.46, 1.08] [1.09, 1.72] [1.83, 2.45] [2.45, 4.45]

(b)

pcaux3
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pcaux1

pcaux5
pcaux4

pc1 pc2

(c)

Figure 4.6: (a) An example of two primitive behavior fragments [t1, t2] and [t̂1, t̂2].
(b) The synchronized behavior fragments with the auxiliary pairs of comparison and
(c) the ordered (left to the right) auxiliary pairs of comparison.
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ordering of the auxiliary pairs of comparison according to the �-relation, is given in
figure 4.6(c). Note that no auxiliary pair of comparison is defined for t̂aux3 because

t̂aux3 = 2.45 > 1.85 = t2.
With the help of the auxiliary pairs of comparison, the relative interval value of

a shared state variable x at pc1 can be expressed in terms of the RIV of x at the
predecessor pair of comparison pc0.

Proposition 3 Given (4.6) and k auxiliary pairs of comparison, as defined by defini-
tion 13. The RIVs of the shared state variable x at pcauxj , 1 ≤ j ≤ k, and pc1 are
given as follows:

range(∆x(pcauxj )) ⊆⋂
i

{range(∆x(pcauxi)) +(
range(ŝ(tauxi))∪range(ŝ(tauxj ))− range(r(tauxi ))∪range(r(tauxj ))

) ·(
range(tauxj )− range(tauxi)

)}, (4.7)

range(∆x(pc1)) ⊆⋂
i

{range(∆x(pcauxi)) +

(
range(ŝ(tauxi))∪range(ŝ(t̂1))

) · (range(t̂1)− range(tauxi)
)−

(range(r(tauxi))∪range(r(t1))) · (range(t1)− range(tauxi))}, (4.8)

where the pcauxi are direct predecessor pairs of comparison of pcauxj or pc1, and
pcaux0 denotes pc0.

Proof. The variable x is a reasonable function of time. Applying the mean value
theorem for x and x̂ in the time interval [tauxi , tauxj ] ⊆ [t0, t1], [tauxi , tauxj ] ⊆
[t̂0, t̂1] we get:

x(tauxj ) = x(tauxi) + ẋ(t̃aux)(tauxj − tauxi) = x(tauxi) + r(t̃aux)(tauxj − tauxi),

t̃aux ∈ ]tauxi , tauxj [;

x̂(tauxj ) = x̂(tauxi) + ˆ̇x(
ˆ̃taux)(tauxj − tauxi) = x̂(tauxi) + ŝ(

ˆ̃taux)(tauxj − tauxi),
ˆ̃taux ∈ ]tauxi , tauxj [.

Hence, the difference of x at pcauxj = 〈tauxj , tauxj 〉 can be expressed in terms of
the difference of x at pcauxi = 〈tauxi , tauxi〉 in the following way:
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∆x(pcauxj ) = ∆x(pcauxi) + (ŝ(
ˆ̃taux)− r(t̃aux))(tauxj − tauxi). (4.9)

Taking into account that r and ŝ are qualitatively uniform between the adjacent
time-points t0, t1 and t̂0, t̂1, respectively and hence between the auxiliary time-points
tauxi and tauxj , we conclude that r(t̃aux) ∈ range(r(tauxi))∪range(r(tauxj )) and

ŝ(ˆ̃taux) ∈ range(ŝ(tauxi))∪range(ŝ(tauxj )). The above expression can then be
rewritten in terms of ranges:

range(∆x(pcauxj )) ⊆ range(∆x(pcauxi))+(
range(ŝ(tauxi))∪range(ŝ(tauxj ))− range(r(tauxi))∪range(r(tauxj ))

)
(
range(tauxj )− range(tauxi)

)
.

This relation holds for every two pairs of comparison pcauxi and pcauxj , such that
pcauxi � pcauxj . pcauxj may have more than one direct predecessor. As a conse-
quence, we have a number of estimations for the RIV of x at pcauxj computed by
means of the RIV of each direct predecessor pcauxi . Since all of these estimations
represent true bounds, the RIV of x at pcauxj is given by their intersection, which
gives (4.7).

To prove the second part, we apply again the mean value theorem for x̂ over the
time-interval [tauxi , t̂1] and for x over [tauxi , t1]:

x(t1) = x(tauxi)+ẋ(t̃aux)(t1−tauxi) = x(tauxi)+r(t̃aux)(t1−tauxi), t̃aux ∈ ]tauxi , t1[,

x̂(t̂1) = x̂(tauxi)+ ˆ̇x(ˆ̃taux)(t̂1−tauxi) = x̂(tauxi)+ ŝ(ˆ̃taux)(t̂1−tauxi),
ˆ̃taux ∈]tauxi , t̂1[.

Subtracting x̂(t̂1) and x(t1), we get

∆x(pc1) = ∆x(pcauxi) + ŝ(ˆ̃taux)(t̂1 − tauxi)− r(t̃aux)(t1 − tauxi).

Taking into account that

ŝ(ˆ̃taux) ∈ range(ŝ(tauxi))∪range(ŝ(t̂1)), and

r(t̃aux) ∈ range(r(tauxi))∪range(r(t1)),
the expression can be written in terms of ranges:
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range(∆x(pc1)) ⊆
range(∆x(pcauxi)) +(

range(ŝ(tauxi)∪range(ŝ(t̂1))
) · (range(t̂1)− range(tauxi)

)−
(range(r(tauxi))∪range(r(t1))) · (range(t1)− range(tauxi)) .

Since such relations are derived for all direct predecessor pairs of comparison
pcauxi , the relative interval value of x at pc1 is estimated by their intersection, giving
(4.8).

�

In proposition 2 we used the combined set of auxiliary time-points for both behav-
ior fragments to define the auxiliary pairs of comparison. The RIV constraint contains
ranges for variables at auxiliary time-points which could not have been interpolated in
the behavior fragment. Suppose, for instance, we need to know ŝ(t auxi) where tauxi

belongs to the first behavior fragment. In general, the value of ŝ will not be computed
at tauxi (ŝ is a variable of the second behavior fragment, while tauxi belongs to the first
behavior fragment). In this case we bound it by range(ŝ( t̂auxk

))∪range(ŝ(t̂auxl
)),

where t̂auxk
and t̂auxl

belong to the second behavior fragment, t̂auxk
≤ tauxi ≤

t̂auxl
. In fact, t̂auxk

and t̂auxl
are the nearest neighbors of tauxi , in that there are no

other auxiliary time-points between t̂auxk
and t̂auxl

in the second behavior fragment.
Consider, for instance, the example in figure 4.6(a). Assume the value of the

variable v̂ at taux3 = 4.85 is required. However, v̂(taux3) is unknown as taux3 has not
been interpolated in the second behavior fragment. In this case, we can find bounds
on the value of v̂ at taux3 by means of the values of v̂ computed at t̂aux2 = 4.61
and t̂aux3 = 5.35 which are the nearest neighbors of taux3 in the second behavior
fragment. That is, we can conclude that v̂(taux3) is between v̂(t̂aux2) and v̂(t̂aux3).

4.2.4 RIV constraints between pairs of comparison: composite be-
havior fragments

Assume two successive pairs of comparison pc0 = 〈t0, t̂0〉 and pc1 = 〈t1, t̂2〉, pc0 �
pc1, define a primitive and a composite behavior fragment. The time interval [t 0, t1]
defines a primitive behavior fragment, and [ t̂0, t̂2] defines a composite behavior frag-
ment, in that there is a distinguished time-point t̂1 ∈]t̂0, t̂2[ (figure 4.7(a)). In order
to determine range(∆x(pc1)) by using range(∆x(pc0)), an approach similar to the
one described in the previous section can be used.

Again, if t0 �= t̂0 we synchronize the behavior fragments by means of defini-
tion 12. Analogously to definition 13 in the previous section, we can define auxiliary
pairs of comparison on the basis of the auxiliary time-points, interpolated by Q3 dur-
ing simulation. When t̂1 < t1, we introduce an additional auxiliary pair of comparison
pcaux = 〈t̂1, t̂1〉 (figure 4.7(b)).
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Figure 4.7: (a) auxiliary time-points in the primitive and the composite behavior frag-
ments defined by pc0 = 〈t0, t̂0〉 and pc1 = 〈t1, t̂2〉. (b) auxiliary pairs of comparison
defined by the auxiliary time-points in the two behavior fragments.

Assume the behavior fragment corresponding to the first behavior contains n aux-
iliary time-points, and the behavior fragment corresponding to the second behavior
contains m auxiliary time-points. We denote tauxn+1 = t1, t̂auxm+1 = t̂1 and
t̂auxm+2 = t̂2. The behavior fragments define a set of auxiliary pairs of compari-
son as follows:

pcauxk
= 〈tauxi , tauxi〉, tauxi ≤ t̂1 or range(tauxi) ⊆ [t̂1, t̂2], or

pcauxk
= 〈t̂auxj , t̂auxj 〉, t̂auxj ≤ t1, (4.10)

where i = 1, . . . , n+ 1, j = 1 . . . ,m+ 2, 1 ≤ k ≤ m+ n+ 2.
The following statement can be formulated by analogy to proposition 3.

Proposition 4 Suppose a primitive behavior fragment is compared with a compos-
ite behavior fragment. Given (4.6) and k auxiliary pairs of comparison, as defined
in (4.10). The relative interval value of the shared state variable x at pc auxj , j =

1, . . . , k, is given by (4.7). If t̂1 < t1, the RIV of x at pc1 is given by (4.8) by replac-
ing t̂1 with t̂2. Otherwise,

range(∆x(pc1)) ⊆ I +
(
range(ŝ(t̂1))∪range(ŝ(t̂2))

) · (range(t̂2)− range(t̂1)
)
,

(4.11)
where I is equal to the right hand side of (4.8).

Proof. Following the proof of proposition 3, relation (4.9) can be derived. The con-

dition t̂1 < t1, together with the requirement tauxi ≤ t̂1, or range(tauxi) ⊆ [t̂1, t̂2]
in the definition of the auxiliary pairs of comparison ensures that the auxiliary time-
points tauxi and tauxj are on the same side of the real axis with respect to t̂1 (in
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the limiting case tauxi = t̂1 or tauxj = t̂1). Hence, r and ŝ are qualitatively
uniform between tauxi and tauxj . Subsequently, we can conclude that r( t̃aux) ∈
range(r(tauxi ))∪range(r(tauxj )) and ŝ(ˆ̃taux) ∈ range(ŝ(tauxi))∪range(ŝ(tauxj ))

for t̃auxi ,
ˆ̃taux ∈ ]tauxi , tauxj [. Hence, (4.7) and (4.8) can be derived by analogy to

the proof of proposition 3.

Consider the case when the condition t̂1 < t1 is not satisfied. This means that
we cannot determine whether the time-point t̂1 occurs in the first behavior fragment.
In this case, the auxiliary pair of comparison 〈 t̂1, t̂1〉 is not defined. Consequently,
we cannot express ∆x(pc1) directly in terms of the relative interval values of x at
the auxiliary pairs of comparison because ŝ will probably not be qualitatively uniform
between tauxi and t̂2. In order to find bounds on ∆x(pc1) in this case, we rewrite
∆x(pc1) as follows:

∆x(pc1) = x̂(t̂2)− x(t1) = x̂(t̂2)− x̂(t̂1) + x̂(t̂1)− x(t1).

Following the second part of the proof of proposition 3, we derive x̂( t̂1)−x(t1) ∈
I , where I is the right hand side of (4.8). Further, applying the mean value theorem
for x̂ in the interval [t̂1, t̂2] we get

x̂(t̂2)− x̂(t̂1) = ŝ(ˆ̃t)(t̂2 − t̂1),

Taking into account that ŝ(ˆ̃t) ∈ range(ŝ(t̂1))∪range(ŝ(t̂2)) for ˆ̃t ∈ ]t̂1, t̂2[ and
rewriting the expression in terms of ranges, (4.11) is obtained.

�

It is readily seen that proposition 4 is a generalization of proposition 3, since it
reduces to the latter when t̂2 = t̂1. The generalization to the comparison of composite
behavior fragments follows analogously by properly defining the auxiliary pairs of
comparison.

4.2.5 RIV constraints from SQDEs: constants

A special case of propositions 3 and 4 is the situation when x is constant in both
models, i.e.,

QV (ẋ) = 〈0, std〉 and QV (ˆ̇x) = 〈0, std〉.
Proposition 5 Compare two behavior fragments determined by pc 0 = 〈t0, t̂0〉 and
pc1 = 〈t1, t̂1〉. If a variable x is constant during the behavior fragments, then

range(∆x(pc1)) = range(∆x(pc0)).
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The result follows directly from the observation that x(t0) = x(t1), x̂(t̂0) = x̂(t̂1)
and hence, x̂(t̂1)− x(t1) = x̂(t̂0)− x(t0).

4.3 The SQCA algorithm

4.3.1 Description of the algorithm

The SQCA algorithm takes as input two semi-quantitative behaviors SQB , ˆSQB and
the corresponding models SQDE , ˆSQDE of an experimental system investigated in
two experiments. SQB corresponds to a behavior observed in the first experiment, and
ˆSQB is derived from ˆSQDE by means of semi-quantitative simulation. The models

and the behaviors are used to derive a set of RIV constraints. Then, from a set of initial
relative interval values, RIVs for all shared variables are derived. This is achieved by
propagating the initial RIVs through the thus generated constraints. The RIVs and
the observed behavior SQB are then used to refine the predicted behavior ˆSQB. The
algorithm consists of the following steps:

Algorithm 4 (SQCA) Given two semi-quantitative behaviors SQB and ˆSQB , and
two semi-quantitative differential equations SQDE and ˆSQDE of the system in two
experiments.

Step 1 Establish the meaningful pairs of comparison implied by SQB and ˆSQB .

Step 2 Generate the RIV constraints from SQB , ˆSQB and SQDE , ˆSQDE , and build
a constraint network.

Step 3 Derive a set of RIVs for all shared variables by resolving the constraint net-
work.
If inconsistency has been detected, then stop.

Step 4 Use the derived RIVs to refine ˆSQB . If ˆSQB has not been changed, then stop.
Otherwise, go to step 2.

The constraint network of SQCA consists of all possible RIV constraints derived
by means of propositions 1 to 5. In step 3, the initial RIVs are propagated through the
thus generated constraint network in order to derive RIVs for all shared variables. In
the resolution of the constraint network, an inconsistency may be detected if some of
the semi-quantitative behaviors is spurious, or the initial RIVs are inconsistent with the
models and the behaviors (see below). In the last step, the generated RIVs, together
with the observed semi-quantitative behavior SQB , are used to refine the predicted
behavior ˆSQB . It may happen that ˆSQB is not changed. In this case the algorithm
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halts. If the predicted behavior has been improved, steps 2 to 4 are repeated: the
refined behavior is used to derive new RIV constraints, the initial RIVs are propagated
through these constraints, and ˆSQB is updated.

In what follows we discuss the algorithms used in steps 3 and 4. First, the algo-
rithm for resolving the RIV constraint network is presented, followed by the algorithm
for updating the predicted semi-quantitative behavior in the light of the generated
RIVs and the observed behavior.

Similarly to the Q2 propagation algorithm, the resolution of the RIV constraint
network forms a constraint propagation problem. Given a set initial RIVs and RIV
constraints, the following steps are repeated until no significant change in the RIVs
occurs (Davis 1988).

Algorithm 5 (Resolution of the RIV constraint network) Given a set of RIV con-
straints (the RIV constraint network) and a set of initial relative interval values of
shared variables, RIV init.

Step 1 Initialize the agenda with the generated constraint network.
For each shared variable x and each pair of comparison pc,

set range(∆x(pc)) = range(∆x(pc))init, if range(∆x(pc)) ∈ RIV init,
otherwise

set range(∆x(pc)) = [−∞,∞].

Step 2 If the agenda is empty, then stop.
Otherwise, select a constraint from the agenda, having range(∆x(pc)) on the
left hand side.
Set range(∆x(pc))old = range(∆x(pc)), the current RIV of x at pc.

Step 3 Use interval arithmetic to compute range(∆x(pc))new from the constraint.

Step 4 If range(∆x(pc))new ∩ range(∆x(pc))old = ∅, stop (an inconsistency is de-
tected).

Step 5 Update the stored value of range(∆x(pc)):
range(∆x(pc)) = range(∆x(pc))new ∩ range(∆x(pc))old.
Remove the constraint from the agenda.
If range(∆x(pc))old �= range(∆x(pc))new ∩ range(∆x(pc))old retrieve all
constraints containing range(∆x(pc)) in the right hand side and place them on
the agenda.
Go to step 2.

The algorithm halts in two cases. An empty agenda in step 2 means that all con-
straints have been traced, and no further improvements of the RIVs occur. In step 4,
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the algorithm can stop due to inconsistency. An inconsistency can occur only if some
semi-quantitative behavior is spurious, or if the initial relative interval values are in-
consistent with the models and the behaviors. This conclusion follows from the sound-
ness of the SQCA algorithm, which is discussed in more detail in section 4.4. Assum-
ing that the initial RIVs and the observed behavior SQB are correct, the detection
of an inconsistency means that the predicted behavior ˆSQB is incompatible with the
observed behavior SQB . As a consequence, the predicted behavior must be ruled out.

Once the RIV constraint network has been resolved for the initial RIVs, the pre-
dicted behavior ˆSQB can be refined by using the derived relative interval values (step 4
in the SQCA algorithm). The algorithm below formalizes this procedure.

Algorithm 6 (SQB refinement) Given RIVs obtained from the resolution of the con-
straint network, the observed semi-quantitative behavior SQB , and the predicted semi-
quantitative behavior ˆSQB .

Step 1 For all shared variables x̂ at all time-points t̂ in the meaningful pairs of com-
parison pc = 〈t, t̂〉,

set range(x̂(t̂))old = range(x̂(t̂)), the current interval of x̂( t̂) in ˆSQB .

Step 2 For all x̂, compute
range(x̂(t̂))new = range(x̂(t̂))old ∩ (range(∆x(pc)) + range(x(t))).

Step 3 If for some x̂ and t̂, range(x̂(t̂))new �= range(x̂(t̂))old, then call Q2 with the
new interval values to refine ˆSQB . Return ˆSQB .
Otherwise, stop (no refinement has been achieved).

In step 2, the value of every shared variable x̂ is updated by intersecting its old
value with the value inferred from the computed RIV for this variable. If an im-
provement for at least one of the variables is observed, that is, if the newly-computed
interval is a subinterval of the old interval value, the improved intervals are propagated
through ˆSQB with the help of Q2. Propagation of the improved intervals of shared
variables may result in improvement of the interval values of other variables. As a
consequence, the ranges of variables that are not shared between the two behaviors
may also be improved.

4.3.2 Examples

Consider the SQDEs of a mass-spring system in two experiments, shown in figure 4.1.
In the first experiment, the system is investigated in a viscous medium, while in the
second experiment, a frictionless medium is considered. We assume that the first
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experiment has been carried out, and that the behavior given in figure 4.2 has been
observed. The behavior of the system in the second experiment (figure 4.3) is pre-
dicted by the SQDE in figure 4.1(b). The spring and the object in the two exper-
iments are the same. This implies that the spring constant k and the mass of the
object m have equal values in both experiments. Consequently, we have the ini-
tial RIVs range(∆k(pc0)) = range(∆m(pc0)) = [0, 0]. Also, we assume that
the initial displacement x0 is known to be the same in the two experiments, that is
range(∆x(pc0)) = [0, 0].

The SQDEs and the SQBs were used to derive RIV constraints by means of propo-
sitions 1 to 5. The initial RIVs were then propagated to derive relative interval values
of shared variables at the meaningful pairs of comparison (figure 4.4). The RIVs for
some key variables are summarized in the table below.

RIV x v as a

pc0 [0, 0] [0, 0] [0, 0] [0, 0]
pc1 [−5.82,−1.56] [−1.34, 0.498] [0.195, 0.447] [0, 0]
pc2 [0, 0] [−2.98, 0.498] [0, 0] [−0.44,−0.007]
pc3 [−2.5,−1.9] [0, 0] [0.146, 0.313] [0.146, 0.313]
pc4 [1.33, 4.83] [0.072, 1.59] [−0.37,−0.166] [0, 0]
pc5 [0, 0] [0.07, 2.92] [0, 0] [0.014, 0.37]
pc6 [2.8, 3.4] [0, 0] [−0.425,−0.215] [−0.425,−0.215]

Let us compare the derived RIVs with the value differences obtained by subtract-
ing the interval values of the shared variables in the two semi-quantitative behaviors
(proposition 1). It can be easily verified that no improvement of the RIVs of the
displacement x has been achieved (see figure 4.2 and figure 4.3). The RIVs of the
velocity v were slightly improved at pc1 (from [−1.35, 0.50] to [−1.34, 0.498]) and at
pc4 (from [0.07, 1.60] to [0.072, 1.59]). For the spring force as, SQCA considerably
improved the interval bounds from [−0.162, 0.611] to [0.146, 0.313] at pc3, and from
[−0.68, 0.05] to [−0.425,−0.215] at pc6. Similar results were obtained for the RIV
of the acceleration a.

In this case, the improved relative interval values did not lead to an improvement
in the values of the shared variables in the predicted semi-quantitative behavior. The
reason for this could be that the predicted behavior is already quite precise, so SQCA
cannot make any further improvements. Another possible explanation is that the ob-
served behavior is not precise enough. A third cause for the lack of improvement
might be that the RIVs of shared variables were not sufficiently improved due to loss
of information in the process of generating the RIV constraints and propagating the
initial RIVs through these constraints (see next section).

In the following example the application of SQCA does lead to an improvement of
the predicted behavior. Consider an SQDE abstracting from the ordinary differential
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0

x0

x∗

amount x

t0 t1

observed behavior
x0 x∗ t1

range [42, 44] [26, 28] [132,∞]

predicted behavior
x̂0 x̂∗ t̂1

range [33, 35] [24.9, 33.3] [0,∞]

refined predictions
x̂0 x̂∗ t̂1

range [33, 35] [24.9, 31.309] [39.5,∞]

Figure 4.8: Behavior of fish population growth, corresponding to the model in (4.12).
We consider the semi-quantitative behaviors for two experiments. In the first exper-
iment (already performed) the equilibrium value x∗ ∈ [26, 28] has been observed.
In the second experiment (not yet performed) the value of x̂∗ is predicted to lie in
the interval [24.9, 33.3]. After applying SQCA this interval is narrowed down to
[24.9, 31.309].

equation
ẋ = c(1− x/k)x− ax. (4.12)

This ODE arises in the context of fish population growth (Boyce and DiPrima
1992), where x is the amount of fish, c the intrinsic growth rate, a the rate at which
fish are caught, and k represents the equilibrium of the population if no fish are caught.
Let range(k) = [50, 55], range(a) = [3.2, 4.0]×10−3, and range(c) = [0.20, 0.27].

We apply SQCA to compare the behaviors of the system in two experiments, hav-
ing different initial conditions. Assume, that an “experiment” has been performed
with the initial amount of fish range(x(t0)) = [42, 44], and that a behavior has
been observed in which the amount of fish decreases asymptotically to an equilib-
rium at t1 (figure 4.8). Suppose further that the equilibrium value has been measured,
range(x(t1)) = [26, 28]. Consider another “experiment”, not yet performed, in which
the initial amount of fish is range(x̂(t̂0)) = [33, 35]. Simulation of (4.12) results in a
behavior, qualitatively equivalent to the previously observed behavior (figure 4.8), but
with a predicted equilibrium value range(x̂( t̂1)) = [24.9, 33.3].

Two meaningful pairs of comparison are formulated: pc 0 containing the initial
time-points, and pc1 containing the final time-points of the behaviors. As the constants
k and c are specific to the fish species used in the experiments, they have the same
values in the two experiments. This gives rise to the initial RIVs range(∆k(pc0)) =
range(∆c(pc0)) = [0, 0]. We also assume that the fish are caught at the same rate in
the two experiments, so that range(∆a(pc0)) = [0, 0].

In this example, the application of SQCA does lead to an improvement of the
predicted behavior. The interval for x̂( t̂1) has been narrowed down from [24.9, 33.3] to
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[24.9, 31.309]. In addition, the range of t̂1 has been improved from [0,∞] to [39.5,∞].

4.3.3 Implementation of SQCA

The SQCA algorithm has been implemented in Common Lisp as a program interacting
with the implementations of QSIM, Q2, and Q3 (appendix C). The code consists of
approximately 5000 lines. It contains a module for generating the OPC structure (van
Raalte and de Jong 1997), as well as modules for building the RIV constraint network
from the input behaviors and semi-quantitative differential equations, and for refining
the predicted semi-quantitative behavior. The output consists of the predicted semi-
quantitative behavior with possibly refined ranges of the landmark values.

The derivation of all RIV constraints has been fully automated. This could be
achieved due to the fact that the number of (pairs of) QV constraints in the SQDE
models is finite.

The program has been used in a variety of examples, including masses on a spring,
rockets fired upwards, material specimens investigated in fracture strength experi-
ments, and phytoplankton growing in a chemostat.

4.4 Properties of the SQCA algorithm

The input of the SQCA algorithm consists of two semi-quantitative behaviors SQB
and ˆSQB , a pair of semi-quantitative differential equations SQDE and ˆSQDE , and
initial RIVs for shared variables. The output consists of the behavior ˆSQB with pos-
sibly improved interval values for the system variables.

We say that the solutions v and ŵ to the ordinary differential equations ODE and
ˆODE are consistent with the SQCA input, if

1. ODE and ˆODE satisfy SQDE and ˆSQDE ,

2. v and ŵ satisfy SQB and ˆSQB ,

3. for any shared variable q, and any pair of comparison pc = 〈t, t̂〉,

∆q(pc) = q̂(t̂)− q(t) ∈ range(∆q(pc))init,

where range(∆q(pc))init is an initial relative interval value.

By analogy with the properties of QSIM, Q2, and Q3, the soundness and the com-
pleteness of SQCA are investigated. More formally, we have the following definitions.

Definition 14 (Soundness) Let v and ŵ be any solutions to ODEs consistent with the
SQCA input. SQCA is sound, if for every interval range(ŵi(t̂)) in ˆSQB , it holds that
ŵi(t̂) ∈ range(ŵi(t̂)).
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Definition 15 (Completeness) Let range(ŵi(t̂)) be an interval in ˆSQB . SQCA is
complete, if for any quantitative value qv ∈ range(ŵ i(t̂)) there is a solution ŵ to
an ordinary differential equation ˆODE consistent with the SQCA input, such that
qv = ŵi(t̂).

Before examining the soundness of SQCA, we prove the following statement.

Lemma 1 Suppose RIV constraints have been derived from the semi-quantitative dif-
ferential equations SQDE and ˆSQDE and the corresponding semi-quantitative be-
haviors SQB and ˆSQB . If v and ŵ are solutions of ordinary differential equations
satisfying SQDE and ˆSQDE, and v and ŵ satisfy SQB and ˆSQB , then v and ŵ are
consistent with the RIV constraints.

Proof. The RIV constraints have been derived from SQDE , ˆSQDE , SQB and ˆSQB
by means of propositions 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. The constraints put restrictions on ranges
of differences of shared variables and ranges of relative durations. Since v and ŵ
satisfy SQDE , ˆSQDE, SQB and ˆSQB , they are consistent with the deduced RIV
constraints. In other words, the difference in value of every shared variable q at every
pair of comparison pc (i.e., ∆q(pc)), falls within the intervals predicted by means of
the RIV constraints. �

This result lies at the basis of the proof of the following theorem.

Theorem 1 SQCA is sound.

Proof. Suppose v and ŵ are consistent with the SQCA input. In order to prove the
soundness of SQCA, we will first show that the output RIVs are enclosures of the
value differences of the shared variables in v and ŵ.

In the first loop of the algorithm for resolving the constraint network, an RIV
constraint is selected from which range(∆q(pc))new is derived, such that ∆q(pc) ∈
range(∆q(pc))new (lemma 1). Since∆q(pc) ∈ range(∆q(pc))init we conclude that

∆q(pc) ∈ range(∆q(pc))init ∩ range(∆q(pc))new ,

i.e., the difference of the shared variable q at pc remains bounded by the SQCA interval
predictions. Note that this intersection can not be empty, since the intervals contain
the same point value (i.e., ∆q(pc)). An empty intersection signalizes that v or ŵ
are inconsistent with the SQCA input. SQCA repeats this process of updating RIVs
every time an RIV constraint is evaluated. Since ∆q(pc) is always contained in the
intervals computed by means of the RIV constraints (lemma 1), we can conclude that
it is contained in the final interval computed by means of the SQCA algorithm.

Hence, after the RIV constraint network has been resolved, we have,

∆q(pc) = q̂(t̂)− q(t) ∈ range(∆q(pc)),
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for any shared variable q and any pair of comparison.
Having this result, we can show that the the refined intervals of the landmark val-

ues in the predicted behavior remain enclosures of the values of the variables in ŵ.
In step 4 of the SQCA algorithm, ˆSQB is refined by intersecting the stored value of
range(q̂(t̂)) with range(q(t))+ range(∆q(pc)). Since v satisfies SQB (v is consis-
tent with the SQCA input), we have q(t) ∈ range(q(t)). Hence, we can conclude:

q̂(t̂) = ∆q(pc) + q(t) ∈ range(∆q(pc)) + range(q(t)).

Because of the soundness of the simulation algorithms QSIM, Q2, and Q3, we also
have q̂(t̂) ∈ range(q̂(t̂))old, the interval derived through simulation. Hence,

q̂(t̂) ∈ (range(∆q(pc)) + range(q(t))) ∩ range(q̂(t̂))old = range(q̂(t̂)).

Thus, the intervals derived by SQCA contain all possible values of the shared
variables. The refined intervals are further propagated by means of Q2 to possibly
improve the ranges of variables that are not shared between the two behaviors. As
Q2 has been proven sound, we have ŵ i(t̂) ∈ range(ŵi(t̂)) for all variables at all
time-points.

�

SQCA may improve the predictions of a model by comparing the predicted behav-
iors with behaviors of the system observed in past experiments. However, it may turn
out that even the improved predictions still overestimate the possible solutions. This
yields the incompleteness of the SQCA algorithm.

Theorem 2 SQCA is incomplete.

Proof. The incompleteness of SQCA can be illustrated by means of an example.
Consider a system consisting of an object fired upward in a gravitational field

without friction (figure 4.9). Assume the system has been investigated in an experi-
ment with range(h(t0)) = [0, 8] and range(v(t0)) = [30, 35], where h is the height
of the object and v its velocity. Let the observed value of the maximum height be
range(h(t1)) = [42.9, 75.4].

Suppose we want to know the behavior of the system in an experiment, in which
the initial height and velocity are lower than in the experiment already carried out.
That is, range(ĥ(t̂0)) = [0, 8], range(v̂(t̂0)) = [0, 35]. Simulation of the model
with QSIM, Q2, and Q3 with these initial values infers the same qualitative behav-
ior as in the first experiment, but with a different value for the maximum height
range(ĥ(t̂1)) = [0, 133]. After applying SQCA for the comparison of the behav-
iors in the two experiments with these initial RIVs, we obtain a refined interval for the
maximum height in the second experiment, range( ĥ(t̂1)) = [0, 93.25].

Note, that SQCA considerably improved the upper bound of the maximum height.
However, the interval still overestimates the value of ĥ(t̂1). Using the qualitative
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QV (ḣ) = QV (v)

QV (v̇) = QV (a)

QV (ȧ) = 〈0, std〉

t2

0

velocity v

v0

v1

t0 t1

0

t0 t1 t2

height h

h1

h0

observed behavior
h0 v0 h1 t1

range [0, 8] [30, 35] [42.9, 75.4] [3.05, 3.56]

predicted behavior
ĥ0 v̂0 ĥ1 t̂1

range [0, 8] [0, 35] [0, 133] [0, 3.56]

refined predictions
ĥ0 v̂0 ĥ1 t̂1

range [0, 8] [0, 35] [0, 93.25] [0, 3.56]

Figure 4.9: The QDE model and the corresponding qualitative behavior of an object
fired upward with a constant acceleration, which then falls back to its initial height.
The table gives the intervals of the landmarks in the observed and in the predicted
behaviors in two experiments, as well as the improved predictions after application of
SQCA.

comparative analysis technique CEC∗ (de Jong and van Raalte 1999) for this example,
taking as input the two qualitative behaviors corresponding to the semi-quantitative
behaviors considered, and the information that the initial height and velocity in the
second experiment are lower than in the first experiment, we obtain that the value of
the maximum height ĥ(t̂1) must be lower than the value of h(t1). This means that
the upper bound of range(ĥ(t̂1)) must be less than 75.4. Phrased differently, there is
no solution of an ordinary differential equation consistent with the SQCA input, such
that ĥ(t̂1) > 75.4. The fact that SQCA could not derive this conclusion illustrates its
incompleteness.

�

Given that the SQCA input is valid, the interval values range(ŵi(t̂)) produced
by the algorithm contain the actual values of ŵ i at t̂ (soundness). However, SQCA
may still overestimate the actual values due to the loss of information occuring in the
process of generating RIV constraints and propagating the initial RIVs through these
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constraints. By using techniques for the solution of interval constraint satisfaction
problems that are more powerful than the constraint propagation algorithm currently
employed in SQCA (e.g., (Benhamou and Older 1997)), the excess width in the RIVs
could be reduced. Also, the RIV constraints defined by propositions 3 and 4 can
be improved by replacing in some cases the constraints implied by the mean value
theorem by constraints obtained through explicit integration (Vescovi et al. 1995).

4.5 Related work on comparative analysis

Comparative analysis has been addressed in control theory (e.g., (Murdock 1991)).
The problem there is defined as predicting the behavior of a given system in the pres-
ence of small disturbances in the input or in the control parameters. One begins with a
model of the original system, and uses its solution to approximate the solution of the
perturbed system. In contrast with SQCA, techniques developed in control theory are
applicable only to numerical models and cannot deal with structural differences in the
models, as the system changes are restricted to parameter perturbations.

The qualitative comparative analysis of dynamical systems has received consider-
able attention within QR (Weld 1988; Neitzke and Neumann 1994; de Jong and van
Raalte 1999). Most of the existing techniques take as input qualitative models and
topologically equivalent behaviors and predict the effects of differences in the initial
conditions or the system parameters. In comparison with existing approaches, CEC ∗

(de Jong and van Raalte 1999) is more general in that it is also able to compare behav-
iors that are topologically different and models with structural differences.

In most qualitative techniques, a guarantee is provided that all possible answers are
contained in the output, although among them there may be spurious answers. How-
ever, even if the output consists of genuine responses only, their large number may
complicate the interpretation. The threat of combinatorial explosion is inherent of the
purely qualitative approach. A further limitation of these methods is the imprecision
of their answers. For instance, the techniques can predict that the maximum displace-
ment of the object in a mass-spring system in a frictionless medium is larger, but no
quantitative estimate of the difference can be provided. In contrast, SQCA arrives at
more precise conclusions than qualitative CA techniques, while retaining their ability
to deal with incomplete information.

To our knowledge, only de Mori and Prager (de Mori and Prager 1989) have stud-
ied the semi-quantitative comparative analysis of dynamical systems. Their qualitative
perturbation analysis (QPA) addresses the question how small changes in a system’s
input are related to small changes in its output. The values of the system variables are
described by qualitative interval labels: bounds drawn from a restricted set of numer-
ical values. The corresponding behaviors are given by sequences of measurements of
the system variables that are abstracted into qualitative interval labels. A comparative
analysis problem in QPA is defined by a qualitative linear model in combination with a
perturbation in the interval label of one or more variables. The perturbations may lead
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to an inconsistency in the constraints of the model. QPA re-establishes consistency in
the models by formulating a constraint satisfaction problem and solving it by means
of appropriate network consistency algorithms. In this way QPA is able to propagate
changes in the input to changes in the output, and the other way round. QPA differs
from SQCA in that its is limited to structurally identical models and topologically
equal behaviors. Moreover, these models need to be linear and time-invariant, which
is not required for SQCA.

4.6 Evaluation

Model discrimination is accomplished by selecting and performing experiments on
a given experimental system. In order to estimate the discriminatory potential of an
experiment, the predictions of the competing models for the behavior of the system
in this experiment are exploited. After the experiment with the highest discriminatory
potential has been determined, this experiment is executed and the observations thus
obtained are used to evaluate the relative adequacies of the models, as explained in the
next chapter.

In this process, SQCA is applied to improve the predictions of the competing
models. Precise predictions are necessary for better estimation of the discriminatory
potential of an experiment, and for better evaluation of the adequacy of a candidate
model. Imprecise predictions may delay the discrimination between the competing
models. SQCA allows one to improve the semi-quantitative behavior predicted by a
candidate model in one experiment by comparing this behavior with behaviors of the
system observed in experiments already carried out.

Just as in semi-quantitative simulation, the soundness of SQCA guarantees that if
a model correctly represents the system, the obtained predictions bound the real values
of the system variables. As a consequence, if a discrepancy between observations and
predictions occurs, the model used to generate the predictions can safely be ruled out.
This implies that the set of competing models will never be incorrectly discriminated.
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Chapter 5

Method for Model Discrimination

This chapter formally elaborates the method for model discrimination outlined in
chapter 2. The method is based on a criterion that ranks the possible experiments
according to their discriminatory potential. The criterion is formalized by means
of concepts from information theory. Discrimination between the competing semi-
quantitative models is achieved by repeatedly determining the experiment with the
highest discriminatory potential, performing this experiment, and comparing the model
predictions with the outcome.

The presentation starts with an introduction to the basic concepts of the method
(section 5.1). In section 5.2, the criterion for ranking of experiments is derived. The
criterion evaluates the informativeness of every experiment. For this purpose, the
semi-quantitative predictions of the competing models for the behavior of the system
in the experiments are employed. The formal properties of the criterion are investi-
gated in section 5.3. The criterion lies at the heart of the method for model discrimina-
tion described in section 5.4. The performance of the method is studied in section 5.5.
In particular, the selection of experiments according to the developed criterion is com-
pared with the random selection of experiments. The final section evaluates the appli-
cability of the method for the efficient discrimination between competing models of
experimental systems.

The description of the method for model discrimination is based on (Vatcheva et al.
2000a; Vatcheva et al. 2000b; Vatcheva et al. 2001a; Vatcheva et al. 2001b).

5.1 Basic concepts

5.1.1 Competing models

In an experiment, the properties of the experimental system are investigated. To this
end, the experimental conditions and the system structure are specified and the value
of one or more observable quantities is measured.
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In this thesis, experimental systems will be modeled in terms of semi-quantitative
differential equations (chapter 3). The following definition indicates under which con-
ditions an SQDE can be considered a candidate model of a given system.

Definition 16 (Candidate model) Let m be an SQDE with variables q. m is a can-
didate model of a given experimental system, if the following conditions hold:

1. there is a non-empty set qobs ⊆ q describing at least some of the observable
quantities of the experimental system;

2. the predicted values of qobs are consistent with all available observations.

The first condition guarantees that the model predictions can be meaningfully com-
pared with the observations made in the experiment. Comparison of predictions and
observations is necessary for the evaluation of the adequacy of the SQDE. The second
condition states thatm adequately describes the system in the light of all observations.

A candidate model describes only certain aspects of the experimental system, and
therefore holds under specific modeling assumptions. For instance, the phytoplankton
growth models, presented in section 6.3 are applicable only at saturating light intensi-
ties and room temperature.

When modeling an experimental system, different assumptions about its structure
and behavior can be made, yielding a set of possible candidate models. In order to
discriminate between the different possibilities, we require that the candidate models
are competing.

Definition 17 (Competing models) The candidate models m1,m2, . . . ,ml are com-
peting if

1. the set of observable quantities qobs shared by all candidates is non-empty;

2. m1,m2, . . . ,ml have the same modeling assumptions.

The definition guarantees that predictions for at least one common observable
quantity can be derived from every model. In this way, the predictions of every model
can be compared with the same (set of) observations. Consequently, the relative ad-
equacy of the models can be estimated by examining the quality of fit between these
observations and the predictions. The second requirement guarantees that the candi-
date models describe the same experimental situation.

Let M = {m1,m2, . . . ,ml} be a set of competing models. For each mi, we
consider p(mi), the probability of mi to be the most suitable model of the system.
p(mi) is a measure of the relative adequacy of model m i with respect to the rest of
the candidate models in M . A priori estimates of the probabilities can be determined
from available experimental data. If no such data exist, we assume that the models are
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equiprobable a priori. When new data becomes available, the probability estimates
can be updated according to the relative match between the model predictions and the
observations.

5.1.2 Behaviors and behavioral features

Each candidate mi ∈ M can be simulated to predict a set of semi-quantitative behav-
iors (SQBs) of the system in an experiment. Two SQBs can be different, but neverthe-
less be topologically equivalent (Weld 1988) with respect to the observable variables.
That is, they may have the same sequence of transitions for q obs. In this case, the two
behaviors can be merged into a single SQB, because they are indistinguishable with
respect to the observable variables (Mallory et al. 1996). In the thus obtained behav-
ior, the intervals for the landmark values of the observable variables are estimated as
the union of the intervals of the corresponding landmarks in the two equivalent behav-
iors. The above procedure may reduce the set of qualitative behaviors of the system
that need to be taken into account.

Consider, for instance, the two semi-quantitative behaviors given in figure 5.1. The
behaviors are obtained through simulation of the Monod model for nutrient-limited
phytoplankton growth in a bioreactor (section 6.3.1). In both behaviors, the amount
of biomass x reaches its equilibrium asymptotically, while the concentration of the
remaining nutrient s can reach its equilibrium either asymptotically (behavior b 1) or
by first passing through a maximum (behavior b 2). Assume x is the only variable that
can be observed in the experiments. In this case, the two behaviors are topologically
equivalent with respect to x. Therefore, b1 and b2 can be merged into a single semi-
quantitative behavior in which the predictions for s are ignored. The new range for the
equilibrium landmark x∗ will then be given by the union of the interval predictions in
b1 and b2. That is, x∗ ∈ [36, 72]∪[36, 59] = [36, 72].

Assume an experiment has been performed, in which a particular qualitative be-
havior has been observed. Every model that does not predict this behavior will be
ruled out, that is, will have an a posteriori probability estimate zero. However, for the
models predicting that the behavior could occur, we have to further compare their in-
terval predictions with the measurements obtained in the experiment. For discrimina-
tion purposes, only certain characteristics of the predicted behaviors, called behavioral
features will be taken into account.

Definition 18 (Behavioral features) The set of behavioral featuresF b of a qualitative
behavior b consists of the landmark values of the observable system variables.

Consider the behaviors given in figure 5.1. Assume both x and s are observable.
The behavioral features characterizing the first behavior are the equilibrium values x ∗

and s∗. Similarly, the set of behavioral features of b2 consists of x∗, smax and s∗.
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s∗

x∗

s∗

s0 x∗

x0

smax

s0

x0

b1

b2
t0 t3t2t1 t0 t1 t2 t3

t0 t1 t0 t1

s∗(×10−4) smax x∗

b1 [6.31, 100] - [36, 72]
b2 [14.9, 100] [0.005, 0.034] [36, 59]

Figure 5.1: Example of different semi-quantitative behaviors that are topologically
equivalent with respect to the observable variable x. The behaviors are predicted by
the Monod model (section 6.3.1) for the initial conditions s 0 ∈ [0.005, 0.01], x0 ∈
[36, 39]. The ranges for the landmark values in the two behaviors are given in the
table.

Predictions of the value of a behavioral feature will be derived by means of the
techniques introduced in chapters 3 and 4. Thus, predicted values will be intervals. We
will also assume that the observed values of the behavioral features F b are intervals
[yj − εj/2, yj + εj/2], with yj the midpoint of the interval, and εj the size of the
confidence interval for the jth behavioral feature.

5.1.3 Discriminatory experiments

Discrimination between the competing models in M will be achieved by selecting
and executing appropriate experiments from a given set E. In order to find the exper-
iment which has the highest potential to discriminate between the models, we have to
examine the model predictions for each possible experiment e ∈ E. Intuitively, pre-
dictions that are more distant can be expected to lead to better discrimination, as the
experimental outcome will generally agree with fewer of the predictions. If all models
give rise to the same predictions for certain e, then the experiment will not be able to
discriminate between the models.

Assume e ∈ E has been performed, and behavior b e has been observed and the
values [ye

j − εj/2, ye
j + εj/2] of the behavioral features Fbe have been measured. The
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probability estimates p(mi) can be updated by comparing the experimental outcome
with the predictions of the mis. The experiment discriminates between the models
in M if the new probability estimates are different for the different models. Optimal
discrimination will be achieved if the observations are consistent with the predictions
of a single model, that is, the probability estimate of this models is one.

In the next section, this intuition will be elaborated by means of an approach based
on concepts from information theory. First, on the basis of the model predictions, a
criterion will be derived that ranks the experiments in E according to their expected
informativeness. The optimal discriminatory experiment will then be defined as the
experiment which yields the highest value for the criterion.

5.2 Criterion for ranking experiments

Different criteria have been proposed in the literature (e.g., (Hsiang and Reilly 1971;
Fedorov 1972; Atkinson and Cox 1974; Espie and Macchietto 1989)). However,
the previously proposed methods are limited to the case of numerical models with
a precisely-defined structure that give rise to real-point predictions. In this section we
propose a generalized criterion to select experiments for the discrimination between
semi-quantitative competing models.

5.2.1 Expected information increment

Let M be a set of competing models of an experimental system with a priori proba-
bilities p(mi) for every mi ∈M . The set M is assumed complete, that is,∑

mi∈M

p(mi) = 1. (5.1)

Let e ∈ E be an experiment in which behavior be is observed with values [ye
j −

εj/2, ye
j+εj/2] for the behavioral features. For clarity of presentation, we will assume

for the moment that behavior be is characterized by a single feature.
A standard measure in information theory is the information increment of an ex-

periment (Box and Hill 1967; Fedorov 1972). The information increment of e is de-
fined as the difference in entropy before and after the experiment has been performed:

∆H(be, ye) = −
∑

mi∈M

p(mi) ln p(mi) +
∑

mi∈M

p(mi | be, ye) ln p(mi | be, ye),

(5.2)
with p(mi | be, ye) the a posteriori probability of mi, and ye the midpoint of the
measured value of the behavioral feature.
∆H reaches its maximum when all posterior probabilities but one are zero. That

is, when the observations obtained in e confirm the predictions of a single model. On
the other hand, a minimal value is attained, when all posterior probabilities are equal.
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Since the a posteriori probabilities of the models depend on the outcome of an ex-
periment that has not yet been performed,∆H cannot be computed directly. Instead,
we compute its expected value, or the expected information increment of e.

Assume, for the moment, that the qualitative behavior of the system in experiment
e is known. The expected value of∆H(be, ye) is defined as an integral of the function
∆H(be, y), where y ranges over the domain D of the behavioral feature:

∆J(e, be) =
∫

y∈D

∆H(be, y)ge(y|be)dy, (5.3)

and ge(y|be) is the probability density function of the midpoint of the behavioral fea-
ture, provided be is the behavior of the system in e.

In general, be will not be known. However, we know the set B e of qualitatively
distinct behaviors predicted by the competing models in M . From the assumption that
M is complete, and the soundness of the simulation algorithms, it follows that B e

contains all possible qualitative behaviors the system can exhibit. Hence, the expected
value of ∆J(e, be) can be computed as a sum of ∆J(e, b)s, where b ranges over the
possible behaviors in Be:

∆J(e) =
∑

b∈Be

∆J(e, b)pe(b), (5.4)

and pe(b) is the probability that the system behavior observed in e is b.

Combining (5.3) and (5.4), we obtain:

∆J(e) =
∑

b∈Be

∫
y∈D

∆H(b, y)ge(y|b)pe(b)dy. (5.5)

The probability of behavior b can be expressed as a weighted sum of the conditional
behavior probabilities pe(b|mi):

pe(b) =
∑

mi∈M

pe(b|mi)p(mi), (5.6)

where pe(b|mi) is the probability that the system behavior observed in e is b, provided
mi is the correct model of the system. Similarly, for the probability density function
ge(y|b), we have

ge(y|b) =
∑

mi∈M

ge
i (y|b)p(mi|b), (5.7)

where p(mi|b) is the a posteriori probability of mi if the system behavior observed in
e is b, and ge

i (y|b) the model-specific probability density function of y. The model-
specific probability density functions g e

i (y|b) and the conditional behavior probabili-
ties p(mi|b) satisfy the following normalization conditions:
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∫
y∈D

ge
i (y|b)dy = 1, (5.8)

∑
b∈Be

i

pe(b|mi) = 1, (5.9)

whereBe
i is the set of qualitatively distinct behaviors of the system as predicted by m i

for experiment e. Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3 consider the determination of the model-
specific probability density functions and the conditional behavior probabilities in de-
tail.

In the following proposition, the density functions g e(y|b), the probabilities pe(b),
and the normalization conditions (5.8) and (5.9) are used to derive an expression for
the expected information increment∆J .

Proposition 6 The expected information increment of e is given as follows:

∆J(e) =
∑

mi∈M

p(mi)
∑

b∈Be
i

pe(b|mi)
∫

y∈D

ge
i (y|b)ln

ge
i (y|b)pe(b|mi)
ge(y|b)pe(b)

dy, (5.10)

where ge
i (y|b) are the model-specific probability density functions, and p(b|m i) the

conditional probabilities of the behaviors b of m i.

Proof. Using the Bayes’ rule we obtain for the a posteriori probability p(m i|b):

p(mi|b) = pe(b|mi)p(mi)∑
mk∈M pe(b|mk)p(mk)

=
pe(b|mi)p(mi)

pe(b)
.

Substituting p(mi|b) in (5.7), the following expression for the probability density
function ge(y|b) is obtained:

ge(y|b) =
∑

mi∈M ge
i (y|b)pe(b|mi)p(mi)
pe(b)

. (5.11)

By substituting the expression for∆H into (5.5), we get

∆J(e) =
∑
b∈Be

∫
y∈D{ ∑

mi∈M

p(mi|b, y)lnp(mi|b, y)−
∑

mi∈M

p(mi)lnp(mi)

}
ge(y|b)pe(b)dy,

(5.12)

where
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p(mi|b, y) = ge
i (y|b)pe(b|mi)p(mi)∑

mk∈M ge
k(y|b)pe(b|mk)p(mk)

=
ge

i (y|b)pe(b|mi)p(mi)
ge(y|b)pe(b)

, (5.13)

via the Bayes’ rule and (5.11). Combining (5.12) and (5.13), we obtain:

∆J(e) =
X

b∈Be

Z
y∈D

X
mi∈M

p(mi)

�
ge

i (y|b)pe(b|mi)

ge(y|b)pe(b)
ln
ge

i (y, b)p
e(b|mi)p(mi)

ge(y|b)pe(b)
− lnp(mi)

�
ge(y|b)pe(b)dy

=
X

mi∈M

p(mi)
X

b∈Be
i

pe(b|mi)

Z
y∈D

ge
i (y|b)lng

e
i (y|b)pe(b|mi)

ge(y|b)pe(b)
dy

+
X

mi∈M

p(mi)lnp(mi)
X

b∈Be
i

pe(b|mi)

Z
y∈D

ge
i (y|b)dy

−
X

mi∈M

p(mi)lnp(mi)
X

b∈Be
i

Z
y∈D

ge(y|b)pe(b)dy.

Using the normalizations (5.1), (5.8), and (5.9), we obtain

∑
mi∈M

p(mi)lnp(mi)
∑

b∈Be
i

pe(b|mi)
∫

y∈D

ge
i (y|b)dy =

∑
mi∈M

p(mi)lnp(mi),

∑
mi∈M

p(mi)lnp(mi)
∑

b∈Be
i

∫
y∈D

ge(y|b)pe(b)dy =
∑

mi∈M

p(mi)lnp(mi).

With this the second part of the expression for ∆J becomes zero, and (5.10) is
obtained.

�

The criterion∆J ranks the experiments in E according to their expected informa-
tiveness. The optimal discriminatory experiment will be the most informative experi-
ment, that is, the experiment for which∆J(e) is maximal.

Occasionally, the model predictions can lead to a simplified expression for ∆J .
The following corollary of proposition 6 provides an expression for ∆J when all
models predict the same qualitative behavior (Vatcheva et al. 2000a; Vatcheva et al.
2000b).

Corollary 1 Let all models in M predict the same qualitative behavior b. Then (5.10)
takes the form
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∆J(e) =
∑

mi∈M

p(mi)
∫

y∈D

ge
i (y|b)ln

ge
i (y|b)
ge(y|b)dy. (5.14)

Proof. When all models predict the same qualitative behavior, (5.10) can be rewritten
as

∆J(e) =
∑

mi∈M

p(mi)pe(b|mi)
∫

y∈D

ge
i (y|b)ln

ge
i (y|b)p(b|mi)
ge(y|b)pe(b)

dy,

Taking into account that pe(b|mi) = 1 for all mi ∈M , and

pe(b) =
∑

mi∈M

p(b|mi)p(mi) =
∑

mi∈M

p(mi) = 1,

the result in (5.14) is obtained.
�

The following corollary derives an expression for ∆J for the reverse situation:
when each model predicts a different set of qualitative behaviors.

Corollary 2 Assume that for a given e each model m i ∈ M predicts a different set
of qualitative behaviors. Then,

∆J(e) = −
∑

mi∈M

p(mi)lnp(mi). (5.15)

Proof. From the given assumptions we have that pe(b|mk) = 0, when b ∈ Be
i and

k �= i. This fact, together with the expression for g e(y|b) given in (5.11), yields

ge(y|b)pe(b) =
∑

mk∈M

ge
k(y|b)pe(b|mk)p(mk) = ge

i (y|b)pe(b|mi)p(mi),

for all b ∈ Be
i . Taking this result into account, (5.10) takes the form

∆J(e) =
∑

mi∈M

p(mi)
∑

b∈Be
i

pe(b|mi)
∫

y∈D

ge
i (y|b)ln

1
p(mi)

dy,

or equivalently,

∆J(e) = −
∑

mi∈M

p(mi)lnp(mi)
∑
b∈Be

i

pe(b|mi)
∫

y∈D

ge
i (y|b)dy.

By applying the normalization conditions (5.8) and (5.9), expression (5.15) is ob-
tained.

�
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Note, that (5.15) indicates the maximum value that ∆J(e) can take. This con-
forms to the intuition that e will be the optimal discriminatory experiment since its
outcome is guaranteed to be consistent with the predictions of at most one model.

The criterion (5.10) is easily generalizable to the case when each behavior b is
characterized by more than one feature. In this case we have to substitute the prob-
ability distributions by joint probability distributions, and the integral by a multiple
integral of the k behavioral features (Vatcheva et al. 2000a).

5.2.2 Estimation of behavior probabilities

In order to compute ∆J(e), the conditional behavior probabilities p(b|m i) must be
known. In order to obtain estimates for these probabilities, we have adopted the fol-
lowing approach. Let θl be a parameter or an initial condition of model m i, and let
Θlj be the interval value of θl for which behavior bj ∈ Be

i is obtained. The inter-
vals Θlj are obtained directly by simulation with Q2 and Q3 (chapter 3). Assume the
probability distributions of the parameters θ l are given. For each b ∈ Be

i we define:

r(b|mi) =
∏

l

p(θl ∈ Θlj),

where p(θl ∈ Θlj) is the probability that the value of θl lies in the intervalΘlj .
The probability of behavior b is now estimated by normalizing the r(b|m i)s:

p(b|mi) =
r(b|mi)∑

bk∈Be
i
r(bk|mi)

. (5.16)

If the probability distributions of the θ ls are unknown, we assume that the θls are
uniformly distributed. That is,

p(θl ∈ Θlj) =
| Θlj |

| ⋃bk∈Be
i
Θlk | .

In this case, p(b|mi) is given by the fraction of the parameter volume covered by b.
The assumption of uniform distribution can be justified by the Principle of Indiffer-
ence of Laplace, which is often applied in probability theory (Weatherford 1982). The
Principle of Indifference says that when nothing is known about the distribution of a
certain variable, a uniform distribution can be assumed.

Consider, for instance, an SQDE abstracting from the following ordinary differen-
tial equation:

ẋ = c(1− x/k)x− ax. (5.17)

This ODE arises in the context of modeling fish population growth (Boyce and DiPrima
1992), where x is the amount of fish, c the intrinsic growth rate, a the rate at which
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Figure 5.2: Qualitative behaviors resulting from the simulation of the population
growth model in (5.17).

fish are caught, and k the equilibrium of the population when no fish are caught. As-
sume range(x0) = [43, 44], range(k) = [50, 51], range(a) = [1, 1.2]× 10−3, and
range(c) = [0.2, 0.3].

QSIM, Q2 and Q3 predict three possible behaviors for the amount of fish (fig-
ure 5.2). b1 predicts a growing population which reaches its equilibrium asymptot-
ically. In b2, the population decreases to its equilibrium. The third behavior (not
shown) predicts that the population is in equilibrium from the beginning. The ta-
ble below summarizes the interval values of the parameters and initial conditions for
which the three behaviors have been obtained.

behavior x0 c k a

b1 [43, 43.6] [0.274, 0.3] [50.2, 51] [1, 1.09] × 10−3

b2 [43, 44] [0.2, 0.3] [50, 51] [1, 1.2] × 10−3

b3 [43, 43.6] [0.274, 0.3] [50.2, 51] [1, 1.09] × 10−3

Assume x0, c, k, and a are uniformly distributed in the corresponding intervals.
Following the procedure sketched above, we obtain: r(b 1) = r(b3) = 0.068, r(b2) =
1, which yield the probability estimates p(b1) = p(b3) = 0.06, p(b2) = 0.88.

Alternative approaches to estimating the probabilities of qualitative behaviors have
been suggested by Berleant et al. (1992) and Leitch and Shen (1993). In (Berleant
et al. 1992) the interval values of the parameters and the initial conditions are used
to derive a lower and an upper bound of the probability of a qualitative behavior. We
have not adopted this approach here, because the computation of the value of the ex-
pected information increment requires that the conditional behavior probabilities are
real values. Leitch and Shen (1993) have proposed an algorithm to prioritize the qual-
itative behaviors of a model. The method uses imprecise numerical information in the
form of fuzzy numbers to define distance between successor states in the qualitative
behavior tree. Each state is given a priority label according to the value of this dis-
tance. The priority of a behavior is estimated on the basis of the priorities of its states.
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However, this algorithm only orders the behaviors (i.e., b 1 is more likely to occur than
b2), but does not derive a quantitative estimate of their relative priorities (i.e., by how
much is b1 more likely to occur than b2).

5.2.3 Estimation of probability density functions

The computation of ∆J(e) requires the model-specific probability density functions
ge

i (y|b) of the midpoints of the behavioral features to be known. In this section we
discuss how estimates of the functions ge

i (y|b) can be determined from the model
predictions.

Let V e
i ⊆ D be the interval predicted by mi for the behavioral feature of b. Fur-

thermore, ε is the size of the confidence interval for the measurement of the feature.
We impose the following requirements on the value of g e

i (y|b):

1. ge
i (y|b) is zero for all y for which [y − ε/2, y+ ε/2] does not overlap with V e

i ;

2. ge
i (y|b) has the same value for all y for which [y − ε/2, y + ε/2] lies entirely

within the predicted interval V e
i ;

3. ge
i (y|b) is proportional to the size of the overlap between [y− ε/2, y+ ε/2] and
V e

i for all y for which [y − ε/2, y + ε/2] overlaps partially with V e
i .

With the first requirement, we express the idea that, if mi is the correct model of
the system, and b the observed behavior in e, it is impossible that the value of the
behavior feature is an interval [y − ε/2, y + ε/2] not overlapping with the prediction
V e

i . The second requirement states that all points y such that [y − ε/2, y + ε/2] lies
entirely within V e

i are equally likely. The third requirement expresses the idea that
intervals [y − ε/2, y + ε/2] are more likely to be observed to the extend that they
overlap more with the prediction V e

i .
Bearing in mind these requirements, we define:

ge
i (y|b) =




|[y − ε

2
, y +

ε

2
] ∩ V e

i |
ε | V e

i | , [y − ε

2
, y +

ε

2
] ∩ V e

i �= ∅,
0 , [y − ε

2
, y +

ε

2
] ∩ V e

i = ∅,

with | · | denoting interval length. The proportionality constant 1/(ε | V e
i |) has been

chosen such that the normalization condition
∫

y
ge

i (y|b)dy = 1 holds.

Taking into account the definition of interval intersection (appendix A), g e
i (y|b)

can be transformed into the following equivalent expression:
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ge
i (y|b) =




y − V e
i + ε/2

ε|V e
i |

, y ∈ [V e
i − ε/2, V e

i + ε/2],

1
|V e

i |
, y ∈ [V e

i + ε/2, V e
i − ε/2],

−y + V e
i + ε/2

ε|V e
i |

, y ∈ [V e
i − ε/2, V e

i + ε/2],

0 , y �∈ [V e
i − ε/2, V e

i + ε/2],

(5.18)

where V e
i and V e

i are the lower and the upper bound of the interval prediction V e
i ,

respectively. In (5.18), ge
i (y|b) is defined as a piece-wise linear function. If y ∈

[V e
i + ε/2, V e

i − ε/2], the intervals [y − ε/2, y + ε/2] overlap completely with the
prediction V e

i . In these cases ge
i (y|b) is constant and equals 1/|V e

i | (figure 5.3(a)). If
y ∈ [V e

i −ε/2, V e
i +ε/2] and y ∈ [V e

i −ε/2, V e
i +ε/2], the intervals [y−ε/2, y+ε/2]

only partially overlap with the prediction V e
i . In these cases, ge

i (y|b) is defined as a
linear function of y (figure 5.3(b)).

Figure 5.4 shows the estimate of the model-specific probability density function
of the behavioral feature x∗, the equilibrium value of the amount of fish in behavior
b1 in figure 5.2. The size of the confidence interval ε has been set to 1.

When multiple behavioral features f1, . . . , fk are taken into account, we will as-
sume that they are independent. The corresponding joint probability density functions
will then be obtained by the product of the probability densities of the individual be-
havioral features:

ge,f1,...,fk

i (y1, . . . , yk|b) =
k∏

j=1

g
e,fj

i (yj |b).

5.2.4 More precise estimation of probability density functions

The expression for ge
i as defined in the previous section assumes that the midpoint of

the value of the behavioral feature is uniformly distributed in the predicted interval.
Better estimations of the probability density functions can be obtained if we know the
probability distributions of the initial conditions and the parameters of the models.

Let θi be a parameter or an initial condition of m i, and range(θi) = Θi. Assume
the probability distribution of θi in Θi is given in the form of a histogram. That is,
we assume that the probabilities p(θi ∈ Θij), of θi in the subintervals Θij ⊆ Θi are
given (e.g., figure 5.5(a)). In order to arrive at a better approximation of g e

i (y|b), we
can take into account the probability distribution of θ i in the predictions of mi. To
achieve this, we simulate mi for each of the subintervalsΘij . As a result we obtain a
sequence of intervals V e

ij ⊆ V e
i for the value of the behavioral feature. For each of the
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Figure 5.3: Schematic interpretation of the model-specific probability density func-
tions ge

i (y|b). (a) gives an example of the value of g e
i (y|b), when y ∈ [V e

i + ε/2, V e
i −

ε/2], that is, when the intervals [y− ε/2, y+ ε/2] overlap completely with the predic-
tion V e

i . (b) gives examples of the value of ge
i (y|b), when y ∈ [V e

i − ε/2, V e
i + ε/2]

and y ∈ [V e
i − ε/2, V e

i + ε/2], that is, when the intervals [y − ε/2, y + ε/2] only
partially overlap with the prediction V e

i .

predicted intervals V e
ij we again estimate the density functions ge

ij as in (5.18). The
function ge

i can then be estimated as

ge
i (y|b) =

∑
j

p(θi ∈ Θij)ge
ij(y|b).

Consider, for instance, the model of fish population growth given in (5.17). As-
sume the initial amount of fish x0 is distributed in the interval [43, 44] as shown in
figure 5.5(a). The interval [43, 44] has been divided into 10 intervals and the model
has been simulated 10 times for each of these subintervals. The sequence of predic-
tions has then been used to estimate ge

i (y|b) (figure 5.5(b)).

This approach arrives at better estimates of the model-specific probability density
functions. In turn, the predictions of the optimal discriminatory experiments may be
improved as well. However, this approach requires higher computational costs. For
more complex models involving large number of parameters, the computations may
become prohibitive when the computer tools of chapters 3 and 4 are used. In chapter 8,
we return to this alternative.
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Figure 5.4: Plot of the function ge
i (y|b) for the behavioral feature x∗ (equilibrium

amount of fish) of behavior b1 in figure 5.2. The behavior has been obtained by sim-
ulation of the model in (5.17) with the initial condition x0 ∈ [43, 44]. The predicted
interval for the equilibrium x∗ is [36.8, 44]. The size of the confidence interval ε is set
to 1.
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Figure 5.5: (a) Distribution of the initial condition x0 given in the form of a histogram
(see model (5.17)). (b) Estimation of the probability density for the midpoint of the
value of the behavioral feature x∗ (behavior b1 in figure 5.2) obtained by taking into
account the distribution in (a).
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5.3 Properties of the expected information increment

The criterion ∆J has some important properties which are summarized in the theo-
rems below. The proofs basically follow (Fedorov 1972), but have been adapted to the
more general form of∆J considered here.

Theorem 3 The expected information increment of any experiment e is nonnegative:

∆J(e) ≥ 0; (5.19)

with equality if all models have the same predictions.

Proof. From theorem 204, in (Hardy et al. 1967), the following inequality can be
established:

∑
b∈Be

i

∫
y∈D

fi(y, b)ge(y|b)pe(b)lnfi(y, b)dy ≥

∑
b∈Be

i

∫
y∈D

fi(y, b)ge(y|b)pe(b)dy ln

∑
b∈Be

i

∫
y∈D fi(y, b)ge(y|b)pe(b)dy∑

b∈Be
i

∫
y∈D ge(y|b)pe(b)dy

,

(5.20)

where pe(b) is the probability of behavior b ∈ B e
i , ge(y|b) the probability density

function of the midpoint of the behavioral feature, and f i(y, b) a bounded function.
Equality holds, only if fi(y, b) is constant, that is, independent of a particular b and y.
Define

fi(y, b) =
ge

i (y|b)pe(b|mi)
ge(y|b)pe(b)

,

where pe(b|mi) is the conditional probability of b ∈ B e
i , and ge

i (y|b) the model-
specific probability density function of the midpoint of the value of the behavioral
feature of b. Hence, we can rewrite the right hand side of (5.20) as follows

∑
b∈Be

i

∫
y∈D

ge
i (y|b)pe(b|mi)dy ln

∑
b∈Be

i

∫
y∈D

ge
i (y|b)pe(b|mi)dy∑

b∈Be
i

∫
y∈D

ge(y|b)pe(b)dy
. (5.21)

Taking into account the normalization conditions∫
y∈D

ge
i (y|b)dy = 1 and

∑
b∈Be

i

pe(b|mi) = 1,

and using that ge(y|b) =∑mk∈M ge
k(y|b)pe(b|mk)p(mk)/pe(b) from (5.11), we ob-

tain ∑
b∈Be

i

∫
y∈D

ge(y|b)pe(b)dy =
∑
b∈Be

i

∫
y∈D

∑
mk∈M

ge
k(y|b)pe(b|mk)p(mk) = 1.
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Consequently, the argument of the logarithmic function becomes 1, and the ex-
pression in (5.21) simplifies to zero. Hence,

∑
b∈Be

i

∫
y∈D

fi(y, b)ge(y|b)pe(b)lnfi(y, b)dy ≥ 0.

Since the expression for the expected information can be rewritten in the form

∆J(e) =
∑

mi∈M

p(mi)
∑

b∈Be
i

∫
y∈D

fi(y, b)ge(y|b)pe(b)lnfi(y, b)dy,

we finally obtain
∆J(e) ≥ 0.

Equality holds if fi(y, b) is constant for all i. This happens only if the p(b|mi)s and
the ge

i (y, b)s are the same for all behaviors and models. That is, if all models give rise
to identical predictions.

�

Assume that in an experiment e the value of two behavioral features f 1 and f2 can
be determined. In the theorem below we show that performing e and measuring the
value of f1 and f2 is expected to be as informative as performing e twice, each time
determining the value of only one of the behavioral features. Denote by ∆J(e, f 1)
the expected information increment of e when the value of f 1 is being measured. By
∆J(e, f2|ye

1) we denote the expected information increment of e in which the value
of f2 is measured, after the value of f1 has been determined in a previous execution of
e, where [ye

1 − ε1/2, ye
1+ ε1/2] is the value of f1. ∆J(e, f2|ye

1) is defined as follows:

∆J(e, f2|ye
1) =

∑
mi∈M

p(mi|ye
1)
∫

y2∈D2

ge,f2
i (y2)ln

ge,f2
i (y2)

ge,f2(y2|ye
1)
dy2, (5.22)

where D2 is the domain of f2, and ge,f2
i (y2) the model-specific probability density

function of the midpoint of f2. The expression for ∆J(e, f2|ye
1) does not average

over the predicted behaviors, because f1 and f2 are features of the same qualitative
behavior that is known (the behavior observed in the experiment carried out to deter-
mine the value of f1).

If the value of f1 has not yet been determined, we can compute the expected value
of∆J(e, f2|ye

1):

∆J(e, f2|f1) =
∫

y1∈D1

∆J(e, f2|y1)ge,f1(y1)dy1, (5.23)

where D1 is the domain of f1, and ge,f1 the probability density of the midpoint of f1.
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Theorem 4 Let f1 and f2 be two behavioral features. Then,

∆J(e, f1) + ∆J(e, f2|f1) = ∆J(e, f1, f2), (5.24)

where ∆J(e, f1, f2) is the information increment of e when both features are taken
into account.

Proof. After substituting the expression for ∆J(e, f2|y1) given by (5.22) into (5.23),
we obtain:

∆J(e, f2|f1) =

Z
y1∈D1

X
mi∈M

p(mi|y1)

Z
y2∈D2

ge,f2
i (y2)ln

ge,f2
i (y2)

ge,f2(y2|y1)
dy2 g

e,f1(y1)dy1.

(5.25)

Using the Bayes’ rule:

p(mi|y1) =
p(mi)g

e,f1
i (y1)∑

mk∈M p(mk)g
e,f1
k (y1)

=
p(mi)g

e,f1
i (y1)

ge,f1(y1)
,

and substituting this expression into (5.25), we obtain:

∆J(e, f2|f1) =
∑

mi∈M

p(mi)
∫

y1

∫
y2

ge,f1
i (y1)g

e,f2
i (y2)ln

ge,f2
i (y2)

ge,f2(y2|y1)
dy1dy2.

(5.26)
Further, we have

ge,f2(y2|y1) =
∑

mk∈M

p(mk|y1)g
e,f2
k (y2)

=

∑
mk∈M p(mk)g

e,f1
k (y1)

ge,f1(y1)
ge,f2

k (y2) =
ge,f1,f2(y1, y2)
ge,f1(y1)

,

where
ge,f1,f2(y1, y2) =

∑
mi∈M

p(mi)g
e,f1
i (y1)g

e,f2
i (y2),

and
ge,f1,f2

i (y1, y2) = ge,f1
i (y1)g

e,f2
i (y2).

Substitution of the expression for g e,f2(y2|y1) into (5.26) yields

∆J(e, f2|f1) =
∑

mi∈M

p(mi)
∫

y1

∫
y2

ge,f1,f2
i (y1, y2)ln

ge,f2
i (y2)ge,f1(y1)
ge,f1,f2(y1, y2)

dy1dy2,

(5.27)
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Further, by using that ∫
y2

ge,f2
i (y2)dy2 = 1,

we can rewrite the expression for∆J(e, f1) as follows

∆J(e, f1) =
∑

mi∈M

p(mi)
∫

y1

∫
y2

ge,f1,f2
i (y1, y2)ln

ge,f1
i (y1)
ge,f1(y1)

dy1dy2. (5.28)

Addition of (5.28) and (5.27) yields after algebraic simplification,

∆J(e, f1)+∆J(e, f2|f1) =
X

mi∈M

p(mi)

Z
y1

Z
y2

ge,f1,f2
i (y1, y2)ln

ge,f1,f2
i (y1, y2)

ge,f1,f2(y1, y2)
dy1dy2.

As one can see from proposition 6, the right-hand side of this expression is equal
to ∆J(e, f1, f2).

�

An important consequence of theorems 3 and 4 is that when more features are
taken into account, the expected information increment of an experiment increases.

Corollary 3 Let∆J(e, f1) and∆J(e, f1, f2) be defined as in theorem 4. Then,

∆J(e, f1, f2) ≥ ∆J(e, f1).

Proof. The result is a straightforward consequence of theorems 3 and 4. �

The expected information increment ∆J , as defined here, measures the discrimi-
natory potential of a single experiment. In the next section, we formulate the method
for model discrimination as a sequential approach. That is, at every step the optimal
discriminatory experiment is determined, this experiment is executed, and the model
probabilities are updated in the light of the experimental outcome.

In some cases, one might be interested in determining the optimal sequence of
experiments beforehand. The expected information increment of a sequence of two
experiments e1 and e2 can be computed as follows. Assume for the moment that the
outcome of e1 is known. That is, qualitative behavior be1 of the system in e1 has
been observed, and the value [y e1 − ε1/2, ye1 + ε1/2] of the behavioral feature of
be1 has been measured. The expected information increment of e 2, after e1 has been
performed, is given by:

∆J(e2|be1 , ye1) =

X
mi∈M

p(mi|be1 , ye1)
X

b2∈B
e2
i

pe2(b2|mi)

Z
y2∈D2

ge2
i (y2|b2)ln ge2

i (y2|b2)pe2(b2|mi)

ge2(y2|b2, be1 , ye1)pe2(b2)
,
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where pe2(b2|mi) is the conditional probability of behavior b2 ∈ Be2
i , with Be2

i the
set of behaviors predicted by mi for the system in e2, and ge2

i (y2|b2) the model-
specific probability density function of the midpoint of the behavioral feature. Note
that pe2(b2|mi) and ge2

i (y2|b2) do not depend on the outcome of e1 since they are
determined directly from the predictions of m i.

If e1 has not been performed yet, the outcome of e 1 would not be generally known.
Hence, we can compute the expected value of∆J(e2|be1 , ye1). That is,

∆J(e2|e1) =
∑

b1∈Be1

∫
y1∈D1

∆J(e2|b1, y1)ge1(y1|b1)pe1(b1)dy1,

where pe1(b1) is the probability of behavior b1 ∈ Be1 , with Be1 the set of behaviors
predicted by the competing models for the system in e 1, and ge1(y1|b1) the probability
density function of the midpoint of the behavioral feature of b 1.
∆J(e2|e1) measures the discriminatory potential of the sequence of experiments

e1, e2. However, determining sequences of optimal experiments for model discrim-
ination is less efficient than determining the most informative experiment, carrying
out the experiment, and determining the next optimal experiment, because∆J(e 2|e1)
averages the expected information increment of e 2 according to all possible outcomes
of e1. Taking the actual outcome of e1 will lead to a better estimate of the informative-
ness of e2. In the extreme, it might happen that the results of e1 already discriminate
between the models, so there is no need to perform e2.

5.4 Algorithm for model discrimination

5.4.1 Description of the algorithm

On the basis of the∆J-criterion, a simple algorithm can be formulated to identify the
model from M that best describes the system (if any). We assume that a model m i

best describes the system if its probability estimate is sufficiently high. Let α be a
number between 0 and 1, determining the threshold above which we consider a model
to be the most suitable representation of the system.

Algorithm 7 (Model discrimination) Let p(mi) be the a priori probabilities of the
models mi ∈ M , E a set of possible experiments to perform, and Ẽ a set of experi-
ments already carried out.

While ∃mi ∈M : p(mi) �= 0 and ∀mi ∈M : p(mi) ≤ α and not E empty do

Step 1 Determine the predictions of every m i ∈ M for the behavior of the system in
the experiments e ∈ E.

Step 2 For any experiment ẽ ∈ Ẽ that has been carried out, and any possible experi-
ment e ∈ E, apply SQCA to refine the predictions of the models in M for the
behavior of the system in e.
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Step 3 Use the model predictions to compute ∆J(e), e ∈ E. Determine e ∈ E for
which∆J(e) is maximal.

Step 4 Perform experiment e, determine be, ye.

Step 5 Compute the a posteriori probabilities p(mi|be,ye) of the models. Set p(mi)
to p(mi|be,ye).

Step 5 Remove e from E. Add e to Ẽ.

The algorithm iterates until a model has a sufficiently high probability (p(m i) ≥
α), all models have zero probabilities, or all possible experiments have been executed.
If the algorithm terminates with p(mi) = 0 for all models, obviously the assumption
for completeness of M is violated.

In the first step of the algorithm, the competing models m i ∈ M are simulated
by means of QSIM, Q2, and Q3 (chapter 3) in order to derive the semi-quantitative
behaviors of the system for every possible experiment e ∈ E. The predictions of ev-
ery mi are then compared by means of SQCA (chapter 4) with the behaviors of the
system observed in experiments ẽ ∈ E already carried out. Application of SQCA
refines the semi-quantitative predictions of the models. In step 3, the value of the
expected information increment ∆J is computed for every experiment e ∈ E. The
computation of ∆J(e) exploits the predictions of the models m i ∈ M for the system
behavior in e. More specifically, the predictions are used to determine estimations
of the model-specific probability densities and the conditional behavior probabilities.
The experiment yielding the highest value of the expected information increment is
performed in step 4. The results of the experiment, namely the observed qualitative
behavior be and the midpoints ye of the values of the behavioral features, are used
in step 5 to compute the posterior model probabilities via the Bayes’ rule. In the last
step, the performed experiment is removed from the set of possible experimentsE and
e is added to the set of performed experiments Ẽ.

In the formulation of the algorithm, we have assumed that the experiments in E
have equal costs. By selecting the most informative experiment at each iteration, the
algorithm attempts to minimize the number of experiments needed to discriminate
between the models. In practice, however, it may happen that different experiments
have different costs. In such cases, the most informative experiment can turn out to
be quite expensive. Instead of performing the optimal discriminatory experiment one
may want to carry out less informative experiments that are cheaper. The criterion∆J
can then be modified to balance the informativeness of an experiment against its cost:

∆Jcost(e) =
∆J(e)

h(cost(e))
,

where h is a monotonically increasing function of the cost of e. The choice of h will
depend on the intended application: one may be interested in effective experiments
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Figure 5.6: Competing models of a mass-spring system. The variables refer to the
position x, velocity v, mass m, spring constant k and friction constant c. SQDEs are
obtained by adding the following intervals: range(m) = [2.95, 3.05] (except for ex-
periments e3 and e4, where range(m) = [11.95, 12.05] and range(m) = [0.7, 0.8],
respectively), range(k) = [4.97, 5.02], range(c) = [0.3, 0.4] (except for experi-
ments e1 and e2, where range(c) = [0, 0], and range(c) = [2.85, 3.15], respec-
tively). The initial value for the position is [0.9, 1.1] and for the velocity [0, 0] (except
for experiment e5, where range(v0) = [1.9, 2.2]). The constant p is specified by
range(p) = [6, 6].

without caring about expenses, or prefer less informative but also less costly tests.

5.4.2 Example

Consider six competing SQDE models of a mass-spring system, abstracting from the
ODE systems given in figure 5.6. The models differ in the terms for the spring and the
friction force: m1 and m3 assume linear spring force, m2 and m4 assume soft spring
forces (the stiffness of the spring decreases with the displacement), while the spring
force in m5 and m6 is hard (the stiffness increases with the displacement) (Stoker
1992). In m1, m2, and m5 the acceleration depends linearly on the velocity. The
models m3, m4, and m6 assume quadratic dependency.

Suppose the following experiments can be performed:

e1 Investigate the system in an approximately frictionless medium (c = 0);

e2 Investigate the system in a compact medium (c = [2.85, 3.15]);
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(a) (b)

xmax
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Figure 5.7: (a) Qualitative behavior predicted from the models m1 to m6 in figure 5.6
for the experiments e1 to e4. (b) Qualitative behavior predicted by the six models for
e5. The interval ranges augmenting the landmark values are given in table 5.1.

e3 Test with an object having mass [11.95, 12.05];

e4 Test with an object having mass [0.7, 0.8];

e5 Release the object with initial velocity [1.9, 2.2].

Assume that the observable quantities of the system consist of the displacement
x and time t. For each of the experiments, all models predict a single qualitative
behavior for x which is the same for all models (figure 5.7). For e 1 to e4 we consider
the following behavioral features, motivated by the predicted behavior:

xmax is the maximum distance from the rest position;

t1 is the time-point at which the object crosses its equilibrium position for the first
time;

t2 is the time-point at which the object reaches its maximum;

t3 is the time-point at which the object crosses its equilibrium position for the second
time;

For e5, the following behavioral features can be distinguished:

xmax is the maximum distance from the rest position;

t1 is the time-point at which the object reaches its maximum;

t3 is the time-point at which the object crosses its equilibrium position for the first
time;
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Table 5.1 summarizes the predicted values for the behavioral features in the exper-
iments e1 to e5.

Assume for the moment that the only observable quantity is the distance x from
the equilibrium position. The first experiment gives rise to identical predictions from
all models. It is evident, even without looking at the value of ∆J(e 1), that the corre-
sponding experiment will not be able to distinguish between the models. The rest of
the experiments also do not give distinct intervals for this feature, but the predictions
are not entirely overlapping. Hence, the measurements in the corresponding experi-
ments may discriminate between at least some of the models.

Suppose the models have equal a priori probabilities p(m1) = . . . = p(m6) = 1/6
and α = 0.75, that is, a model is considered most suitable if its probability is larger
than 0.75. At the first step of the algorithm, e4 is chosen since it maximizes∆J (see ta-
ble 5.2(a1)). Assume the experiment is executed and a measurement [0.4207, 0.5207]
is obtained. The measurement is not consistent with the predictions derived from m 1,
m2, andm5 for this experiment and, hence, the a posteriori probability of these models
becomes 0. The a posteriori probability of the other three models after the experiment
is p(m3) = 0.2328, p(m4) = 0.3836 and p(m6) = 0.3836. In the next iteration, e5

is selected (table 5.2(a2)). A measurement [1.1340, 1.2340] causes p(m3) = 0 and
the algorithm terminates, giving m6 as the most suitable model of the system with
p(m6) = 0.8875.

Consider the case where both the displacement x and the time t are observable.
In this case, we find that the optimal discriminatory experiment is e5 (table 5.2(b)),
for a size 0.1 of the confidence interval for xmax, and 0.05 for t1 and t3. Assume e5
is performed, and the following observations are obtained: xmax ∈ [1.1340, 1.2340],
t1 ∈ [0.4728, 0.5278], and t3 ∈ [2.032, 2.082]. These values identify m6 as the most
suitable model with an a posteriori probability estimate 1.

5.4.3 Implementation

The algorithm for model discrimination has been implemented in Common Lisp (ap-
pendix D). The implementation comprises approximately 1200 lines of code. The
core of the implementation is the module for computing the expected information in-
crement of an experiment. The program takes as an input the predictions of the com-
peting models for the behavior of the system in the possible experiments, as generated
by QSIM, Q2, Q3, and SQCA, and a list of initial model probabilities. A teletype
interface allows the user to specify the values of the probability threshold α and the
sizes of the confidence intervals for the values of the behavioral features.

The implementation has been used for the selection of optimal experiments to
discriminate between competing models of a mass-spring system, and between com-
peting models of phytoplankton growth in a chemostat (chapters 6 and 7).
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e1 xmax t1 t2 t3
m1 [0.9, 1.1] [1.16, 1.39] [2.34, 2.53] [3.51, 3.88]
m2 [0.9, 1.1] [1.24, 1.38] [2.45, 2.78] [3.60, 4.29]
m3 [0.9, 1.1] [1.16, 1.39] [2.34, 2.53] [3.51, 3.88]
m4 [0.9, 1.1] [1.24, 1.38] [2.45, 2.78] [3.60, 4.29]
m5 [0.9, 1.1] [1.09, 1.22] [2.18, 2.49] [3.19, 3.86]
m6 [0.9, 1.1] [1.09, 1.22] [2.18, 2.49] [3.19, 3.86]

e2 xmax t1 t2 t3
m1 [0.12, 0.39] [1.51, 1.87] [2.38, 3.04] [3.51, 5.50]
m2 [0.11, 0.38] [1.58, 2.11] [2.46, 3.71] [3.84, 5.72]
m3 [0.29, 0.52] [1.39, 1.63] [2.29, 3.10] [3.20, 5.61]
m4 [0.34, 0.55] [1.47, 1.76] [2.35, 3.73] [3.67, 5.75]
m5 [0.18, 0.43] [1.44, 1.72] [2.36, 2.87] [3.85, 6.21]
m6 [0.23, 0.51] [1.32, 1.57] [2.19, 2.82] [3.62, 6.36]

e3 xmax t1 t2 t3
m1 [0.8, 1.01] [1.17, 1.31] [2.32, 2.43] [3.51, 3.82]
m2 [0.81, 1.01] [1.25, 1.35] [2.41, 2.75] [3.56, 4.24]
m3 [0.88, 1.01] [1.18, 1.26] [2.35, 2.51] [3.51, 3.79]
m4 [0.8, 1.0] [1.25, 1.37] [2.43, 2.77] [3.56, 4.31]
m5 [0.81, 1.01] [1.09, 1.22] [2.19, 2.49] [3.21, 3.97]
m6 [0.83, 1.02] [1.09, 1.21] [2.18, 2.51] [3.18, 3.96]

e4 xmax t1 t2 t3
m1 [0.63, 0.87] [1.28, 1.52] [2.28, 3.35] [3.29, 5.48]
m2 [0.62, 0.88] [1.36, 1.68] [2.19, 3.45] [3.12, 5.51]
m3 [0.46, 0.67] [1.26, 1.49] [2.09, 2.94] [2.89, 5.49]
m4 [0.41, 0.62] [1.31, 1.61] [2.11, 2.92] [2.96, 5.32]
m5 [0.64, 0.86] [1.20, 1.51] [2.08, 3.21] [3.01, 5.27]
m6 [0.41, 0.62] [0.96, 1.26] [1.22, 3.08] [2.96, 5.32]

e5 xmax t1 t3
m1 [1.13, 1.48] [0.66, 0.85] [1.83, 2.11]
m2 [1.57, 2.02] [1.04, 1.27] [1.81, 2.13]
m3 [1.24, 1.65] [0.81, 1.11] [1.78, 2.12]
m4 [1.22, 1.64] [1.00, 1.26] [1.82, 2.14]
m5 [1.34, 1.77] [0.51, 0.69] [1.10, 1.36]
m6 [1.09, 1.47] [0.46, 0.70] [1.44, 2.10]

Table 5.1: Interval predictions of the models in figure 5.6 for each of the five experi-
ments.
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∆J e1 e2 e3 e4 e5
(a1) 0.0 0.3544 0.0476 0.5865 0.5762
(a2) 0.0 0.1192 0.0651 - 0.2126

∆J e1 e2 e3 e4 e5
(b) 0.3942 0.3828 0.4628 0.6250 0.7735

Table 5.2: Values for ∆J computed for each of the experiments. (a1) gives the value
of ∆J for experiments e1 to e5 in the first iteration of the algorithm for model dis-
crimination. (a2) gives the value of ∆J in the second iteration of the algorithm. In
(a1) and (a2), ∆J is computed for the case where only xmax is taken into account.
In (b), the value of ∆J is computed when both x and t are observable.

5.5 Performance

In order to evaluate the performance of the method for model discrimination, the fol-
lowing questions have been investigated:

• Does the selection of experiments according to the expected information incre-
ment criterion lead to efficient model discrimination?

• How does the number of performed experiments depend on the precision of the
observations (the size of the confidence interval ε)?

• How does the number of performed experiments depend on the threshold α?

In order to give an answer to the first question an operational definition of the
concept efficiency is needed. The efficiency of the method will be estimated by com-
paring the number of steps performed by the algorithm when experiments are selected
according to their expected information increment with the number of steps in the case
where experiments are selected at random. For this purpose, the following strategy has
been adopted. First, one of the competing models is arbitrarily selected. “Experimen-
tal” data is then produced as follows. For every parameter of the arbitrarily selected
model, a random number is chosen within the interval range of the parameter. The
randomly selected values are used to predict exact values for the behavioral features
by means of numerical simulation of the model. 1 The predicted values are then treated
as measured values of the midpoints of the behavioral features. Next, the algorithm
for model discrimination is applied a number of times using these “measurements” for
different values of ε and α (Vatcheva et al. 2000b).

1For the numerical simulations, the fourth-fifth order Runge-Kutta method implemented in Maple has
been used.
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ε = 0.10, α = 0.95 ε = 0.10, α = 0.85 ε = 0.10, α = 0.75
∆J 3.88 3.67 3.38

random 4.82 4.68 4.56
ε = 0.05, α = 0.95 ε = 0.05, α = 0.85 ε = 0.05, α = 0.75

∆J 3.65 3.53 3.23
random 4.64 4.49 4.31

ε = 0.01, α = 0.95 ε = 0.01, α = 0.85 ε = 0.01, α = 0.75
∆J 3.10 3.10 3.08

random 4.23 4.18 4.16

Table 5.3: Performance of the algorithm for model discrimination applied to models
m1 to m6, and experiments e1 to e5 from the previous section. The first rows give the
average number of performed experiments in the case where experiments are selected
according to the∆J criterion. The second rows give the average number of performed
experiments in the case where experiments are selected randomly.

Consider the competing models of a mass-spring system given in figure 5.6. The
algorithm for model discrimination has been applied 60 times for each combination of
the values ε = 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, and α = 0.75, 0.85, 0.95. Similarly, the algorithm for
model discrimination has been applied 60 times for each combination of the values for
ε and α in the case where experiments are selected randomly. Table 5.3 summarizes
the results obtained in the case where the displacement x is the only quantity being
measured.

As expected, the average number of experiments performed is larger in the case
of random experiment selection. For instance, for ε = 0.01, α = 0.95 (last row,
first column), the average number of experiments in the case where experiments are
selected according to the ∆J criterion is 3.10, while in the case of random selection
this number has increased to 4.23. These results demonstrate the ability of the method
to discriminate efficiently between semi-quantitative models.

One can also see that the average number of experiments decreases with decreas-
ing ε. For instance, in the case of ε = 0.10, α = 0.95 (first row, first column in ta-
ble 5.3), 3.88 experiments have been required on average (4.82 in the case of random
selection). When setting ε = 0.01 (last row, first column), this number has decreased
to 3.10 (4.23 in the case of random selection). These results are in agreement with the
intuition that more precise measurements should yield more efficient discrimination.

Further, one can also observe that the average number of experiments performed
increases with increasing α. For instance, in the case where ε = 0.05, α = 0.75 (sec-
ond row, last column in table 5.3), the average number of experiments performed is
3.23 (4.31 in the case of random selection), while in the case where ε = 0.05, α =
0.95 (second row, first column), the average number of experiments increases to 3.65
(4.63 in the case of random selection). This result is also intuitively expected, as more
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α = 0.95 α = 0.85 α = 0.75
ε = 0.10 7% 22% 33%
ε = 0.05 25% 27% 35%
ε = 0.01 52% 52% 52%

Table 5.4: Performance of the algorithm for model discrimination, applied to models
m1 to m6, and experiments e1 to e5 from the previous section. Percentage of the cases
in which the model used to generate the data has been identified for varying ε and α,
in the case where only xmax is taken into account. When all behavioral features are
taken into account, 100% identification has been achieved.

confidence in a certain model requires more experimental data.

If the maximum displacement is the only feature taken into account, the model
used to generate the “experimental” data could not be identified in all cases. It should
be mentioned, though, that the reason for this is not in the method for model dis-
crimination. This fact can be explained by the large overlap between (some of) the
predictions for xmax, as well as the low number of experiments provided. Table 5.4
gives the percentage of cases in which the model has been identified for different val-
ues of ε and α. One can see that the number of cases in which the correct model has
been identified increases with increasing precision. For instance, in the case where
ε = 0.10, α = 0.95 (first row, first column) the model used to generate the data has
been identified in only 7% of the cases. When setting ε = 0.01 (last row, first col-
umn), this percentage increases to 52%. The results show, not surprisingly, that when
the measurement error is smaller, better discrimination is achieved. Similar figures
have been obtained in the case of random experiment selection (not shown). The fact
that the correct model is identified in approximately the same number of cases is also
intuitively clear: if the observations obtained in an experiment allow the model to be
identified, then it does not matter whether this experiment is performed first or last.

Similar results are obtained when both x and t are observable. In this case, the
behavior of the system in experiments e1 to e4 are characterized by four behavioral
features (xmax, t1, t2 and t3), and the behavior of the system in e5 is characterized by
three behavioral features (xmax, t1 and t3). The size of the confidence interval for x∗

has been assumed ε = 0.1, and for t1, t2 and t3, ε = 0.05. Again, three values of the
threshold α have been considered, α = 0.75, 0.85, 0.95. When taking all behavioral
features into account, the model used to generate the “experimental data” is identified
in 100% of the cases (compare with the case where only xmax is taken into account,
table 5.4). Also, the average number of performed experiments decreases considerably
(table 5.5). Consider, for instance the case where α = 0.75. The average number of
performed experiments is 1.17 (versus 3.38 experiments in the case where only xmax
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α = 0.95 α = 0.85 α = 0.75
∆J 1.28 1.23 1.17

random 2.02 1.95 1.84

Table 5.5: Average number of performed experiments in the case where all behavioral
features are taken into account. The first row gives the results in the case where
experiments are selected according to the∆J criterion, and the second row gives the
results in the case where experiments are selected at random.

is taken into account). In the situation when the experiments are selected randomly,
the average number of performed experiments remains larger (table 5.5). For example,
in the case where α = 0.75, this number is 1.84 (versus 1.17 in the case of experiment
selection according to the∆J criterion). These results confirm the intuition that when
more observations are made in an experiment, that is, when more information about
the system behavior becomes available, better discrimination is achieved.

In summary, the following answers to the three questions posed in the beginning
of this section can be given:

• The selection of experiments according to their expected information increment
leads to faster discrimination than the random selection of experiments.

• More precise measurements require less experiments for model discrimination
(the average number of experiments decreases for increasing ε).

• More confidence in a model requires more experiments (the average number of
experiments increases for increasing α).

5.6 Evaluation

The method presented in this chapter discriminates between competing SQDE models
by repeatedly selecting the optimal discriminatory experiment, executing this experi-
ment, and assessing the adequacy of the competing models in the light of the experi-
mental outcome. The optimal discriminatory experiment is defined as the experiment
that yields the highest expected information increment. The expected information in-
crement is a criterion that ranks the experiments by exploiting the semi-quantitative
predictions derived from the competing models.

The ability of the method to efficiently discriminate between competing semi-
quantitative models has been demonstrated by means of a simulation study on a mass-
spring system. In particular, the method has been shown to lead to faster discrimi-
nation than in the case where experiments are selected at random. In addition, the
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simulation studies have shown that more precise measurements require less experi-
ments for model discrimination, and that more confidence in a model requires more
experiments to be performed.

The algorithm does not make any domain-specific assumptions. This guarantees
that the method can be applied to the discrimination between competing models of
various experimental systems in a range of application domains. In chapter 7, the
applicability of the method to a real problem will be demonstrated: the selection
of experiments to discriminate between competing models of nutrient-limited phy-
toplankton growth in a chemostat.

In order to determine the optimal discriminatory experiment the predictions de-
rived from the competing models must be precise. Otherwise, it may turn out that
the experiment selected according to the ∆J-criterion is not the optimal experiment.
In order to improve the predictions of the behavior of the system in an experiment,
the observations in previously-performed experiments are used. Also, a methodology
to obtain better estimates of the model-specific density functions has been proposed.
However, it was argued that this approach is computationally expensive in the context
of model discrimination. In section 8.4, we return to this alternative.



Part III

Application





Chapter 6

Phytoplankton Growth in the
Chemostat

The method for model discrimination presented in the previous chapter will be applied
to the selection of experiments to discriminate between competing models of phyto-
plankton growth in a chemostat. This chapter gives an overview of the biological
context and presents a set of competing models describing the growth of microalgae,
while the next chapter discusses the results of the application of the method to the
discrimination of these models.

The first section describes what phytoplankton is, and why understanding phyto-
plankton growth is an important problem. Section 6.2 introduces the laboratory device
used to investigate the growth properties of microalgae, the chemostat. In section 6.3
four candidate models describing the growth of phytoplankton in a chemostat are pre-
sented. An evaluation of the applicability of the method for model discrimination to
this biological problem concludes the chapter.

6.1 Biological background

Phytoplankton are microscopic plants living in aquatic environments. Many phyto-
plankton species exist, each with a characteristic size, shape, and growth properties.
Like terrestrial plants, phytoplankton contain chlorophyll which is necessary for pho-
tosynthesis. In photosynthesis sunlight is used as an energy source to fuse water
molecules and carbon dioxide into carbohydrates (plant food). Since light attenu-
ates rapidly with depth in natural waters, phytoplankton are restricted to the upper
200 meters of the ocean. In addition to light, phytoplankton require nutrients to grow
and reproduce. The principal nutrients that govern the growth and the dynamics of
the phytoplankton are nitrogen compounds, in particular nitrates and ammonia. Any
of these compounds, if not present in sufficient concentrations, can become limiting
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to the growth of phytoplankton. Nutrient limitation is often the primary factor that
determines the abundance of the phytoplankton in any region of the world ocean.

Phytoplankton play a crucial role in marine ecosystems. Almost all animals liv-
ing in the sea depend on phytoplankton for food and life-sustaining oxygen, essential
to the metabolism of aerobic organisms. Also, phytoplankton exert a global-scale
influence on our climate. Carbon accumulation is controlled by the actions of the
phytoplankton. Large populations of phytoplankton can thus significantly lower at-
mospheric carbon dioxide levels and, in turn, lower average temperatures (Ghisholm
1992).

Because of their significance in ocean ecosystems, phytoplankton have been inten-
sively studied by oceanographers and ecologists. In particular, scientists are interested
in the growth properties of these organisms in order to learn more about how phyto-
plankton are contributing to, and affected by, environmental changes, and to predict
how life in the ocean may prevent climate changes.

6.2 Investigating phytoplankton growth in the chemo-
stat

As the processes regulating phytoplankton growth are difficult to study in the open
sea, the growth conditions are recreated in the laboratory by means of a type of biore-
actor known as chemostat. The chemostat (figure 6.1) is a laboratory apparatus used
to study the growth properties of continuous cultures of microorganisms, such as bac-
teria, yeasts, or algae (e.g., (van Hoek et al. 2000; Natarajan and Srienc 2000)). It has
the advantage that certain of the biological parameters presumably influencing growth
can be controlled by the experimenter. The chemostat is mainly used to study the
growth of populations under nutrient limitation.

The use of the chemostat basically consists in growing a population of microor-
ganisms in a culture vessel. The substrates required for cell growth are supplied con-
tinuously at a fixed rate to the vessel whose contents are continuously mixed. Medium,
cells, and by-products are continually removed from the vessel, maintaining the cul-
ture in the chemostat chamber at a constant volume. In this process, factors as light
intensity, temperature, and salinity are maintained at a constant level, and the neces-
sary nutrients, with the exception of one, are supplied in excess of demand. The effect
of the limiting nutrient on the population growth is studied.

The chemostat is a good laboratory idealization of nature for population stud-
ies (Williams 1971). All natural systems are open systems for energy and material
substances. The input and removal of nutrients to and from the chemostat represent
the continuous turnover of nutrients in nature. The outflow of organisms is formally
equivalent to nonspecific death, predation, or emigration. The supply of nutrients in
limited concentrations corresponds to the nutrient limitation often occuring in natural
waters.
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stirrer

culture 
efluent

medium

Figure 6.1: Schematic illustration of the chemostat.

The chemostat is thus a means of maintaining cultures whose growth is limited
by a nutrient, and a tool to study their behavior in conditions of nutrient deficiency.
It should be noted, though, that the conditions of the natural medium cannot be com-
pletely reproduced, since the value of the physical and chemical factors, such as tem-
perature, salinity, input concentration of limiting nutrients are kept constant, condi-
tions that are rarely satisfied in natural environments.

Chemostat experiments have been used to investigate the growth properties of the
unicelullar marine algae Dunaliella tertiolecta under nitrate limitation. The population
growth has been studied for different values of the dilution rate D = F/V , where F
is the inflow rate and V denotes the volume of the culture vessel. After the chemostat
is inoculated, the organisms undergo a stress phase in which adaptation to the new
environmental conditions takes place. After the adaptation phase, the value of the
dilution rate is modified (initially D = 0), and the transient behavior of the system
towards its equilibrium is observed. Once the system has reached its equilibrium,
a new dilution rate experiment can be performed by changing the value of D again
and observing the system behavior towards the new equilibrium. Within the same
experimental setup, a number of dilution rate experiments can thus be performed each
lasting a couple of weeks.

During the experiments, observations of the biomass and the concentration of the
remaining substrate are made. The biomass can be measured using several indica-
tors, including the cell density in the chemostat, the total cellular biovolume, and the
concentration of particulate carbon. Which biomass indicator is chosen depends on
the purpose of the study. Usually, carbon measurements best approximate the amount
of biomass, but are quite hard to process and very expensive to carry out. In the
case-study presented in the next chapter, the biomass has been estimated by the total
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biovolume.
The continuous removal of medium allows one to take frequent measurements

without disturbing the evolution of the system. However, the data obtained are noisy,
as in the case of most biological systems (Bernard et al. 1996). Additional impreci-
sion in the biovolume measurements arises due to the fact that Dunaliella tertiolecta
lacks a rigid cell wall and can exhibit rapid alterations in cell volume in response to
certain environmental conditions (changes in the osmotic pressure) (Tsukahara et al.
1999). Furthermore, the measurements of the remaining substrate concentration be-
come highly unreliable for small concentration values.

6.3 Modeling phytoplankton growth

A variety of models have been proposed that describe the growth of phytoplankton un-
der nutrient limitation in a chemostat. However, all available models share the same
basic idea: (a) at low nutrient concentration the rate of the nutrient consumption (up-
take rate) ρ and the growth rate µ are limited by, and proportional to, the nutrient
concentration, whereas (b) at high concentration the uptake and growth rates saturate
and become constant, independent of nutrient concentration (Hsu et al. 1977). In this
study, four models for the growth of phytoplankton will be considered. The mod-
els make different assumptions about the nutrient consumption, the influence of the
biomass on the growth rate of the population, and the relation between growth and
uptake rates.

Because of coarse and noisy data, precise numerical estimations of the values
of the parameters cannot be obtained. This motivates the use of semi-quantitative
models. The interval values for the parameters required in the SQDEs have been es-
timated for the species Dunaliella tertiolecta by Olivier Bernard, Institut National de
Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique (INRIA), Sophia Antipolis, France.
For the purpose, data from preliminary experiments, conducted at saturating light in-
tensities, and temperature of 18◦C have been used. The data has been obtained in
experiments carried out at Laboratoire d’Oceanographie de Villefranche, France.

The models presented in sections 6.3.1 to 6.3.4 have been transformed to SQDEs
and simulated with QSIM, Q2, and Q3 for different experimental conditions. The
SQDE descriptions of the four models are given in appendix E. Simulation with QSIM
results in a large set of possible qualitative behaviors in which the system is predicted
to reach its equilibrium either asymptotically or after passing through one or more
minima and/or maxima. However, all of the generated behaviors are genuine, as we
have been able to establish by comparing the QSIM results with the qualitative analy-
sis of these models performed by Bernard and Gouzé (1995). Simulation with Q2 and
Q3 considerably reduces the set of possible behaviors generated by QSIM, as some of
the qualitative behaviors turn out to be inconsistent with the interval bounds for the
parameter values and the initial conditions.
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6.3.1 Monod model

One of the first models describing the growth of continuous cultures of microorgan-
isms under nutrient limitation has been proposed by Monod (1942), who formulated
a second-order differential equation for the growth of bacteria. The model exploits
the Michaelis-Menten term familiar from enzyme kinetics to model the relationship
between the concentration of the limiting substrate and the growth rate. It is assumed
that the growth rate µ is proportional to the nutrient uptake rate ρ. That is, the con-
sumed nutrient is transformed into biomass without any delay. This assumption is
expressed by the constant yield coefficient y:

ẋ = µ(s)x −Dx

ṡ = D(sin − s)− ρ(s)x

µ(s) = µmax
s

s+ ks
(Monod)

ρ(s) =
1
y
µ(s)

µmax ∈ [1.2, 1.6], ks ∈ [0.01, 0.2], y ∈ [0.15, 0.6], sin ∈ [80, 120],

where x is the amount of biomass per unit volume, s[µmol/l] the concentration of
the limiting nutrient, µmax[day−1] the maximum growth rate of cells (the growth rate
when there is no nutrient deficiency), ks[µmol/l] a half-saturation constant (the value
of s at which µ = µmax/2), and y[l/µmol] the growth yield coefficient. sin[µmol/l]
is the concentration of the limiting nutrient, and D[day−1] the dilution rate.

An additional equation can be added to the model in order to take into account
the law of mass conservation (Bernard and Gouzé 1995). Let u be the total nutrient
concentration in the chemostat, that is, u = s + x/y. Then, it is straightforward
to check that u̇ = D(sin − u), showing that the equilibrium value of u equals s in.
The initial value of u puts additional restrictions on the possible behaviors allowed
by the Monod model. If u0 < sin, then u̇ is positive, which indicates that s and
x cannot decrease simultaneously. Similarly, if u0 > sin, s and x cannot increase
simultaneously.

Simulation of the Monod model with QSIM results in a set of qualitative be-
haviors. In general, QSIM predicts that the system reaches its equilibrium (x ∗, s∗)
asymptotically, or after passing through a maximum or a minimum of x and/or s.
The simulation of the Monod model with Q2 and Q3 with the initial conditions x 0 ∈
[0.088, 0.165], and s0 ∈ [44, 46], and with D ∈ [0.38, 0.42] results in a single semi-
quantitative behavior, shown in figure 6.2.
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smax

s0

s∗

x∗

x0

t2t1t0 t0 t1 t2

M smax s∗(×10−3) x∗ t1 t2
[47.75, 118.36] [3.11, 107.69] [11.98, 72.0] [0.71, 147.09] [1.21,∞]

C smax s∗(×10−3) x∗ t1 t2
[47.63, 118.39] [0.52, 643.97] [11.98, 72.0] [0.69, 156.64] [1.21,∞]

Figure 6.2: Semi-quantitative behaviors predicted by the Monod (M) and the Contois
(C) models for the initial conditions x0 ∈ [0.088, 0.165], and s0 ∈ [44, 46], and
for a dilution rate D ∈ [0.38, 0.42]. Both models predict that the biomass x increases
asymptotically to its equilibrium x∗, and s passes through a maximum before reaching
its equilibrium s∗. The table gives the intervals for the landmark values in the graph.

6.3.2 Contois model

The model proposed by Contois (1959) is a variation of the Monod model in which the
growth rate of the population (µ) is assumed to be inhibited by the amount of biomass
x:

ẋ = µ(s)x−Dx

ṡ = D(sin − s)− ρ(s)x

µ(s, x) = µmax
s

s+ kxx
(Contois)

ρ(s, x) =
1
y
µ(s, x)

µmax ∈ [1.2, 1.6], kx ∈ [0.00014, 0.0167], y ∈ [0.15, 0.6], sin ∈ [80, 120],
with x, s, µmax and y as in the Monod model, and kx[µmol/l] a half-saturation con-
stant.

Simulation by QSIM of the Contois model results in the same set of qualitative
behaviors as predicted by the Monod model. Semi-quantitative simulation with Q2
and Q3 with the same initial conditions results in a single semi-quantitative behavior,
qualitatively equivalent to the behavior predicted by the Monod model (figure 6.2),
but with different (larger) ranges for the corresponding landmarks.
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6.3.3 Droop model

In some cases, the assumption of constant yield has been shown to be inconsistent.
The Droop model (Droop 1968; Burmaster 1979) decouples specific growth rate from
external nutrient concentration by introducing an intracellular store of nutrients. The
specific growth rate µ is hypothesized to depend on a quantity q called the cell quota,
the average amount of stored nutrients in each cell. The uptake rate ρ is assumed to
depend on the concentration of the limiting nutrient s:

ẋ = µ(q)x −Dx

q̇ = ρ(s)− µ(q)q
ṡ = D(sin − s)− ρ(s)x (Droop)

µ(q) = µ̄(1− kq

q
)

ρ(s) = ρmax
s

s+ ks

µ̄ ∈ [1.7, 2.3], ρmax ∈ [9.25, 9.55], kq ∈ [1.6, 2.0], ks ∈ [0.01.0.2], sin ∈ [80, 120],

where x is the amount of biomass per unit volume, s[µmol/l] the concentration of
limiting nutrient, q[µmol/l] the internal quota. µ̄[day−1] is a theoretical maximum
growth rate obtained for infinite cell quota, kq[µmol/l] the minimal cell quota (the
value of q when µ = 0), ρmax[µmol/l/day] the maximum uptake rate of nutrients,
and ks[µmol/l] a half saturation constant.

As in the Monod model, an additional equation implied by the law of mass con-
servation can be added: u = s + qx, yielding u̇ = D(sin − u), where u is the total
nutrient concentration (Bernard and Gouzé 1995).

Simulation with QSIM results in a set of qualitative behaviors much larger than
the set obtained by the simulation of the Monod and the Contois models. The reason
for this is the more complex structure of the model, in particular the introduction of
the additional state variable q. Some of the behaviors are equivalent to the behaviors
predicted by the Monod and the Contois models with respect to x and s. However,
there are additional behaviors predicting more complex transitions, such as behaviors
passing through more than one maximum/minimum of x and s.

Figure 6.3 shows the semi-quantitative behaviors predicted by Q2 and Q3 for
the Droop model with the initial conditions x0 ∈ [0.088, 0.165], s0 ∈ [44, 46],
q0 ∈ [1.6, 7.62], and for a dilution rate D ∈ [0.38, 0.42]. Note that, the first three
behaviors are qualitatively equivalent with respect to s and x, and are equivalent to
the behavior predicted by the Monod and the Contois models, while the last behavior
is not predicted by the latter models.
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Figure 6.3: Semi-quantitative behaviors predicted by the Droop (D) and the Caperon-
Meyer (CM) models for the initial conditions x0 ∈ [0.088, 0.165], s0 ∈ [44, 46],
q0 ∈ [1.6, 7.62] and the dilution rate D ∈ [0.38, 0.42]. Behaviors b1, b2 and b3
predict that the biomass x increases asymptotically to its equilibrium x∗, while the
concentration of the limiting nutrient s passes through a maximum before reaching its
equilibrium s∗. In b4 the biomass x first reaches a minimum, followed by maxima of
s and q, and then the equilibrium is approached. The table gives the intervals for the
landmark values.
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D smax s∗(×10−3) xmin x∗

b1 [47.71, 117.66] [0.82, 27.43] − [30.11, 62.61]
b2 [44.0, 115.17] [0.82, 27.43] − [30.11, 62.61]
b3 [47.54, 118.09] [0.82, 27.43] − [30.11, 62.61]
b4 [44.0, 118.09] [0.82, 27.43] [0.076, 0.165] [30.11, 62.61]

qmin qmax q∗ t1
b1 − − [1.92, 2.66] [0.53,∞]
b2 [5.60, 7.62] [5.60, 7.62] [1.92, 2.66] [0.0, 57.05]
b3 − [5.60, 7.62] [1.92, 2.66]
b4 − [4.34, 7.62] [1.92, 2.66] [0, 0.15]

t2 t3 t4
b1 [1.16,∞] − −
b2 [0.50, 57.16] [0.59, 329.27] [1.16,∞]
b3 [0.68,∞] [0.68,∞] [1.16,∞]
b4 [0.52,∞] [0.61,∞] [1.17,∞]

CM smax s∗(×10−3) xmin x∗ qmax

b3 [48.34, 118.07] [0.97, 34.88] − [24.44, 53.98] [5.84, 7.62]
b4 [44.0, 118.09] [0.97, 34.88] [0.073, 0.165] [24.44, 53.98] [5.84, 7.62]

q∗ t1 t2 t3 t4
b3 [2.22, 3.27] [0.67,∞] [0.95,∞] [1.44,∞] −
b4 [2.22, 3.27] [0.0, 0.25] [0.71,∞] [0.94,∞] [1.44,∞]

Figure 6.3: (Continued)

6.3.4 Caperon-Meyer model

The model proposed by Caperon and Meyer (1972) differs from the Droop model by
assuming a different expression for the growth rate of the population.

ẋ = µ(q)x −Dx

q̇ = ρ(s)− µ(q)q
ṡ = D(sin − s)− ρ(s)x (Caperon-Meyer)

µ(q) = µmax
q − kq

q − kq + k0

ρ(s) = ρmax
s

s+ ks

µmax ∈ [1.2, 1.6], kq ∈ [1.6, 2.0], k0 ∈ [2.0, 2.4], ρmax ∈ [9.25, 9.55], ks ∈ [0.01, 0.2],
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where the meaning of the variables and the parameters is as given by the Droop model,
with the exception of the maximum growth rate µmax, defined as in the Monod model.
The model also involves an additional parameter k0, a half-saturation constant, which
equals the cell quota q when µ = µmax/2.

The qualitative behaviors of the Caperon-Meyer model predicted by QSIM are
identical to the behaviors of the Droop model. However, the differences in the two
model structure give rise to different semi-quantitative predictions: in the case of the
Caperon-Meyer model, only two semi-quantitative behaviors are obtained (figure 6.3).

6.4 Evaluation

This chapter has presented four alternative models describing the growth of phyto-
plankton in a chemostat with parameter values estimated for the case of the microalgae
Dunaliella tertiolecta. Precise numerical estimates of the model parameters can not be
obtained due to noisy and coarse experimental data. Instead, only interval bounds of
these values can be determined, motivating the use of semi-quantitative differential
equations.

The SQDEs (appendix E) have been simulated by QSIM, Q2, and Q3, in order to
predict the possible growth behaviors of the microalgae population. QSIM predicts a
set of qualitative behaviors showing that the system can reach its equilibrium asymp-
totically or after passing through one or more minima and/or maxima. The generated
behaviors are in agreement with the qualitative analysis of these models previously
carried out by (Bernard and Gouzé 1995). This indicates that no spurious qualitative
predictions are generated. Semi-quantitative simulation using Q2 and Q3 reduces the
number of behaviors by exploiting the estimated interval bounds for the parameter
values. Notwithstanding the large input intervals and the complexity of the models,
only small number of semi-quantitative behaviors have been obtained.

Which of the four candidate models best describes the growth behavior of the mi-
croalgae Dunaliella tertiolecta cannot be determined on a priori grounds. Therefore,
experiments need to be performed to discriminate between the alternatives. As men-
tioned in section 6.2, these experiments usually take weeks to complete and for this
reason are quite costly to perform. Hence, the choice of good discriminatory experi-
ments is critical in this application.



Chapter 7

Discrimination of Competing Models
of Phytoplankton Growth

This chapter presents the results of applying the method for experiment selection to the
discrimination of the phytoplankton growth models presented in the previous chapter.
The first section provides an overview of the approach taken in the application. In
section 7.2, the possible experiments are ranked according to their expected informa-
tion increment. The optimal discriminatory experiment is determined, and compared
with experiments that have actually been carried out. The results of the optimal per-
formed experiment are then taken into account in order to determine the next optimal
experiment (section 7.3). The final section provides a discussion of the results of the
application.

7.1 Approach

In chapter 5, the method for experiment selection was applied to the discrimination
of competing models of a mass-spring system. Each of the models predicted a single
semi-quantitative behavior for all experiments with a moderate size of the intervals for
the behavioral features. This will not usually be the case when experimental systems
are described by higher order nonlinear differential equations, and the values of the
model parameters are bounded by larger intervals.

This chapter investigates how the method performs when applied to a real prob-
lem: the selection of experiments for the discrimination of competing models of the
growth behavior of phytoplankton in a chemostat (section 6.3). It will be shown that
the method is applicable in the case of rather complex nonlinear models with large
intervals bounding the unknown parameter values. As a consequence of the complex-
ity in the model structures and the large parameter uncertainty, the models predict
multiple qualitative behaviors of the system in the experiments.
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It should be noted, though, that the aim of this chapter is not to show that se-
lecting experiments according to their expected information increment leads to more
efficient discrimination than random experiment selection. A similar study would be
practically infeasible in the context of phytoplankton growth as each of the chemostat
experiments takes weeks to complete. Moreover, we already showed in chapter 5 that
the method for experiment selection leads to faster model discrimination. This was
demonstrated by means of a simulation study in the context of the mass-spring system.

In order to discriminate between the four competing models presented in the previ-
ous chapter, we have considered chemostat experiments in the context of the microal-
gae Dunaliella tertiolecta. The experiments consists of changes in the value of the
dilution rate D. After the initial phase, in which the organisms adapt to the new envi-
ronmental conditions, the value of the dilution rate D can be altered and the transient
growth behavior of the population towards its equilibrium observed. We have consid-
ered 22 experiments, corresponding to equispaced values of D in the range [0, 1.2]:
D = 0.05, D = 0.1, . . . , D = 1.1. Taking into account 5% measurement uncertainty,
the values of D become intervals. Once the system has reached its equilibrium, a new
dilution rate experiment can be performed: the value of D can be changed again and
the system behavior towards the new equilibrium observed.

During the experiments, measurements of the biovolume x and the concentration
of the remaining nutrient s are made. This has motivated the choice of the behavioral
features considered here: minima, maxima and equilibria of x (xmin, xmax and x∗),
as well as maxima of s (smax), if smax is sufficiently large (the measurements of the
substrate concentration become unreliable for small values of s).

In order to obtain the predicted values of the behavioral features required for com-
puting the expected information increment of the experiments, the models have been
simulated using the techniques presented in chapters 3 and 4. In general, simula-
tion with QSIM, Q2 and Q3 (chapter 3) leads to the prediction of multiple behaviors
for each of the models. This is a consequence of the large intervals for the parame-
ter values and the initial conditions. SQCA has been applied to infer tighter bounds
on the generated results by comparing the predictions of each of the models in one
experiment with the predictions in related experiments that have been carried out be-
fore (chapter 4). Improvement of the interval bounds has been achieved by using the
fact that, although unknown, the values of certain parameters are the same in all ex-
periments. This has been expressed by specifying appropriate initial relative interval
values.

In the next section, the simulation results for the different dilution rate experiments
are used to order the experiments according to their expected information increment
∆J (chapter 5). The predicted optimal discriminatory experiment is then compared
with experiments that have actually been carried out (I am grateful to Olivier Bernard
and Antoine Sciandra at the Laboratoire d’Oceanographie de Villefranche (France)
for providing me with the experimental data). Next, data from the optimal performed
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Figure 7.1: Selection of initial experiment: qualitative behaviors for the growth of
Dunaliella tertiolecta predicted by the Monod (M), the Contois (C), the Droop (D)
and the Caperon-Meyer (CM) models (chapter 6) for all dilution rate experiments,
taken together, given the initial conditions x0 ∈ [0.088, 0.165], s0 ∈ [44, 46], q0 ∈
[1.6, 7.62]. b1 is predicted by the Monod and the Contois model for the experiment
D = 0.05 only. b2 is predicted by all models for every dilution rate experiment. b3 is
predicted only by the Droop and the Caperon-Meyer models for every experiment.

experiment is taken into account to update the probability estimates of the models and
to refine the intervals for the model parameters. The equilibrium data are also used
as initial conditions to simulate the models again and predict the next optimal dilution
rate experiment.

7.2 Selection of initial experiment

In order to determine the optimal discriminatory experiment, the four models have
been simulated with QSIM, Q2, and Q3 for each of the dilution rate experiments. The
following initial conditions have been used:

x0 ∈ [0.088, 0.165], s0 ∈ [44, 46], q0 ∈ [1.6, 7.62].
These values have been determined from measurements of the biovolume, the sub-
strate concentration, and the internal quota at the beginning of the experiment.

For all values of D (except for D = 0.05), the Monod and the Contois models
predict a single semi-quantitative behavior in which the equilibrium of the biomass x
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Figure 7.2: Selection of initial experiment: (a) shows the conditional probabilities of
the behaviors b2 and b3 of the Droop model, and (b) shows the conditional probabili-
ties of b2 and b3 of the Caperon-Meyer model for varying values of D.

is reached asymptotically, and the remaining-substrate concentration s first reaches a
maximum before reaching its equilibrium (behavior b 2 in figure 7.1). For D = 0.05,
the two models predict an additional behavior in which x increases asymptotically to-
wards its equilibrium x∗, and s decreases asymptotically towards s∗ (b1 in figure 7.1).
However, this behavior is obtained for a very small fraction of the intervals for the
parameter values, and therefore, is quite unlikely to occur, as indicated by the be-
havior probabilities: p(b1) = 1.32 × 10−4 in the case of the Monod model, and
p(b1) = 1.33× 10−4 in the case of the Contois model.

The Droop and the Caperon-Meyer models predict for all experiments two possi-
ble behaviors with respect to x and s (b2 and b3 in figure 7.1). Behavior b1 is predicted
by neither of these models. The different behaviors are obtained for different subin-
tervals of the range for the initial internal quota q0. This gives rise to the conditional
probabilities of b2 and b3, shown in figure 7.2.

The four models have been assumed equiprobable a priori, that is, p(M) = p(C) =
p(D) = p(CM) = 0.25. Using these initial probability estimates, together with the
interval predictions for the behavioral features x∗, xmin, and smax, and the calcu-
lated behavior probabilities, the value of the expected information increment∆J was
computed for each of the dilution rate experiments (figure 7.3).

The figure shows that the optimal discriminatory experiment is D = 1.1 with ex-
pected information increment ∆J = 0.63. Compare this value with the maximum
value the expected information increment can have, ∆J = 1.39 (the value for ∆J
when the four models have distinct predictions). From the large difference, one can
expect that even the experiment D = 1.1, although optimal, will not be very discrim-
inative. This intuition is further confirmed by observing the model predictions for the
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Figure 7.3: Selection of initial experiment: values for the expected information in-
crement ∆J for each of the dilution rate experiments. D = 1.1 is the predicted
optimal discriminatory experiment. Experiments D = 0.4 and D = 0.95 have been
performed.

behavior of the system in this experiment (figure 7.4(a)). As explained above, two
possible qualitative behaviors b2 and b3 are predicted. b2 is predicted by all four mod-
els, while b3 is predicted by the Droop and the Caperon-Meyer models only. Notice
that in b2 two behavioral features apply (x∗ and smax), whereas in b3 predictions for
x∗, xmin and smax need to be taken into account. Although the four models give rise
to different semi-quantitative predictions, all intervals for the behavioral features of
b2 are overlapping. Hence, there is no guarantee that the result obtained in the exper-
iment will discriminate between the models if the observed behavior is b 2. However,
if b3 is observed, the Monod and the Contois models will be ruled out, as they do not
predict this behavior.

The experiment D = 1.1 has not been performed in practice. However, data from
two other dilution rate experiments were available from earlier studies of the growth
properties of Dunaliella tertiolecta: D = 0.95 (with ∆J = 0.57), and D = 0.4
(with ∆J = 0.33). The semi-quantitative predictions of the four models for these
experiments are shown in figure 7.4(b) and (c), respectively. The value of ∆J for
D = 0.95 is higher than for D = 0.4, as the interval predictions of the behavioral
features for this experiment overlap less. We have taken into account the observations
made in the experiment D = 0.95 to update the probability estimates of the models
and to predict the next optimal experiment (see below).

In D = 0.95, x has been found to reach its equilibrium asymptotically, while s
passes first through a maximum (figure 7.5). This rules out behavior b 3. The measured
values of the behavioral features are x∗ = [25.3, 28.3], and smax = [51.8, 53.8]. The
measurements are in agreement with the predictions of all models. As a result, none of
the models can be ruled out. Using Bayes’ rule the a posteriori probability estimates
of the models can be computed:

p(M) = 0.24, p(C) = 0.24, p(D) = 0.29, p(CM) = 0.23. (7.1)

The a posteriori model probabilities give an estimation of both the quality of fit
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Figure 7.4: Selection of initial experiment: interval predictions of the four competing
models for the behavioral features smax, x∗ (behavior b2), and for smax, xmin, and
x∗ (behavior b3). In (a), the predictions for the optimal discriminatory experiment
D = 1.1 are given. (b) and (c) show the predictions for the two experiments that
have actually been carried out - D = 0.95 and D = 0.4, respectively. In the figures,
stronger shading designates more overlap.
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Figure 7.5: Selection of initial experiment: plot of the measurements of the temporal
evolution of the biovolume x and the substrate concentration s in the experiment D =
0.95 (Bernard and Sciandra, unpublished data).

between the model predictions and the precision of these predictions. The predic-
tions of all four models contain the observed values. However, their probabilities
differ because the uncertainty in the predictions varies from model to model. In fig-
ure 7.4(b) one can see that the intervals predicted by the Droop model are narrower
than the intervals predicted by the Monod and the Contois models. This explains the
larger value of p(D). The predictions of the Caperon-Meyer model are also more pre-
cise, but the probability of the model is lower. This can be explained by the fact that
the Caperon-Meyer model predicts the observed behavior b 2 with quite low proba-
bility, p(b2) = 0.36 (figure 7.2), while the Droop model predicts b2 with probability
p(b2) = 0.61, and the Monod and the Contois models predict this behavior with prob-
ability 1.

The obtained measurements allow the parameter values in the competing models
to be refined by means of the interval constraint propagation algorithm in Q2 (sec-
tion 3.5.2). In this case, the measured values for x∗ and smax have been propagated
through the constraint networks obtained by simulation of each of the four models for
the experiment D = 0.95 (the optimal performed experiment). The measurements do
not refine the intervals for the parameter values in the Droop model. In the Monod
and the Contois models, however, the interval for the yield constant y narrows from
[0.15, 0.6] to [0.21, 0.36]. In the Caperon-Meyer model, the intervals for the parame-
ters ks and µmax are refined from [0.01, 0.2] to [0.01, 0.17], and from [1.20, 1.60] to
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Figure 7.6: Selection of next experiment: behaviors for the growth of Dunaliella terti-
olecta predicted by the four competing models for every dilution rate experiment. b 1

and b2 are predicted for the experiments D < 0.95, and b3 and b4 are predicted for
the experiments D > 0.95.

[1.48, 1.60], respectively.
In the next section, the refined parameter ranges are used to derive predictions for

the behavioral features and to determine the next optimal discriminatory experiment.

7.3 Selection of next experiment

After the system has reached its equilibrium, the value ofD can be changed again, and
the behavior of the system towards its new equilibrium observed. In order to determine
which dilution rate experiment would be optimal, we have again applied QSIM, Q2,
and Q3 to simulate the four competing models for each possible experiment. The new
initial conditions have been determined from the equilibrium values of x, s and q in
the experimentD = 0.95. While the value of x∗ has been measured in the experiment
(x∗ ∈ [25.3, 28.3]), the values of s∗ and q∗ have not been determined experimentally.
Therefore, the simulation values of these variables have been used:

(M) s∗ ∈ [1.29× 10−2, 0.98] (C) s∗ ∈ [3.06× 10−3, 3.49]
(D) s∗ ∈ [3.31× 10−3, 0.22] (CM): s∗ ∈ [6.55× 10−3, 0.12]

q∗ ∈ [2.82, 4.74] q∗ ∈ [4.19, 4.74]

For every experiment, each of the models predicts two possible behaviors for
the biomass x (figure 7.6). For D < 0.95, the models predict that the biomass in-
creases asymptotically towards its equilibrium (behavior b1), or first passes through
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Figure 7.7: Selection of next experiment: values for the expected information incre-
ment ∆J for varying values of the dilution rate.

a maximum (b2). For D > 0.95, the models predict that x either decreases asymp-
totically to its new equilibrium (behaviors b3), or first passes through a minimum
(b4). Estimation of the behavior probabilities shows that p(b1) = p(b2) = 0.5, and
p(b3) = p(b4) = 0.5 for all models and experiments.

Using the model probabilities (7.1) and the simulation results, the expected infor-
mation increment of each of the dilution rate experiments has been computed (fig-
ure 7.7). The results show that the experiment D = 0.05 is optimal with ∆J = 0.84.
The corresponding model predictions are shown in figure 7.8. In this experiment, the
predictions of the Caperon-Meyer model do not overlap with the predictions of the
Monod and the Contois models. This guarantees that if D = 0.05 is performed, at
least one of the models will be ruled out.

The experiment D = 0.05 has not been performed, but data from the experiment
D = 0.45 (∆J = 0.51) was available from previous studies. The simulation results
for this experiments are shown in figure 7.8. As one can see, in this case the pre-
dictions of all models overlap. Hence, there is no guarantee that the experiment will
discriminate between the models.

In the experiment D = 0.45, x has been found to reach its equilibrium after
passing through a maximum (figure 7.9). As a consequence, behavior b 1 is ruled out.
The values of the behavioral features xmax and x∗ have been found to be [39.0, 42.0]
and [33.0, 36.0], respectively. These results are in agreement with the predictions of
all models, and yield the following a posteriori probabilities:

p(M) = 0.34, p(C) = 0.30, p(D) = 0.13, p(CM) = 0.23.

The values of the posterior model probabilities lead to some interesting conclu-
sions. Although the observations fit the predictions of all models, the a posteriori
probability of the Droop model has decreased significantly. Note that this is against the
intuition that more complex models better describe the behavior of the experimental
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Figure 7.9: Selection of next experiment: plot of the measurements of the temporal
evolution of the biovolume x in the experiment D = 0.45 (Bernard and Sciandra,
unpublished data).
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system. The reason for this low probability value is the very broad interval values pre-
dicted for x∗ and xmax. The low value of p(D), thus, reflects the imprecise predictions
of the Droop model. The imprecision in the predictions of the Caperon-Meyer model
is comparable with the imprecision in the predictions of the Monod model. Neverthe-
less, the probability value of the Caperon-Meyer model is lower than the probability
of the Monod model. This is a consequence of the fact that the Caperon-Meyer model
predicts the interval [33.9, 51.52] for the equilibrium value of the biovolume that does
not entirely contain the observed value [33.0, 36.0].

7.4 Selection of next experiment using improved pre-
dictions

In order to refine the simulation results, we have compared the behaviors predicted
by the four models for all experiments with the behavior of the system in the previ-
ously conducted experiment D = 0.95. This has been achieved by applying SQCA
(chapter 4) to each of the models, for each of the dilution rate experiments, using the
corresponding models for the experiment D = 0.95.

Consider, for instance, the experiment D = 0.05. SQCA has been applied eight
times to compare each of the eight semi-quantitative behaviors predicted for this ex-
periment (two behaviors for each of the four models) with the corresponding behavior
observed in D = 0.95. When comparing behaviors b1 and b2 predicted by the Monod
model for D = 0.05, the following initial relative interval values (RIVs) have been
specified:

range(∆µmax) = range(∆y) = range(∆ks) = [0, 0].

These RIVs express the fact that the parameters µmax, y and ks have the same val-
ues in the two experiments. After applying SQCA, in both b1 and b2, the interval
for the equilibrium of the biovolume x∗ is narrowed down from [25.31, 42.96] to
[25.31, 35.82]. In a similar way, in the Contois model the RIVs of µmax, y, kx have
been set to [0, 0], and in the Droop and the Caperon-Meyer models the value [0, 0] has
been assigned to the RIVs of µ̄, ρmax, kq, ks, and µmax, kq, k0, ρmax, ks, respectively.
The improved interval predictions of all four models for the experiments D = 0.05
and D = 0.45 are shown in figure 7.10.

As a consequence of applying SQCA, the size of the overlap between the model
predictions for D = 0.05 and D = 0.45 has decreased. The refined intervals now
assure that if D = 0.05 is performed, at least two of the models will be ruled out. The
size of the overlap between the predictions for the experiment D = 0.45 has also de-
creased but there is, still, no guarantee that the experimental results will discriminate
between the models.
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Figure 7.10: Improved interval predictions of the four competing models for the ex-
periments D = 0.05 and D = 0.45 after applying SQCA.

The refined interval predictions have been used to recompute the value of ∆J
for all experiments (figure 7.11). For most experiments, the value of the expected
information increment has increased (e.g., for D = 0.05 from 0.84 to 0.97). In some
cases, however, the value of ∆J has decreased, as a consequence of the increase in
the size of the relative overlap between the intervals (e.g., for D = 0.9 from 0.43 to
0.42).

In order to predict the next optimal experiment, the experimental data obtained in
D = 0.45 have been taken into account (figure 7.9). Although the model predictions
have been considerably improved, the experimental results are still in agreement with
the predictions of all models. Consequently, the following a posteriori probabilities
are obtained:

p(M) = 0.38, p(C) = 0.34, p(D) = 0.11, p(CM) = 0.17.

Note that the probability value of the Droop model has further decreased. This can
be explained by the fact that even after the application of SQCA, the predictions of this
model remain quite broad. The predictions of the Monod and the Contois models have
been considerably improved. As a consequence, their probability values have further
increased. The a posteriori probabilities also show that the experiment D = 0.45 has
not been very discriminating. Note that this result was also intuitively expected from
the low value of the expected information increment for this experiment.

The measurements of xmax and x∗ in D = 0.45 also allow the intervals for the
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Figure 7.11: Values for the expected information increment ∆J for varying values
of the dilution rate. ∆J has been recomputed with the improved model predictions,
obtained after the application of SQCA.

parameter values in the models to be improved. In the Monod and the Contois models,
y has been narrowed from [0.21, 0.36] to [0.27, 0.36]. In the Caperon-Meyer model,
the interval for kq has been narrowed from [1.6, 2.0] to [1.67, 2.0], and the interval for
ks from [0.01, 0.17] to [0.01, 0.16].

Given the new model probabilities and parameter values, what would be the op-
timal experiment to perform next? The method advises that D = 0.05 be tried, as
it has the highest expected information increment (∆J = 0.91 in figure 7.12). The
predicted values for the behavioral features, again for two behaviors, are shown in
figure 7.13. The intervals for xmax and x∗ have been obtained by simulation with Q2
and Q3, followed by application of SQCA to compare the predictions with the obser-
vations previously made in the experiments D = 0.95 and D = 0.45. Notice that the
experiment guarantees that at least two models will be ruled out.

7.5 Evaluation

In this chapter, the applicability of the method for experiment selection has been
demonstrated by having it predict the most informative experiments to discriminate
between four competing models of the growth of the microalgae Dunaliella tertiolecta
in a chemostat. This has been achieved in the presence of several complicating fac-
tors, in particular the complexity of the models, the crude estimations of the parameter
values, and the difficulty to observe the behavior of the system. The results demon-
strate that the method can be applied to real problems beyond the familiar text book
examples.

The application addresses a number of important issues. First, it illustrates that
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Figure 7.12: Values for the expected information increment ∆J for the possible dilu-
tion rate experiments, after the system has reached its equilibrium for D = 0.45.
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the choice of the experiments plays a crucial role in model discrimination. If, in the
second step, experiment D = 0.05 had been performed instead of D = 0.45, at least
two of the four models would have been ruled out. This complements the results ob-
tained in chapter 5, where we showed by means of a simulation study that selecting
experiments according to their expected information increment leads to more efficient
discrimination than random selection of experiments. Second, the application shows
how SQCA can be used to improve simulation results by comparing the predicted be-
haviors with behaviors of the system in already performed experiments. Further, it
also demonstrates how, within the same reasoning framework, intervals for parame-
ter values can be refined by using the results of conducted experiments. This allows
flexible integration of experimental data in the process of model discrimination. Fi-
nally, the application reveals that more complex models are not necessarily better,
as their predictions may be quite imprecise. The probability of the rather complex
Droop model, for instance, was considerably lowered as a consequence of the large
uncertainty in its predictions.
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Evaluation





Chapter 8

Discussion and Related Work

This chapter discusses the method developed in this thesis in the context of related
work. The first section reviews statistical approaches to experiment selection for
model discrimination. Section 8.2 discusses some application domains which employ
experiment selection techniques to discriminate between incompletely specified mod-
els. Special emphasis is given to approaches developed in model-based diagnosis.
The next section summarizes approaches to automated model construction and pro-
vides some ideas on how experiment selection can be combined with model construc-
tion to systematically and efficiently discriminate between multiple candidate models.
Techniques needed for the application of the method, particularly techniques for sim-
ulation and data analysis, are considered in section 8.4. The final section discusses the
generality of the method.

8.1 Experiment selection for model discrimination

The problem of experiment selection for model discrimination has received consider-
able attention in the statistical literature. Some of the earliest methods were proposed
by Hunter and Reiner (1965); Roth (1965); Box and Hill (1967) (see also (Hill 1978)
for an overview). Initially, methods for model discrimination were developed for two
linear models with a single response variable (univariate methods) (e.g., (Hunter and
Reiner 1965; Atkinson and Fedorov 1975a)). Generalizations to more than two mod-
els were developed by Atkinson and Fedorov (1975b); Buzzi-Ferraris et al. (1984).
Nonlinear models were considered in the work by Hsiang and Reilly (1971), and Pe-
saran and Deaton (1978).

Existing approaches to experiment selection can be divided into maximum entropy
and maximum divergence methods. The maximum entropy approach (e.g., (Box and
Hill 1967; Fedorov 1972; Reilly 1970)) lies at the basis of the method described in
this thesis. The ideas previously proposed have been adapted to the case where the
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imprecision in the models does not allow exact predictions to be derived. Moreover,
the approach has been generalized to the case where the competing models predict
multiple qualitative behaviors.

Maximum divergence methods can further be divided into two groups: divergence
on the “average” and divergence on the “minimum” sense. In both cases a criterion
F (x) is defined, where x is the vector of experimentally variable quantities, and the
values of x that maximize F are sought. The methods proceed sequentially, that is,
at each step values for x are chosen, the experiment is performed, and the results are
used to judge the relative adequacies of the models.

8.1.1 Maximization of average divergence

In the case where the average distance is maximized, the function F (x) is defined as
a sum of the differences of the model predictions:

F (x) =
l−1∑
i=1

l∑
j=i+1

∆yT
ij(x)∆yij(x),

where ∆yij(x) = yi(x) − yj(x), and yi(x) is the vector of the predictions derived
from model mi, 1 ≤ i ≤ l, for the experimental conditions x. The criterion suggests
that optimal discrimination will be achieved by performing the next experiment at the
points where the average difference in model predictions is largest.

Hunter and Reiner (1965) remark that it is necessary to put weights on the differ-
ences between the predictions that will account for magnitude differences in the vari-
ables. That is, to replace ∆yT

ij∆yij in the function above by ∆yT
ijW∆yij , where

W is a diagonal scaling matrix.
Espie and Macchietto (1989) propose a modification of this criterion in order to

discriminate between models in the form of ordinary differential equations. In this
case, the predictions yij are functions of time. Therefore, the function F above needs
to be integrated over t ∈ [t0, tf ], where t0 and tf are the initial and final time-points
of the experiment.

A disadvantage of the methods above is that they assume all models to be equally
likely. Even if the observations obtained in an experiment show a better fit to the
predictions of some models, this knowledge is not employed in planning the next
experiment. In order to take the results of past experiments into account, Roth (1965)
suggests to weight the total separation between the model predictions according to the
Bayesian posterior probabilities pi,n after n observation have been made.

F (x) =
l∑

i=1


pi,n

l∏
i,j=1;i�=j

|yi(x)− yj(x)|

 ,
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where yi is the prediction derived from mi for x.
Just as in the method developed in this thesis, the model probabilities are updated

when new experimental data becomes available. These are then used in the selection
of the next optimal experiment. However, this approach can only be applied to math-
ematical models with precisely defined structure and exact numerical values for the
model parameters.

Hsiang and Reilly (1971) suggest an approach to model discrimination that takes
into account uncertainty in the parameter values. Parameters are assumed to have
a finite number of possible values with known discrete distributions. The following
criterion has been proposed:

F (x) =
l−1∑
i=1

l∑
j=i+1

|ỹi(x)− ỹj(x)|(p(mi) + p(mj)),

where ỹi is the expected value of the experimental outcome, providedm i is the correct
model of the system: ỹi(x) =

∑
θ̃i
yi(x, θ̃i)p(θ̃i|mi), with θ̃i being the possible

values for the parameter θi. After the optimal experiment has been performed, the
observations are taken into account to update the model and parameter probabilities
via the Bayes’ rule.

The idea behind the criterion proposed by Hsiang and Reilly is very close to the
experiment selection criterion developed in this thesis. It takes into account parame-
ter uncertainties in the form of discrete probability distributions to find the expected
value of the experimental outcome. However, a major difference is that, although not
precisely specified, the models are used to derive point predictions (the average of all
possible predictions). In our method, the model predictions are intervals guaranteed to
contain all possible outcomes. Another distinction is that in the method of Hsiang and
Reilly parameter values are allowed to take only a finite number of discrete values,
whereas we allow the parameter values to be within a continuous range. Furthermore,
functional imprecision in the models cannot be handled by their approach.

A disadvantage common to all approaches based on average divergence is that
the criteria do not specify that a minimum difference in the measured variables must
exist between all models. This allows the opportunity for the optimum set of inputs to
discriminate a single model dramatically from the rest but not to discriminate between
any of the remaining models (Cooney and McDonald 1995). This problem does not
occur in the maximum entropy methods or in the methods maximizing the minimum
divergence between the model predictions.

8.1.2 Maximization of minimum divergence

In this case, the function F (x) calculates, for a given set of experimental conditions,
the minimum difference between any pair of model responses:
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F (x) = min
i,j
(yi(x)− yj(x))2,

with models mi, mj , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ l, i �= j. For every input x, the minimum difference
is calculated, and the point for which F (x) reaches a maximum is chosen. Intuitively,
this criterion picks the experiment for which the predictions of the closest models
differ maximally.

Cooney and McDonald (1995) adapt this criterion for the design of dynamical
experiments by integrating the difference between model responses over time:

F (x) = min
i,j

∫ tf

t0

[∆yT
ijW∆yij ]dt,

where, as in the previous section, W is a diagonal scaling matrix that accounts for
magnitude differences in the variables.

In order to take into account the results of previous experiments when determining
the next optimal experiment, Atkinson and Fedorov (1975b) suggest the following
alternative. After n preliminary observations with the inputs xn, the residual sums of
squares are calculated and ranked. Then, the next optimal experiment is determined
as the point xn+1 maximizing the function

F (x) = (ŷj1(x)− ŷj2(x))
2,

where mj1 and mj2 are the models with highest ranks. The idea behind this criterion
is that the next experiment should be performed with inputs for which the predictions
of the two best fitting models are furthest apart.

The approaches based on maximum divergence criteria use the calculated differ-
ence between the predictions of all pairs of models. The criteria employ the fact that
the model predictions are real numbers. In the case of interval predictions, these algo-
rithms cannot be used directly as the concept of distance between intervals does not
have a natural definition (Moore 1979). One possibility is to employ the Kullback-
Leiber (Kullback and Leiber 1951) divergence between two model-specific densities
ge

i and ge
j :

K(ge
i , g

e
j ) =

∫
y

(
ln
ge

i (y|b)
ge

j (y|b)
ge

i (y|b) + ln
ge

j (y|b)
ge

i (y|b)
ge

j (y|b)
)
dy.

However, the Kullback-Leiber divergence cannot be used when the competing models
predict multiple qualitative behaviors, although it might be possible to generalize this
definition.
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8.2 Experiment selection in model-based diagnosis

Statistical approaches to model discrimination have been applied in biotechnology
(e.g., (Cooney and McDonald 1995; Takors et al. 1997)), ecology (e.g., (Kettunen
et al. 1988)), chemical engineering (e.g., (Burke et al. 1995; Burke et al. 1997)), so-
cial sciences (e.g., (Raftery 1995)), and computer science (e.g., (Fogel 1991)). How-
ever, little has been done to adapt the existing methods to the case when a system can
not be modeled precisely. One exception is the work of Ideker et al. (2000) on the
discrimination between Boolean network models of genetic regulation networks.

A domain in which methods for the discrimination of incompletely specified mod-
els have been developed is model-based diagnosis (MBD) (Hamscher et al. 1992).
Essentially, model-based diagnosis is concerned with explaining the malfunctioning
of a (physical) device. MBD approaches usually proceed by comparing the observed
behavior of the system with a reference behavior generated from a model of the
normally-operating device. If a discrepancy is observed, possible faults (candidate
diagnoses) of the system are hypothesized. The candidate diagnoses and the model of
the system are used to construct possible models of the faulty device. In order to deter-
mine which of the models describes the actual situation, additional experiments need
to be performed. For the discrimination between candidate diagnoses several heuristic
approaches have been proposed (e.g., (Narasimhan et al. 1998; McIlraith and Reiter
1992)). Systematic planing of experiments based on an entropy criterion has been
suggested by de Kleer and Williams (1987), de Kleer (1990), and Struss (1994). We
will briefly discuss the latter methods here.

The General Diagnostic Engine (GDE) (de Kleer and Williams 1987; de Kleer
1990) computes the a priori probability for each candidate diagnosis on the basis of
given component failure probabilities. As in this work, probabilities of diagnoses are
updated via the Bayes’ rule as observations accumulate. To determine what is actually
wrong with the system, additional measurements are planned. GDE follows a sequen-
tial approach by choosing the best measurement point, performing the measurement,
and then comparing the value obtained with the predictions of the candidate diagnoses.
The best measurement is determined as the one that maximizes the expected entropy
of the system. However, the approach in GDE is limited to determining the best mea-
surement point within a given experiment, while we try to find the experiment that
would permit optimal discrimination.

Struss (1994) has extended the GDE approach by finding not only the most infor-
mative measurement point but also the most informative operating conditions of the
system. However, both in GDE and the approach proposed by Struss (1994), each
diagnostic candidate is assumed to predict a single possible behavior of the faulty
device. Furthermore, each model variable is assumed to take values from a finite
discrete space (e.g., {low, medium, high}). In our method, each model can predict
multiple qualitative behaviors, and the predictions are intervals. This entails an addi-
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tional complication since intervals cannot be straightforwardly compared. Finally, the
MBD approaches have been adapted to the case of qualitative models, which limits
their applicability. As Struss (1994) remarks “... the abstract representation may be too
coarse to allow for the separation of particular behaviors”. Indeed, two models may
yield the same qualitative predictions, whereas their (semi-)quantitative predictions
are different.

8.3 Computer-supported modeling

Model discrimination can be viewed as part of a broader task: the computer-supported
modeling of experimental systems. Computer-supported modeling is a process that
combines activities such as automated model construction, model evaluation, and
model revision with a view to arrive at the most adequate model describing the sys-
tem under study. Most of the research in computer-supported modeling has been de-
voted to automated model construction (see (Xia and Smith 1996; Schut and Bredeweg
1996) for overviews). In this section, we review two of the well-known approaches to
automated model construction, namely model composition and system identification.
These approaches may lead to a set of possible models of an experimental system.
Experiment selection for model discrimination can help to determine the best model
from this set systematically and efficiently.

8.3.1 Model composition

Model construction is often considered as model composition (Falkenhainer and For-
bus 1991; Low and Iwasaki 1992; Farquhar 1994; Levy et al. 1997). In compositional
modeling, models are constructed by composing a set of reusable model fragments
organized in a library. Each model fragment is valid under a set of modeling assump-
tions which include assumptions on the perspective and the granularity of a model
fragment. For instance, for the domain of phytoplankton growth, one can formulate a
model fragment consisting of the growth rate µ(s) = µmaxs/(s+ ks), which is valid
for chemostat experiments when the consumed nutrients are transformed into biomass
without delay. A system description and a user query, concerning an observed behav-
ior, guide the composition of individual fragments into an adequate model.

Model composition may lead to several models. Usually the simplest model that
explains the observed behavior is chosen (Nayak 1995). However, this heuristic does
not guarantee the selection of the best model. An alternative approach would be to
discriminate between the possible models by using new observations on the system,
obtained by performing appropriate experiments, as proposed in this thesis. It may
happen that only some fragments of the competing models are different. In such cases,
one may even consider discrimination between individual model fragments, instead of
entire models. In this way, the computational costs for simulation and analysis of the
models can be reduced considerably.
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8.3.2 System identification

Another common approach to automated modeling is system identification (SI). In SI,
an observed behavior or a set of behaviors is used to (1) specify the model structure,
and (2) to estimate the parameters in a given model. The second problem has been a
subject of active research in mathematics (Heij 1989; Ljung 1999). However, the first
and more difficult problem has received little attention in the literature.

In the systems MISQ (Richards et al. 1992), QMN (Dzeroski and Todorovski
1995), and QSI (Say and Kuru 1996), an observed quantitative behavior is used to
derive a QSIM model. The methods explore the fact that the building blocks in a
QDE (the QV constraints) are known and their number is finite. MISQ and QSI first
convert the quantitative behavior into a qualitative description which is then used to
derive qualitative constraints among the system variables. In this process additional
variables and parameters can be introduced. QMN directly uses the quantitative data
but requires additional information, such as the order of the system. All of these
methods may arrive at multiple possible models. Decision between the alternatives is
accomplished by using additional information about the system behavior. However,
this information is usually given in an ad-hoc way, and the problem of efficiency is
not considered.

While the methods mentioned above are concerned with the formulation of a qual-
itative model of the system, some approaches to automated model construction (e.g.,
(Bradley and Stolle 1996; Bellazzi et al. 1999)) combine the determination of the
model structure with parameter identification. When a set of plausible model struc-
tures is determined, a criterion balancing model complexity and quality of fit with ex-
isting data is used to select from the proposed models. All of these approaches achieve
discrimination on the basis of available data. The methods do not employ a systematic
method to determine how new data can be obtained that will lead to efficient discrim-
ination. The criterion for selecting optimal discriminatory experiments developed in
this thesis could be combined with such systems to guide the discrimination process
systematically and efficiently.

8.4 Techniques for simulation and data analysis

The method for experiment selection requires the predictions of the competing mod-
els for the behavior of the system. In this section we discuss the performance of the
techniques for the derivation of the model predictions currently employed. As discrim-
ination between the models is accomplished by examining the quality of fit between
observations and predictions, we also consider the problem of comparing an observed
and a predicted behavior.
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8.4.1 Simulation

Simulation is a crucial step in the method for model discrimination. The informative-
ness of each experiment is evaluated on the basis of the predictions derived from the
competing models. In section 3.1, requirements on the simulation techniques used
to derive the predictions were mentioned: the techniques should derive all possible
predictions, and the predictions must be as precise as possible. The requirement that
all possible predictions must be derived is essential. Omitted predictions may cause
a model to be unfairly ruled out when the predictions derived from this model do not
match the observations in an experiment. On the other hand, precise predictions are
important to discriminate efficiently between the models. Predictions that overesti-
mate the real solutions may cause a model to be corroborated while it should be ruled
out.

The techniques employed in this work satisfy the first requirement: QSIM, Q2,
Q3 and the semi-quantitative comparative analysis technique SQCA have been proven
sound (sections 3.7 and 4.4). However, due to the incompleteness of these methods,
the predictions may overestimate the real solutions. When using the Q3 and the SQCA
algorithms, the model predictions can be considerably improved: spurious behaviors
may be eliminated and the predicted intervals may be narrowed.

However, the improvement of the predictions involves high computational costs.
The technique underlying Q3, step-size refinement, interpolates new states in a given
semi-quantitative behavior, which leads to an expansion of the constraint network de-
rived from the corresponding SQDE. Consequently, constraint propagation through
the expanded network requires more time for computation. This process becomes
problematic when one wants to arrive at better approximations of the model-specific
probability density functions. In this case, one has to perform a considerable number
of simulations for each possible combination of parameter values (section 5.2.4). A
possible solution could be to combine semi-quantitative and Monte Carlo simulation.
Semi-quantitative simulation could be used to derive guaranteed but probably overes-
timated intervals for the values of the model variables, and Monte Carlo simulation
could be used to derive fast approximations of the probability distributions. To our
knowledge, no research has been carried out in this direction.

8.4.2 Data analysis

Another problem that has been neglected thus far, is the problem of comparing the
experimental data with the model predictions. In this work comparison of predicted
and observed behaviors was accomplished by visual inspection. For instance, in sec-
tion 7.3 we concluded that the observed behavior corresponds to the second predicted
behavior, as the measurements indicate that the biovolume reaches its equilibrium af-
ter passing through a maximum. Instead, the process of comparing an observed and
a predicted behavior can by automated by (1) mapping (possibly noisy) experimen-
tal data into a semi-quantitative behavior, and (2) comparing this semi-quantitative
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behavior with the model predictions.
Several ways to map an observed behavior into a qualitative behavior have been

proposed in the literature (e.g., (Forbus 1987; Richards et al. 1992; Say and Kuru
1996; Capelo et al. 1998)). However, these approaches do not consider the problem
of noise in the measurements and the automated comparison of a predicted and an
observed qualitative behavior. DeCoste (1991) considers both the problem of qual-
itative behavior generation from noisy data and the comparison between predictions
and observations. The methods developed by (Dvorak and Kuipers 1989; Kay et al.
2000) address the problem of formulating a semi-quantitative behavior from a given
measurement sequence. These approaches also consider the problem of comparing
predicted semi-quantitative behaviors with an observed behavior, thereby refining the
interval values of the parameters and the envelope functions in an SQDE. In this thesis,
Q2 is used to refine parameter estimates in the light of experimental data. However, the
approach currently employed does not allow improvements of the envelopes bounding
unknown monotonic functions.

8.5 Generality of the method

The method for model discrimination, as well as the techniques in chapters 3 and 4 do
not make any domain-specific assumptions. This guarantees that the method can be
used for the discrimination between competing models of a wide range of experimen-
tal systems in various scientific domains. However, there are some requirements for
the method to be applicable, namely the availability of prior model probabilities, semi-
quantitative knowledge about the experimental system, and the availability of a set of
experiments that can be performed. This section discusses these requirements, and
comments on how the method can be adapted in order to be applicable in situations
where these conditions are not met.

8.5.1 Initial model probabilities

The method for model discrimination requires that prior probabilities of the compet-
ing models exist. These are needed to compute the expected information increment
of an experiment. The initial model probabilities can be estimated from data obtained
in preliminary experiments and/or from expert knowledge. In this way, background
knowledge is integrated that allows more precise predictions of the optimal discrimi-
natory experiments to be made.

In many situations, however, initial probabilities are not available. In this thesis,
it has been assumed that the models are equiprobable if no prior information about
their relative plausibilities is available. The assumption of equal probabilities is based
on the so-called Principle of Indifference which is central to the Classical Theory of
Probability (Weatherford 1982). The basic idea is that “alternatives are always to
be judged equiprobable if we have no reason to expect or prefer one over another”.
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This assumption is not critical, since the Bayes’ rule allows these estimates to be
iteratively updated when new data becomes available. Hence, “the Bayesian approach
will converge on the same model, given sufficient data, regardless of prior beliefs”
(Cheeseman 1990).

8.5.2 Semi-quantitative knowledge

In order to apply the method for model discrimination, semi-quantitative knowledge
about the experimental system must be available. More precisely, numerical inter-
vals bounding the unknown parameter values and envelopes bounding the unknown
monotonic functions are required. Sometimes, however, (semi-)quantitative informa-
tion may not be possible to obtain. In this case qualitative models can be formulated
and simulated to predict the possible qualitative behaviors of the system. The method
developed in this thesis can still be used in such cases. The expected information in-
crement can be derived only by taking into account the predicted qualitative behaviors.
However, it is not clear how, in this case, the behavior probabilities will be estimated
as they will still be required in the computations. Here, the behavior probabilities
have been estimated on the basis of the available quantitative knowledge. An alterna-
tive could be to use expert knowledge to assign values to the behavior probabilities, or
assume the probabilities to be equal if no preference exists (according to the Principle
of Indifference).

8.5.3 Experiments and behavioral features

The method for model discrimination proceeds by selecting optimal discriminatory
experiments from a given set of experiments. In some situations, such a set may not
be available in advance. In the case of phytoplankton growth, for instance, the dilution
rate could take values from a continuous range (chapter 7). In order to deal with this,
twenty-two values from this range have been selected. However, there is obviously no
guarantee that the optimal value is included in this list.

Statistical approaches to model discrimination offer a possible solution to this
problem. One can define the expected information increment of an experiment as
a function of the parameters whose value is to be set in the experiments (e.g., the
dilution rate). The problem of finding the optimal experiment is then mapped into
an optimization problem - one has to find the parameter values for which the func-
tion reaches its maximum (Reilly 1970; Fedorov 1972; Espie and Macchietto 1989).
However, these methods have been developed for the case of precise models with ex-
act point predictions. The generalization to the case of semi-quantitative models is an
open problem.

An even more general problem is to determine the optimal experiments when the
experimental conditions can not only be constant but time-varying. In the chemostat
experiments, for instance, the dilution rate can be specified by a periodic function with
various possible periods and amplitudes (Bernard and Gouzé 1999). In such cases one
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has to find the function that leads to efficient discrimination. The ability to deal with
these issues will shift the problem of experiment selection to the more general and
more difficult problem of experimental design.

A problem somewhat related to this is the selection of the behavioral features. The
determination of the set of behavioral features indexbehavioral feature involves such
decisions as when and what to observe during the experiment. We assume that the
set of behavioral features consists of the landmark values of the variables observable
in the experiments. This is a natural choice when the predictions of the competing
models are in the form of semi-quantitative behaviors. In practice, the set of possibil-
ities could be infinite if the value of an observable quantity can be measured at any
time-point during the experiment. To our knowledge, this problem has remained un-
explored in general, although some ideas can be found in the statistical literature (e.g.,
(Bardsley et al. 1996)).
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Chapter 9

Conclusions

9.1 Achievements

The main contribution of the work described in this thesis is the development of a
method for the computer-supported selection of experiments to efficiently discrimi-
nate between competing semi-quantitative models of an experimental system. The
method is based on a generalized entropy criterion that ranks the possible experiments
according to their discriminatory potential. The value of the criterion is computed on
the basis of the model predictions obtained through semi-quantitative simulation and
comparative analysis.

Two additional contributions of the thesis can be distinguished. In the first
place, the semi-quantitative comparative analysis technique SQCA has been devel-
oped. SQCA improves the semi-quantitative predictions of a candidate model by
comparing the behavior of the system predicted in one experiment with the behav-
iors of the system in experiments that have been performed. The precision of the
model predictions is an important factor for the good performance of the method for
model discrimination. It should be noted, though, that SQCA has a broader scope of
potential applications including measurement analysis, monitoring, and diagnosis.

In the second place, the applicability of the method to real problems has been
demonstrated. It has been shown that the method predicts the most informative exper-
iments to discriminate between competing models of the growth of phytoplankton in a
chemostat. This has been achieved in the presence of several complicating factors, in
particular the complexity of the models, the crude estimations of the parameter values,
and the difficulty to observe the system behavior.

The method for model discrimination, as well as the techniques employed for
the derivation of the model predictions are independent of a particular application
domain, as they do not employ any domain-specific knowledge about the experimental
system. This guarantees that the method can be applied to the discrimination between
competing models of a wide range of experimental systems.
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9.2 Further work

The work described in this thesis can be extended in various directions. In the follow-
ing, some suggestions for further research are given.

Simulation plays an important role in model discrimination. More specifically,
the performance of the method depends on the precision of the predictions derived
from the competing models. The semi-quantitative simulation techniques currently
employed may overestimate the real solutions. Hence, the use of other simulation
approaches may yield more efficient discrimination. In particular, the combination of
semi-quantitative and Monte Carlo simulation seems especially promising.

The entropy criterion developed in this thesis generalizes upon previous work in
statistics. The statistical literature also offers other possible criteria for the selection
of optimal experiments for model discrimination (section 8.1). However, these criteria
have been developed for completely specified models with precise predictions. It
would be interesting to investigate the possibility of adapting these methods to the
case of semi-quantitative models and to compare their performance with the method
proposed here.

A very promising direction for further research is to move away from the selection
of experiments to the design of experiments for model discrimination. This involves
the ability to handle continuous ranges of parameter values and parameters given as
time-varying functions. When the set of possible experiments is not given in advance,
the expected information increment can be defined as a function of the unknown pa-
rameter values. In this case, the determination of the optimal discriminatory experi-
ment will require the solution of a complex optimization problem (section 8.6.2).

After an experiment is performed, the observed system behavior must be com-
pared with the model predictions to update the probabilities of the candidate models.
As discussed in section 8.4.2, this process can be automated by first mapping the quan-
titative data to a semi-quantitative behavior and then comparing this behavior with the
semi-quantitative predictions. Thus, the method proposed here could be augmented
with methods for data analysis supporting these activities.

A broader perspective for further research is the integration of the method for
model discrimination with other tools for the computer-supported modeling of exper-
imental systems, such as tools for automated model building, model evaluation, and
model revision. As explained in section 8.3, these actitivties may result in several
models that explain the behavior of a system observed in an experiment. The selec-
tion of optimal experiments can guide the determination of the most suitable model
systematically and efficiently.
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Appendix A

Interval Analysis

This appendix provides an overview of the basic interval-arithmetic operations and
comments on some problems of the computations with intervals (Moore 1979). In
addition the problem of computing interval enclosures of functions is considered.

A.1 Basic interval arithmetic

The set of intervals on the extended real line R
∗ is defined by

IR
∗ = {A = [a, a]| a, a ∈ R

∗, a ≤ a}.
When a = a, A becomes an interval with zero width, i.e. a point in R

∗, also referred to
as a degenerate interval. Hence, interval analysis embraces ordinary real point analysis
as a special case.

The following relations are defined among intervals:

1. Inclusion:
A ⊆ B ⇐⇒ a ≥ b and a ≤ b;

2. Intersection:
A ∩B = ∅ ⇐⇒ a > b or a < b;

otherwise A ∩B = [max(a, b),min(a, b)];

3. Order relation:
A ≤ B ⇐⇒ a ≤ b;

4. Union:
A∪B = [min(a, b),max(a, b)].

149
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The difference between a and a is defined as the width of A, i.e. w(A) = a − a.
It is also useful to define the midpoint of an interval: m(A) = (a+ a)/2.

Let A,B ∈ IR
∗. The basic interval-arithmetic operations are defined as follows.

1. A+B = [a, a] + [b, b] = [a+ b, a+ b];

2. A−B = [a, a]− [b, b] = [a− b, a− b];

3. A ·B = [a, a] · [b, b] = [min(ab, ab, ab, ab),max(ab, ab, ab, ab)];

4. 1/B = [
1
b
,
1
b
], if 0 �∈ [b, b], otherwise 1/B = [−∞,∞].

Interval addition and multiplication are associative and commutative. The distribu-
tive law, however, does not always hold. Instead, a property known as subdistributivity
holds:

A · (B + C) ⊆ A ·B +A · C. (A.1)

The violation of the distributive law leads to a problem in interval arithmetic,
known as excess width. That is, computed intervals tend to be wider than the ac-
tual value of an expression. Consider, for instance, the case where A = [0, 1], B =
[2, 4], C = [−5,−3]. Applying interval arithmetic to the left-hand side of (A.1) gives
the actual interval [−3, 1], while computation of the expression in the right-hand side
gives the interval [−5, 4]. Note that this result contains the actual value, but is larger
than necessary.

A.2 Interval extensions

A fundamental problem in interval arithmetic is to compute a tight enclosure of the
range of a continuous function f , R(f ;X) = {f(x)|x ∈ X}. One way to compute
such an enclosure is to find an inclusion monotonic interval extension of f .

An interval valued function F (X) is called an interval extension of f(x), if
F (x) = f(x) for real arguments. That is, an interval extension of f is an interval-
valued function which has real values when the arguments are real (degenerate in-
tervals) and coincides with f in this case. There is never a unique interval exten-
sion of a given real function. For instance, if F is an interval extension of f , then
F1 = F +X −X defines another, different interval extension.

Real rational functions have natural interval extensions. Given a rational expres-
sion of real variables, we can replace the real variables by corresponding interval
variables and replace the arithmetic operations by corresponding interval-arithmetic
operations to obtain a rational interval function which is a natural extension of the real
rational function.
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An interval valued function F (X) is said to be inclusion monotonic if for all
Y ⊆ X , F (Y ) ⊆ F (X).

The basic interval-arithmetic operations are inclusion monotonic. Any natural in-
terval extension of a rational function in which each variable occurs only once and to
the first power only will compute the exact range of values providing that no division
by an interval containing zero occurs. When this is not the case, there are a number
of ways to compute a tight enclosure of R(f ;X). (Moore 1979) reviews the methods
used most often.

In SQCA (chapter 4), the derivation of relative interval value constraints (RIV con-
straints) at a pair of comparison requires enclosures on the partial derivatives ∂h/∂q i,
∂h/∂aj of a comparison function h. Most often, the comparison function correspond-
ing to a pair of QV constraints is a rational function. Consequently, the partial deriva-
tives are rational functions as well. In this case, tight enclosures on the derivatives can
be computed from their natural interval extensions.

In some cases, however, h may contain unknown monotonic functions. Then,
unique interval extensions of the partial derivatives of h can be derived from the
envelopes of the monotonic functions and the bounds on their derivatives, given in
the corresponding semi-quantitative differential equations. Consider, for instance,
the case where h(q, a1, a2) = a1f(q) + a2g(q). This comparison function corre-
sponds to the pair of basic equations x = f(q), x̂ = g(q̂). Consequently, ∂h/∂q =
a1∂f/∂q + a2∂g/∂q. In general, the SQDEs will contain information about the par-
tial derivatives of f and g. This information is given by the intervals slope(f) and
slope(g) guaranteed to contain all possible values of ∂f/∂q and ∂g/∂q, respectively
(definition 9 in chapter 3). Hence, we have

∂

∂q
h(q, a1, a2) ∈ Hq(Q,A1, A2) = A1slope(f) +A2slope(g),

for q ∈ Q, and aj ∈ Aj , j = 1, 2. If the interval slope(f) is not given explicitly in the
SQDE, we can set slope(f) = [−∞, 0[ or slope(f) =]0,∞], depending on whether
f is monotonically decreasing or increasing.

Furthermore, for the derivative of h with respect to the auxiliary variable a 1, we
have ∂h/∂a1 = f . Since, f is a monotonic function for which a pair of envelopes f ,

f are given, we can compute intervals, bounding the values of f(q) for q ∈ Q. For
instance, if f(q) is a monotonically-increasing function, then f(q) ∈ [f(Q), f(Q)],
with Q and Q the lower and the upper bound of Q, respectively. Hence, we have

∂

∂a1
h(q) ∈ Ha1(Q,A1, A2) = [f(Q), f(Q)].

Similar result can be obtained for ∂h/∂a2.
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Appendix B

Implementation of Q3

This appendix discusses a Common Lisp implementation of the Q3 algorithm pre-
sented in chapter 3 (Vatcheva 1998). In the first part an overview of the program and
its main modules is provided, while in the second part an example trace is given.

B.1 Overview

The implementation of Q3 was developed on a Sun Sparc-Station5 running SunOS
5.5.1. The code has been written in Lucid Common Lisp version 4.2.1 and counts
approximately 2500 lines. Q3 was built on top of the Common Lisp implementation
of QSIM version 4.0 (Farquhar et al. 1993).

The files which are part of the Q3 system include:

• tip.lisp - perform target interval partitioning on the interval range of a
given variable at a given state.

• beh-split.lisp - split a behavior into two qualitatively equivalent be-
haviors according to a given point in the interval range of a given variable at a
given state.

• insert.lisp - splice a new point-state into a given interval-state in a semi-
quantitative behavior.

• interpolate.lisp - give initial interval bounds to a newly-spliced point-
state. Call Q2 for instantiating the new constraints implied by the state and
propagate them through the behavior.

The system takes as input a semi-quantitative behavior obtained by QSIM and Q2.
The output is a semi-quantitative behavior with possibly refined interval ranges, or a
message that the behavior has been ruled out. The top-level Lisp function of Q3 is as
follows:
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(defun q3 (beh)
(q3-info)
(let ((gaps (locate-gaps beh)))

(cond (gaps
(format t "˜% The current gaps are (int-state.gap-size): ˜a"

gaps)
(format t "˜%˜% ===== Your choices ===== ˜%˜%

1. State Interpolation˜&
2. CEG (Create/Enlarge Gaps)˜&
3. Stop˜&
----------------------------˜&
(1-3): ")

(case (read)
(1 (q3-refine beh (choose-gap gaps beh)))
(2 (q3 (create-gaps beh)))
(3 beh)))

(t
(format t "˜% There are no gaps in the current behavior!˜%")
(format t "˜%˜% ===== Your choices ===== ˜%˜%

1. CEG (Create/Enlarge Gaps)˜&
2. Stop˜&
----------------------------˜&
(1-2): ")

(case (read)
(1 (q3 (create-gaps beh)))
(2 beh))))

)
)

State interpolation is activated when the input semi-quantitative behavior contains
at least one gap. In the interpolation process two steps are carried out. First, a new
point-state is inserted in a selected interval state containing a gap. The insertion of
a new state is connected with creating new landmarks, updating the corresponding
quantity spaces, and changing the predecessor-successor relations in the behavior. In
the second step, initial interval bounds for the newly created landmarks are assigned.
These bounds are then propagated through the semi-quantitative behavior with the
help of Q2.

The system offers three ways of directing the interpolation of new states:

• Manually - The new state is spliced at a time-point, given by the user. This
is suitable only if it is known beforehand that this time-point leads to desired
inferences.

• Automatically starting from the middle - Given the number of states to be
interpolated, the system places them one by one in the newly created interval-
states, starting from the middle. After each state interpolation, the interval
bounds are propagated through the constraint network implied by the behav-
ior. Thus, if the user wants three new point-states in the gap s1 with size 10,
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first a point-state s11 will be interpolated, replacing s1 with three new states
s21, s

1
1, s

3
1. The gaps s2

1 and s31 will be of size 5, and the next two point-states
will be interpolated in s2

1 and s31, respectively, reducing the step-size to 2.5.

• Automatically from left to the right - Given a certain step-size, new states
are interpolated in the current gap, starting from the left until the gap has been
filled.

If the input behavior does not contain any gaps, or one wants to enlarge the existing
gaps, the module for creating and enlarging gaps (CEG) is activated. CEG consists of
two parts: Target Interval Partitioning (TIP) and Behavior Splitting (BS).

In Target Interval Partitioning, an interval range is recursively divided into subin-
tervals. The subintervals are propagated through the constraint network generated by
Q2 in order to test for inconsistencies. In this way, the target interval can be consider-
ably narrowed.

An interval (a, b) is divided as follows:

• (a, b) is finite - the first interval is (a, a+b
2 ) and the second ( a+b

2 , b).

• (a, b) is infinite, with b = ∞ - the first interval is (a, 2a) and the second
(max{2a, 106},∞). If a = 0, the first interval is (a, 100). The case a = −∞
is handled in a similar way. The values 100 and 106 are somewhat arbitrary and
were experimentally checked to provide satisfactory results.

The level of depth recursion at which interval subdivision stops is currently deter-
mined by the user. Possible improvements include detecting convergence cases, i.e.,
sequences of ruled-out sub-intervals and insignificant changes. This would allow the
limit to be set in a flexible manner.

In Behavior Splitting the user specifies a state and a variable with respect to which
the behavior should be split. Further, a splitting point, i.e., a point in the range of
the chosen variable at the specified state is required. The two parts of the range are
propagated by Q2 through two copies of the behavior. Then, in a recursive fashion,
each of the behavior copies is further refined by Q3.

Behavior Splitting defines a binary tree of behaviors which is processed in the left-
right-root manner. The depth of this binary tree is restricted by the global parameter
*BEH-SPLIT-LIMIT*. After the Q3 refinement of the two behaviors, they are
merged to refine the root. This means that the ranges of the variables in the behavior
are extracted, their union is taken, and the Q2 filter is called once again to refine the
original behavior.

Q3 is provided with a simple terminal-based menu to obtain values for the main
system parameters. There is not a predefined library of example models because any
Q2 behavior can be directly used for range refinement. Q3 has only a few system
parameters which can be set with both the Lisp setf function and the menu.

• *TIP-LIMIT* - an integer which specifies the recursive depth limit of TIP.
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• *BEH-SPLIT-LIMIT* - an integer which specifies the depth of the binary
tree for BS.

• *IM-TRACE*, *IM-TRACE-MAP* and *IM-TRACE-STREAM* - system
parameters specific to the trace facility. *IM-TRACE* is a number which in-
dicates the level of detail to which the trace information will be printed. *IM-
TRACE-MAP* shows which modules are to be traced. The trace information
will be written to the stream specified by the variable *IM-TRACE-STREAM*.
By default it is T which means standard output.1

B.2 Sample trace of Q3

A second-order cascaded-tanks model (figure B.1) was simulated by QSIM and Q2
to produce five semi-quantitative behaviors. The tanks are filled from empty with a
constant inflow rate, and the monotonic relations between the amount of liquid and
the outflow are bounded by functional envelopes which have been abstracted from the
formula outflow = CA

√
2gH, where C is the coefficient of discharge, A the tank

area, H the liquid height, and g the acceleration due to gravity. The QSIM notation of
the QV constraints is given in table B.1.

Q3 is called with the first semi-quantitative behavior (figure B.2).

> (q3 (first (get-behaviors)))

+====================================================================+
| = Q3 PARAMETERS = |
+====================================================================+
| *TIP-LIMIT* 10 |
| *BEH-SPLIT-LIMIT* 2 |
| TRACE-LEVEL 0 |
+====================================================================+

Use these settings? [y/n] y

The current gaps are (interval-state . gap-size):
((S-49 . 0.9622504481682509))

===== Your choices =====

1. State Interpolation
2. CEG (Create/Enlarge Gaps)
3. Stop
----------------------------
(1-3): 1

1The trace facility is quite similar to the one, developed in the CEC∗ implementation (van Raalte and
de Jong 1997).
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outflowb

inflowa

amounta

amountb

outflowa

(a)

(define-QDE Cascaded-tanks
(text "Two cascaded tanks")
(quantity-spaces
(inflowa (0 ifa* inf))
(amounta (0 full inf))
(outflowa (0 inf))
(netflowa (minf 0 inf))
(amountb (0 full inf))
(outflowb (0 inf))
(netflowb (minf 0 inf))
)

(constraints
((constant inflowa) )
((M+ amounta outflowa) (0 0) (inf inf))
((add outflowa netflowa inflowa) )
((d/dt amounta netflowa) )
((M+ amountb outflowb) (0 0) (inf inf))
((add outflowb netflowb outflowa) )
((d/dt amountb netflowb) )
)

(transitions ((amountb (full inc)) -> t))
(envelopes

((M+ amounta outflowa)
(upper (lambda (x)

(if (< x 0) 0 (* 3 (sqrt x)))))
(lower (lambda (x)

(if (< x 0) 0 (* 2 (sqrt x))))))
((M+ amountb outflowb)
(upper (lambda (x)

(if (< x 0) 0 (* 3 (sqrt x)))))
(lower (lambda (x)

(if (< x 0) 0 (* 2 (sqrt x))))))
)

(initial-ranges
((inflowa ifa*) (20 25))
((time t0) (0 0))
((amounta full) (10 12))
((amountb full) (10 12))
))

(b)

Figure B.1: (a) A schematic illustration of a cascaded tanks system, and (b) an SQDE
describing the system (adapted from (Kuipers 1994)).
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QV constraints QSIM notation
QV (p, t) = QV (q, t) (equal q p)
QV (p, t) = QV (q, t) + QV (r, t) (add q r p)
QV (p, t) = QV (q, t) · QV (r, t) (mult q r p)
QV (p, t) = −QV (q, t) (minus q p)
QV (p, t) = QV (q̇, t) (d/dt q p)
QV (ṗ, t) = 〈0, std〉 (constant p)
QV (p, t) = F (QV (q, t)), F is M+ (M+ q p)

Table B.1: QV constraints and the corresponding QSIM notations. The full list of
QSIM constraints is given in (Farquhar et al. 1993).

Enter a gap: s-49

How to proceed when interpolating in the chosen gap?

-----------------------------------------------------
1. Manually.
2. Automatically from the middle.
3. Automatically from left to the right.
-----------------------------------------------------
Enter your choice: 3
Enter a step-size: 0.1

The current behavior is ruled out.
NIL

Call Q3 for the second behavior (figure B.3).

>(q3 (second (get-behaviors)))

+====================================================================+
| = Q3 PARAMETERS = |
+====================================================================+
| *TIP-LIMIT* 10 |
| *BEH-SPLIT-LIMIT* 2 |
| TRACE-LEVEL 0 |
+====================================================================+

Use these settings? [y/n] n

New value for *TIP-LIMIT* (the current is 10): 20
New value for *BEH-SPLIT-LIMIT* (the current is 2): 2
New value for trace-level (the current is 0): 1

** Copy of behavior (S-51 S-52 S-53 S-54 S-55):
... (S-56 S-57 S-58 S-59 S-60)

The current gaps are (interval-state . gap-size): ((S-52 . 2/5))
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Structure: Two cascaded tanks.
Initialization: Fill from empty
Behavior 1 of 5:    (S-48 S-49 S-50).
Final state: (TRANSITION FINAL GF COMPLETE), (TRANSITION-IDENTITY), T<INF.

↑ . . . . . ↑ . . . . . ↑

FULL [10 12]

A-6 [9.25 12]

0 [0 0]

t0 t1

AMOUNTA

° . . . . . ↑ . . . . . ↑ FULL [10 12]

0 [0 0]

t0 t1

AMOUNTB

↑ . . . . . ↑ . . . . . ↑ O-12 [7.53 10.4]

0 [0 0]

t0 t1

OUTFLOWA

↓ . . . . . ↓ . . . . . ↓

N-0 [20 22.9]

N-1 [9.61 12.5]

0 [0 0]

t0 t1

NETFLOWA

↑ . . . . . ↑ . . . . . ↑ N-2 [0 4.07]

0 [0 0]

t0 t1

NETFLOWB

° . . . . . ↑ . . . . . ↑ O-13 [6.32 10.4]

0 [0 0]

t0 t1

OUTFLOWB

1

2

3

4

5

←

Figure B.2: The first of the five predicted behaviors for the cascaded tanks model. The
behavior is ruled out after one interpolation.

===== Your choices =====

1. State Interpolation
2. CEG (Create/Enlarge Gaps)
3. Stop
----------------------------
(1-3): 2

------ Your choices for CEG ------

1. Target Interval Partitioning (TIP).
2. Behavior Splitting (BS).
3. Quit CEG.
------------------------------------
(1-3): 1

At which point state to to perform TIP?
Your choices are: (S-51 S-53 S-55)
Enter your choice: s-55

Possible variables to perform TIP:
(TIME INFLOWA AMOUNTA OUTFLOWA NETFLOWA AMOUNTB OUTFLOWB NETFLOWB)
For which variable? time

See figure B.4(a) for the result of TIP (with respect to TIME and AMOUNTA).

------ Your choices for CEG ------

1. Target Interval Partitioning (TIP).
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2. Behavior Splitting (BS).
3. Quit CEG.
------------------------------------
(1-3): 3

The current gaps are (interval-state . gap-size): ((S-52 . 2/5))

===== Your choices =====

1. State Interpolation
2. CEG (Create/Enlarge Gaps)
3. Stop
----------------------------
(1-3): 1

Enter a gap: s-52
** Copy of behavior (S-51 S-52 S-53 S-54 S-55):
... (S-61 S-62 S-63 S-64 S-65)

How to proceed when interpolating in the chosen gap?

-----------------------------------------------------
1. Manually.
2. Automatically from the middle.
3. Automatically from left to the right.
-----------------------------------------------------
Enter your choice: 2

Enter the number of states to be interpolated: 7
** A new pstate S-66 was inserted in the old istate S-62
** A new pstate S-69 was inserted in the old istate S-67
** A new pstate S-72 was inserted in the old istate S-68
** The state-segment of S-52 is
(S-61 S-70 S-69 S-71 S-66 S-73 S-72 S-74 S-63)

See figure B.4(b) for the result of the interpolation.

Are you satisfied with the results [y/n]? n

The current gaps are (interval-state . gap-size):
((S-52 . 0.44895683278486626))

===== Your choices =====

1. State Interpolation
2. CEG (Create/Enlarge Gaps)
3. Stop
----------------------------
(1-3): 2

------ Your choices for CEG ------
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1. Target Interval Partitioning (TIP).
2. Behavior Splitting (BS).
3. Quit CEG.
------------------------------------
(1-3): 2

At which point state to to perform BS?
Your choices are: (S-51 S-53 S-55)
Enter your choice: s-55

Possible variables to perform BS:
(TIME INFLOWA AMOUNTA OUTFLOWA NETFLOWA AMOUNTB OUTFLOWB NETFLOWB)
For which variable? time

The range for this variable at this state is (39321/40960 +INF)
Give a splitting point: 35

** Copy of behavior (S-51 S-52 S-53 S-54 S-55):
... (S-84 S-85 S-86 S-87 S-88)
** Copy of behavior (S-51 S-52 S-53 S-54 S-55):
... (S-94 S-95 S-96 S-97 S-98)
** Split behavior (S-51 S-52 S-53 S-54 S-55)
to the behaviors (S-84 S-85 S-86 S-87 S-88)

(S-94 S-95 S-96 S-97 S-98)

;;; Processing the first behavior ...

The current gaps are (interval-state . gap-size):
((S-85 . 0.44895683278486626))

===== Your choices =====

1. State Interpolation
2. CEG (Create/Enlarge Gaps)
3. Stop
----------------------------
(1-3): 3

;;; Stop processing the first behavior, continue with the second ...

See figure B.4(c) for the ranges of the landmarks in the second behavior.

The current gaps are (interval-state . gap-size):
((S-95 . 0.44895683278486626) (S-97 . 34.9141766122171))

===== Your choices =====

1. State Interpolation
2. CEG (Create/Enlarge Gaps)
3. Stop
----------------------------
(1-3): 1
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Enter a gap: s-97
** Copy of behavior (S-94 S-95 S-96 S-97 S-98):
... (S-104 S-105 S-106 S-107 S-108)

How to proceed when interpolating in the chosen gap?

-----------------------------------------------------
1. Manually.
2. Automatically from the middle.
3. Automatically from left to the right.
-----------------------------------------------------
Enter your choice: 2

Enter the number of states to be interpolated: 7
** A new pstate S-109 was inserted in the old istate S-107
** The state-segment of S-97 is NIL

The current behavior is ruled out.

;;; Merge the split behaviors. Continue processing the original one ...

The current gaps are (interval-state . gap-size):
((S-52 . 0.44895683278486626))

===== Your choices =====

1. State Interpolation
2. CEG (Create/Enlarge Gaps)
3. Stop
----------------------------
(1-3): 2

Once again call to TIP. The final ranges of the landmarks are given in figure B.4(d).

===== Your choices =====

1. State Interpolation
2. CEG (Create/Enlarge Gaps)
3. Stop
----------------------------
(1-3): 3

(S-51 S-52 S-53 S-54 S-55)
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Structure: Two cascaded tanks.
Initialization: Fill from empty
Behavior 2 of 5:    (S-51 S-52 S-53 S-54 S-55).
Final state: (TRANSITION FINAL GF COMPLETE), (TRANSITION-IDENTITY), T<INF.

↑ . . . . . ↑ . . . . . ↑ . . . . . ↑ . . . . . ↑ A-12 [10 +INF]

FULL [10 12]

0 [0 0]

t0 t1 t2

AMOUNTA

°
. . . . . ↑ . . . . . ↑ . . . . . ↑ . . . . . ↑ FULL [10 12]

0 [0 0]

t0 t1 t2

AMOUNTB

↑ . . . . . ↑ . . . . . ↑ . . . . . ↑ . . . . . ↑ O-22 [6.32 25]

0 [0 0]

t0 t1 t2

OUTFLOWA

↓ . . . . . ↓ . . . . . ↓ . . . . . ↓ . . . . . ↓

N-0 [20 25]

N-5 [0 18.7]

0 [0 0]

t0 t1 t2

NETFLOWA

↑ . . . . . ↑ . . . . . ↑ . . . . . ↑ . . . . . ↑ N-6 [0 18.7]

0 [0 0]

t0 t1 t2

NETFLOWB

°
. . . . . ↑ . . . . . ↑ . . . . . ↑ . . . . . ↑ O-23 [6.32 10.4]

0 [0 0]

t0 t1 t2

OUTFLOWB

1

2

3

4

5

←

Figure B.3: The second of the five predicted behaviors for the cascaded tanks model.

A-12 O-22 N-5 N-6 O-23 T1 T2
[10.3, 987] [7.8, 25] [0, 16.3] [0, 18.7] [6.32, 10.4] [0.4, 1.25] [0.95,∞]

(a)

A-12 O-22 N-5 N-6 O-23 T1 T2
[10.8, 161] [7.8, 25] [0, 16.3] [0, 18.7] [6.32, 10.4] [0.45, 1.09] [0.95, ∞]

(b)

A-12 O-22 N-5 N-6 O-23 T1 T2
[10.8, 161] [16.5, 25] [0, 4.45] [5.16, 18.7] [6.32, 10.4] [0.45, 1.09] [35, ∞]

(c)

A-12 O-22 N-5 N-6 O-23 T1 T2
[11.1, 159] [7.86, 25] [0, 16.3] [0, 18.7] [6.32, 10.4] [0.45, 1.07] [0.95, 35]

(d)

Figure B.4: Ranges of landmarks after calling Q3 with the second behavior of the
cascaded tanks system (figure B.2(b)): (a) after performing TIP with respect to TIME
and AMOUNTA, (b) after interpolating 7 states in the existing gap, (c) the ranges for
the second of the split behaviors that was ruled out, and (d) the final ranges.
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Appendix C

Implementation of SQCA

In this appendix, the implementation of the semi-quantitative comparative analysis
technique SQCA, presented in chapter 4 is discussed. The first section gives a sum-
mary of the program, while in the second section an example trace is given.

C.1 Overview

The implementation of SQCA was developed on a Sun Sparc-Station5, running SunOS
5.5.1. The code has been written in Lucid Common Lisp version 4.2.1 and consists of
approximately 5000 lines. SQCA was built on top of the implementations of QSIM,
Q2 (Farquhar et al. 1993), and Q3 (appendix B), using parts of the CEC ∗ implemen-
tation (van Raalte and de Jong 1997).

The main modules of the implementation are:

• sqca.lisp - top-level functions of SQCA;

• opc.lisp - functions for determining the ordered pairs of comparison
(OPC) structure from two behaviors;

• riv-at-pc.lisp - functions for the construction of RIV constraints from
pairs of QV constraints at a pair of comparison;

• riv-between-pcs.lisp - functions for the construction of RIV con-
straints between pairs of comparison;

• build-cons-net.lisp - functions for building the RIV constraint net-
work from a pair of SQDEs and a pair of SQBs;

• resolve-cons-net.lisp - definitions of functions for resolving the RIV
constraint network;
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• update-behavior.lisp - functions for refining a predicted semi-
quantitative behavior by using the RIVs and the observed behavior.

Auxiliary files contain functions for the interface and the trace facility.
The top-level function im-sqca takes as input two behaviors beh1 and beh2.

beh1 is assumed to be observed in an experiment already carried out, while beh2
is assumed to be a behavior of the system in an experiment not yet performed. im-
sqca calls functions for building the OPC set, and allows the user to specify the initial
relative interval values. After this, the function sqca-refine is invoked, which in
turn activates functions for building and resolving the RIV constraint network, as well
as functions for updating the predicted behavior beh2. sqca-refine is called
recursively until no change in beh2 is observed.

(defun im-sqca (beh1 beh2)
(sqca-info)
(setf *opc-set* (opc-set beh1 beh2))
(let ((riv-init (sqca-ask-init-riv-id)))

(sqca-refine beh1 beh2 riv-init))
)

(defun sqca-refine (beh1 beh2 riv-init)
(let* ((constraint-net (build-constraint-net *opc-set*))

(riv-out (resolve-constraint-net constraint-net riv-init))
(updated-beh2 (update-behavior beh1 beh2 riv-out))
)

(if updated-beh2
(sqca-refine beh1 updated-beh2 riv-init)

beh2
))

)

The SQDE models are directly accessible from the input behaviors. The RIV con-
straint network is built by examining, at each pair of comparison, the pairs of QV
constraints that have shared variables. For each pair of such constraints, the function
make-riv-constraint is called which examines the type of QV constraints and
constructs a corresponding RIV constraint. The RIV constraints at a pair of compari-
son have the form:

((’RIV shared-variable pair-of-comparison)
(interval-vector RIV-vector)),

where interval-vector is a list of interval functions bounding the partial deriva-
tives of the comparison function h, and RIV-vector a list of RIVs of other shared
variables (proposition 2 in chapter 4) and differences in value of auxiliary variables.
For instance, for the pair of QV constraints (ADD X A Y), (ADD X B Y), the
following RIV constraint is generated for every pair of comparison pc:
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((’RIV Y pc)
( (int 1 1) (int 1 1))
(’RIV X pc) (idiff (q2-range-for-var B)

(q2-range-for-var A)))

In the case of RIV constraints between pairs of comparisons, the auxiliary time-
points in the behavior fragments defined by the two pairs of comparison are retrieved,
and used to generate an auxiliary OPC structure. The RIV of the shared state variable
is then computed from the RIV of this variable at the predecessor auxiliary pairs of
comparison.

All possible RIV constraints are generated in the way described above and in-
serted in the constraint network. The function for the resolution of the RIV constraint
network is based on the Q2 implementation for interval constraint propagation. The
function follows the same steps, but has been adapted to the specific form of the RIV
constraints.

After the RIV constraint network has been resolved, the relative interval values
riv-out are used to update the interval ranges of the shared variables in the pre-
dicted behavior beh2. This is done by the function update-behavior which
returns NIL if no improvement has been achieved. If the values of the shared vari-
ables have been refined, Q2 is called to propagate the new intervals and possibly refine
the interval ranges of other variables.

C.2 Sample trace of SQCA

Consider a mass-spring system investigated in two experiments. In the first experi-
ment, the system is investigated in a viscous medium, while in the second experiment,
a frictionless medium is assumed. A pair of SQDEs describing the system in the two
experiments is given in section 4.2. The QSIM models corresponding to these SQDEs
are given below.

(define-QDE mass-spring-friction
(text "Mass-spring system with friction")
(quantity-spaces

(a (minf 0 inf) "acceleration" )
(v (minf 0 inf) "velocity" )
(x (minf 0 x0 inf) "position" )
(as (minf 0 inf) "acceleration (spring)" )
(af (minf 0 inf) "acceleration (friction)")
(k (0 k0 inf) "-spring constant" )
(c (0 c0 inf) "friction constant" )
(m (0 m0 inf) "mass" )
(k/m (0 inf) "spring constant/mass" )
(c/m (0 inf) "friction constant/mass" )
(mc/m (minf 0) "-friction constant/mass")
(mk/m (minf 0) "-spring constant/mass" )
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)
(constraints

((d/dt x v))
((d/dt v a))
((add as af a))
((mult mk/m x as))
((mult mc/m v af))
((mult m k/m k))
((mult m c/m c))
((minus mk/m k/m))
((minus mc/m c/m))
((constant k))
((constant c))
((constant m))

)
(energy-constraint (x v as af))
(ignore-qdirs a)
(no-new-landmarks a)
(initial-ranges

((x x0) (8.3 8.6))
((k k0) (0.2 0.3))
((m m0) (2.4 2.6))
((c c0) (0.3 0.4))
)

(layout (x v as af) (a m k time) )
)

(define-QDE mass-spring-without-friction
(text "Mass-spring system without friction")
(quantity-spaces

(a (minf 0 inf) "acceleration" )
(v (minf 0 inf) "velocity" )
(x (minf 0 x0 inf) "position" )
(k (0 k0 inf) "spring constant" )
(m (0 m0 inf) "mass" )
(as (minf 0 inf) "acceleration (spring)")
(k/m (0 inf) "spring constant/mass" )
(mk/m (minf 0) "-spring constant/mass")
)

(constraints
((d/dt x v))
((d/dt v a))
((equal a as))
((mult mk/m x as))
((mult m k/m k))
((minus mk/m k/m))
((constant k))
((constant m))
)

(initial-ranges
((x x0) (8.3 8.6))
((k k0) (0.2 0.3))
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((m m0) (2.4 2.6))
)

)

SQCA is called from the Lisp menu with behaviors *beh1* and *beh2* of the mass-
spring system in the two experiments.

> (im-sqca *beh1* beh2*)

+====================================================================+
| = SQCA PARAMETERS = |
+====================================================================+
| TRACE-LEVEL 0 |
+====================================================================+

Use these settings? [y/n] n

New value for TRACE-LEVEL (the current is 0): 5

** OPC SET **
** Behavior experiment 1
(S-42 S-43 S-44 S-45 S-46 S-47 S-48 S-49 S-50 S-51 S-52 S-53 S-54)
** Behavior experiment 2
(S-111 S-112 S-116 S-117 S-121 S-122 S-126 S-127 S-131)

* Graph representing the Ordered Pairs of Comparison:
* Root: (PC-0)
* Leaf: (PC-6)
* Nodes (7):

(PC-5 (PC-6) (PC-4))
(PC-3 (PC-4) (PC-2))
(PC-6 NIL (PC-5))
(PC-2 (PC-3) (PC-1))
(PC-4 (PC-5) (PC-3))
(PC-1 (PC-2) (PC-0))
(PC-0 (PC-1) NIL)

Would you like to give (more) initial RIVs? [Y/N] y
At which pair of comparison?
Possibilities: (PC-0 PC-1 PC-5 PC-6 PC-2 PC-3 PC-4)
Enter your choice: pc-0
For which variable?
Possibilities: (A V X AS K M K/M MK/M) k
Enter initial RIV: (0 0)

Would you like to give (more) initial RIVs? [Y/N] y
At which pair of comparison?
Possibilities: (PC-0 PC-1 PC-5 PC-6 PC-2 PC-3 PC-4)
Enter your choice: pc-0
For which variable?
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Possibilities: (A V X AS K M K/M MK/M) m
Enter initial RIV: (0 0)

Would you like to give (more) initial RIVs? [Y/N] y
At which pair of comparison?
Possibilities: (PC-0 PC-1 PC-5 PC-6 PC-2 PC-3 PC-4)
Enter your choice: pc-0
For which variable?
Possibilities: (A V X AS K M K/M MK/M) x
Enter initial RIV: (0 0)

* Building the RIV constraint network ...

**Applying RIV-Rule make-riv**
**Generated constraint
((RIV AS PC-0)
((8.29999999917 8.60000000086) (-0.12500000005 -0.07692307689230769))
((RIV MK/M PC-0) (RIV X PC-0)))

**Applying RIV-Rule make-riv+eq
**Generated constraint
((RIV A PC-1)
((1 1) (1 1))
((RIV AS PC-1) (-0.4666666669 -0.19521179960092347)))

**Applying RIV-Rule make-riv-eq
**Generated constraint
((RIV AS PC-1)

((1 1) (1 1))
((RIV A PC-1) (0.19521179962044466 0.46666666685333336)))

...

* Resolving the RIV constraint network

**Applying RIV-constraint
((RIV AS PC-4)
((-4.831378924935153 0) (-0.12500000005 -0.07692307689230769))
((RIV MK/M PC-4) (RIV X PC-4)))

**RIV(AS, PC-4)=(-0.6039223660396399 -0.10240618979073302)

**Applying RIV-constraint
((RIV AS PC-4)
((1 1) (1 1))
((RIV A PC-4) (-0.37164453231567496 -0.16641005869283815)))

**RIV(AS, PC-4)=(-0.37164453239000384 -0.16641005865955616)

**Applying RIV-constraint
((RIV X PC-4)
((-13.0000000078 -7.9999999952) (-62.80792604928017 -0.0))
((RIV AS PC-4) (RIV MK/M PC-4)))

**RIV(X, PC-4)=(1.331280468078297 4.831378925418291)
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...

* Generating Auxiliary OPC
* First pair of comparison : PC-0 = [S-42, S-111]
* Second pair of comparison : PC-1 = [S-44, S-116]
* Auxiliary OPC structure: (AUX-OPC-SET AUX-OPC-5 PC0 PC1
GRAPH ([PC PC-AUX-9, (3.6449999993925 3.6450000008505)]
[PC PC-AUX-8, (3.0374999993925003 3.0375000006075)]
[PC PC-AUX-7, (2.4299999995140005 2.430000000486)]
[PC PC-AUX-6, (1.822499999514 1.822500000243)]
...
[PC PC-AUX-0, (0 0)]

))
**Applying RIV-constraint
((RIV X PC-1) (NIL) ((RIV X PC-0)))
**RIV(X, PC-1)=(-14.200124874071225 10.885328234637976)

...

* Relative Interval Values

(RIV AS PC-4)=(-0.37164453239000384 -0.16641005865955616)
(RIV X PC-4)=(1.3312804680782973 4.831378925418291)
(RIV V PC-4)=(0.0721386199513944 1.5983386516783376)
(RIV A PC-4)=(0 0)
(RIV AS PC-3)=(0.14615384590653857 0.3125000004562499)
(RIV X PC-3)=(-2.5000000021499993 -1.8999999979250016)
(RIV V PC-3)=(0 0)
(RIV A PC-3)=(0.1461538458626924 0.31250000054999994)
(RIV AS PC-2)=(0.0 0.0)
(RIV X PC-2)=(0.0 0.0)
(RIV V PC-2)=(-3.04055916092649 0.4979941871461017)
(RIV A PC-2)=(-0.46666666699333337 0.0)
(RIV AS PC-6)=(-0.42500000036249997 -0.2153846151915385)
(RIV X PC-6)=(2.7999999991700007 3.4000000008599996)
(RIV V PC-6)=(0 0)
(RIV A PC-6)=(-0.42500000049 -0.2153846151269231)
(RIV AS PC-5)=(0.0 0.0)
(RIV X PC-5)=(0.0 0.0)
(RIV V PC-5)=(0.0721386199513944 2.8990945157153085)
(RIV A PC-5)=(0.016322843666787268 0.3716445324271683)
(RIV AS PC-1)=(0.19521179958140228 0.4666666669466667)
(RIV X PC-1)=(-6.066666674553334 -1.5616943955580318)
(RIV V PC-1)=(-1.3487235635392348 0.4979941871461017)
(RIV A PC-1)=(0 0)
(RIV AS PC-0)=(0.0 0.0)
(RIV X PC-0)=(0.0 0.0)
(RIV V PC-0)=(0 0)
(RIV A PC-0)=(0.0 0.0)

* Updating predicted behavior
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** At PC-4=[S-50 S-126]
** Old range AS at S-126 (0 0)
** New range AS at S-126 (-0.20523447380477655 0.20523447380477655)
** Intersecting ... (0 0)
...
** At PC-3=[S-48 S-121]
** Old range AS at S-121 (0.6384615381103848 1.07500000059125)
** New range AS at S-121 (0.6153846148265385 1.1125000009987503)
** Intersecting ... (0.6384615381103848 1.07500000059125)

...

Predicted behavior
(S-111 S-112 S-116 S-117 S-121 S-122 S-126 S-127 S-131)



Appendix D

Implementation of the Method for
Model Discrimination

In this appendix, the implementation of the method for model discrimination, pre-
sented in chapter 5 is discussed. The first section provides a summary of the program,
while in the second section an example trace is given.

D.1 Overview

The implementation of the method for model discrimination was developed on a Sun
Sparc-Station5 running SunOS 5.5.1. The code has been written in Lucid Common
Lisp version 4.2.1 and consists of approximately 1200 lines. The main part of the
program is devoted to the computation of the value of the expected information in-
crement of an experiment (section 5.2). It also includes modules for determining the
model-specific probability densities from the model predictions, and for computing
the a posteriori model probabilities via the Bayes’ rule.

The input of the program is a list of the predictions of the competing models for
all possible experiments. Each entity of this list consists of a string describing the ex-
periment, and predictions for the possible behaviors of the system in this experiment:

(description-experiment
(predictions-behavior_1)
(predictions-behavior_2)
...
(predictions-behavior_k)

),

where the predictions of the jth behavior are organized as follows:

(probability-beh_j-model_1
prediction-feature_1_j1
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prediction-feature_2_j1
...
prediction-feature_s_j1)

...
(probability-beh_j-model_l

prediction-feature_1_jl
prediction-feature_2_jl
...
prediction-feature_s_jl),

with prediction-feature k ji being the interval predicted by the ith model
for the kth behavioral feature in the jth behavior. The predictions are derived by
simulation with QSIM, Q2 and Q3, and application of SQCA. Currently, the input of
the program is constructed manually from the output of the simulation techniques. In
later versions, we hope to generate this list automatically from the semi-quantitative
behaviors predicted by the competing models.

The top-level function of the program is defined as follows:

(defun md (predictions)
(let ((model-probabilities (ask-for-prior-probabilities

predictions)))
(md-info)
(discrimination predictions model-probabilities)
))

The function md-info asks for the values of the threshold parameter θ and the
sizes of the confidence intervals for the features of each behavior. These values can
also be specified by using the Lisp function setf. The function discrimination
is defined as follows:

(defun discrimination (predictions probs)
(let* ((best-model (find-best-model probs)))

(cond
(best-model
(format t "˜%Model m˜a is the best with probability ˜a."

(number-of best-model) (probability-of best-model)))
((zero-probabilities? probs)
(format t "˜%All models are improbable!"))

((null predictions)
(format t "˜%No possible experiments remained, the best model˜&
˜%has not yet been identified. The model probabilities are: ˜a"

probs))
(t
(let* ((information-increments

(compute-information-increments predictions probs))
(optimal-experiment
(find-optimal-experiment information-increments))

(predictions-optimal-experiment
(extract-predictions optimal-experiment predictions))

)
(format t "˜%The (next) optimal experiment is ˜a.˜%"
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optimal-experiment)
(discrimination
(remove-predictions
predictions-optimal-experiment predictions)

(update-probabilities
predictions-optimal-experiment
(ask-for-experimental-result)
probs)

))
))

))

The function discrimination basically follows the algorithm for model dis-
crimination described in section 5.4. First, it looks for a model with probability larger
than the threshold value θ. If such a model exists, the program terminates return-
ing this model and its probability. The program terminates also in the cases when
the probabilities of all models are 0, or when all experiments have been performed.
Otherwise, the expected information increments of all experiments are computed and
the optimal experiment is determined. Then the function is called recursively, after
the model probabilities have been updated in the light of the outcome of the optimal
experiment, as provided by the user.

The functioncompute-information-incrementsdetermines the value of
the expected information increment for each of the experiments. For this purpose, the
model predictions are used to derive the model-specific probability densities g e

i , as
described in section 5.2.3. The form of the the functions g e

i allows the integrals in the
expression for the expected information increment to be computed exactly.

D.2 Sample trace of the program

Consider the six competing models of a mass-spring system introduced in section 5.4.2.
All models predict a single semi-quantitative behavior of the system in each of the five
experiments. Thus, the behavior probabilities are equal to 1. The predictions of the
models for the maximum displacement xmax are organized as follows:

(setf *mass-spring-predictions*
(list
(list "frictionless medium"

’( (1.0 (0.9 1.1)) (1.0 (0.9 1.1)) (1.0 (0.9 1.1))
(1.0 (0.9 1.1)) (1.0 (0.9 1.1)) (1.0 (0.9 1.1))))

(list "compact medium"
’( (1.0 (0.12 0.39)) (1.0 (0.11 0.38)) (1.0 (0.29 0.52))

(1.0 (0.34 0.55)) (1.0 (0.18 0.43)) (1.0 (0.23 0.51))))
(list "heavy object"

’( (1.0 (0.8 1.01)) (1.0 (0.81 1.01)) (1.0 (0.88 1.01))
(1.0 (0.8 1.0)) (1.0 (0.81 1.01)) (1.0 (0.83 1.02))))

(list "light object"
’( (1.0 (0.63 0.87)) (1.0 (0.62 0.88)) (1.0 (0.46 0.67))
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(1.0 (0.41 0.62)) (1.0 (0.64 0.86)) (1.0 (0.41 0.62))))
(list "initial velocity"

’( (1.0 (1.13 1.48)) (1.0 (1.57 2.02)) (1.0 (1.24 1.65))
(1.0 (1.22 1.64)) (1.0 (1.34 1.77)) (1.0 (1.09 1.47))))

))

The function md is called with the mass-spring predictions.

> (md *mass-spring-predictions*)

+=====================================================================+
| = MD PARAMETERS = |
+=====================================================================+
| SIZES-CONFIDENCE-INTERVALS ( ( (0.1) ) ) |
| PROBABILITY-THRESHOLD 0.75 |
+=====================================================================+

Use these settings? [y/n] y

Enter a list of length 6 with the prior model probabilities,
or press any key for default (equal probabilities):

** Prior probabilities (1/6 1/6 1/6 1/6 1/6 1/6)

** Expected information increments
((frictionless medium 1.0658141036401501E-14)
(compact medium 0.35442033047366256)
(heavy object 0.04760641992065814)
(light object 0.5865399915455148)
(initial velocity 0.576214660945287))

The (next) optimal experiment is (light object 0.5865399915455148).
Please, give the experimental result (mid-point1 mid-point2 ...) of
length 1: (0.4707)

** Posterior probabilities:
(0.0 0.0 0.23283467587265028 0.3835826620636749 0.0
0.3835826620636749)

** Expected information increments
((frictionless medium 3.552713678800501E-15)
(compact medium 0.1191656149779094)
(heavy object 0.06515547338425272)
(initial velocity 0.21262105484148713))

The (next) optimal experiment is (initial velocity 0.21262105484148713).
Please, give the experimental result (mid-point1 mid-point2 ...) of
length 1: (1.1840)

** Posterior probabilities:
(0.0 0.0 0.0 0.11242603550295927 0.0 0.8875739644970407)

Model m6 is the best with probability 0.8875739644970407.
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QSIM Models and Simulation
Functions

This appendix gives the QSIM reperesentations of the phytoplankton growth models
presented in chapter 7. The corresponding simulation functions are given as well.

E.1 Monod model
(defparameter ks (int 0.01 0.2))
(defparameter D (int 1.045 1.155))
(defparameter m (int 1.2 1.6))
(defparameter s-in (int 80 120))
(defparameter y (int 0.15 0.6))
(defparameter x-eq*

(int
(* (lo y) (- (lo s-in) (/ (hi ks) (- (/ (lo m) (hi D)) 1))))
(* (hi y) (- (hi s-in) (/ (lo ks) (- (/ (hi m) (lo D)) 1))))
))

(defparameter s-eq*
(int
(/ (lo ks) (- (/ (hi m) (lo D)) 1))
(/ (hi ks) (- (/ (lo m) (hi D)) 1))

))

(define-QDE monod
(quantity-spaces

(x (0 x* x0 inf) "biovolume")
;(x (0 x0 x* inf)) when D < Deq=0.95
(s (0 s0 s* inf) "nutrient concentration")

;(s (0 s* s0 inf)) when D < Deq=0.95
(dx (minf 0 inf) "derivative x")
(ds (minf 0 inf) "derivative s")
(u (0 u0 u* inf) "total biomass")

;(u (0 u* u0 inf)) when u0 > u*
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(du (minf 0 inf) "derivative u")
(fs (minf 0 inf) "mu(s) - D" )
)

(constraints
((d/dt x dx))
((d/dt s ds))
((d/dt u du))
((M+ s fs) (s* 0))
((mult x fs dx))
(((M - -) s x ds) (s* x* 0))
(((M + +) x s u) (x* s* u*) )
((M- u du) (u* 0))
)

(unreachable-values (x 0) (x inf) (s 0) (s inf)
(dx inf) (dx minf) (ds inf)
(ds minf) (du inf) (du minf))

(initial-ranges
((x x0) (25.3 28.3))
((s s0) (0.00129 0.98))
((u u*) ((lo s-in) (hi s-in)))
((x x*) ((lo x-eq*) (hi x-eq*)))
((s s*) ((lo s-eq*) (hi s-eq*)))

)
(m-envelopes
((M+ s fs)
(upper-envelope (lambda (s)

(- (* (hi m) (/ s (+ (lo ks) s))) (lo D))))
(lower-envelope (lambda (s)

(- (* (lo m) (/ s (+ (hi ks) s))) (hi D))))
)

(((M - -) s x ds)
(upper-envelope (lambda (s x)

(if (< s (hi s-in))
(- (* (hi D) (- (hi s-in) s))

(* x (lo m)
(/ s (+ (hi ks) s)) (/ 1 (hi y))))

(- (* (lo D) (- (hi s-in) s))
(* x (lo m)

(/ s (+ (hi ks) s)) (/ 1 (hi y))))
)))

(lower-envelope (lambda (s x)
(if (< s (hi s-in))

(- (* (lo D) (- (lo s-in) s))
(* x (hi m)

(/ s (+ (lo ks) s)) (/ 1 (lo y))))
(- (* (hi D) (- (lo s-in) s))

(* x (hi m)
(/ s (+ (lo ks) s)) (/ 1 (lo y))))

)))
)
(((M + +) x s u)
(upper-envelope (lambda (x s)

(+ s (/ x (lo y)))))
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(lower-envelope (lambda (x s)
(+ s (/ x (hi y)))))

)
((M- u du) ;in the case of u0 < s-in

(upper-envelope (lambda (u) (* (hi D) (- (hi s-in) u))))
(lower-envelope (lambda (u) (* (lo D) (- (lo s-in) u))))
))

)

(defun simulate-monod-model ()
(let* ((sim (make-sim :state-limit 200

:q2-constraints t
:no-new-landmarks ’(ds dx)
:ignore-qdirs ’(dx ds)
))

(initial-state
(make-new-state :from-qde monod

:sim sim
:assert-values ’((x (x0 nil))

(s (s0 nil))
(u (u0 nil))))))

(qsim initial-state)
(qsim-display initial-state)))

E.2 Contois model
(defparameter kx (int 0.00014 0.0167))
(defparameter D (int 1.045 1.155))
(defparameter m (int 1.2 1.6))
(defparameter s-in (int 80 120))
(defparameter y (int 0.15 0.6))
(defparameter x-eq*

(int
(/ (lo s-in) (+ 1 (/ (- (/ (hi m) (lo D)) 1) (* (lo kx) (lo y)))))
(/ (hi s-in) (+ 1 (/ (- (/ (lo m) (hi D)) 1) (* (hi kx) (hi y)))))

))
(defparameter s-eq*

(int
(/ (lo s-in) (+ (/ (hi kx) (- (/ (lo m) (hi D)) 1)) (/ 1 (lo y))))
(/ (hi s-in) (+ (/ (lo kx) (- (/ (hi m) (lo D)) 1)) (/ 1 (hi y))))
))

(define-QDE contois
(quantity-spaces

(x (0 x* x0 inf) "biovolume" )
;(x (0 x0 x* inf)) when D < Deq=0.95
(s (0 s0 s* inf) "nutrient concentration")

;(s (0 s* s0 inf)) when D < Deq=0.95
(dx (minf 0 inf) "derivative x")
(ds (minf 0 inf) "derivative s")
(u (0 u0 u* inf) "total biomass")

;(u (0 u* u0 inf)) when u0 > u*
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(du (minf 0 inf) "derivative u")
(fs (minf 0 inf) "mu(s) - D" )
)

(constraints
((d/dt x dx))
((d/dt s ds))
((d/dt u du))
(((M + -) s x fs) (s* x* 0))
((mult x fs dx))
(((M - -) s x ds) (s* x* 0))
(((M + +) x s u) (x* s* u*) )
((M- u du) (u* 0))
)

(unreachable-values (x 0) (x inf) (s 0) (s inf)
(dx inf) (dx minf) (ds inf)
(ds minf) (du inf) (du minf))

(initial-ranges
((x x0) (25.3 28.3))
((s s0) (0.00306 3.49))
((u u*) ((lo s-in) (hi s-in)))
((x x*) ((lo x-eq*) (hi x-eq*)))
((s s*) ((lo s-eq*) (hi s-eq*)))
)

(m-envelopes
(((M + -) s x fs)
(upper-envelope (lambda (s x)

(- (* (hi m) (/ s (+ (* (lo kx) x) s))) (lo D))))
(lower-envelope (lambda (s x)

(- (* (lo m) (/ s (+ (* (hi kx) x) s))) (hi D))))
)

(((M - -) s x ds)
(upper-envelope (lambda (s x)

(if (< s (hi s-in))
(- (* (hi D) (- (hi s-in) s))

(* x (lo m)
(/ s (+ (* (hi kx) x) s)) (/ 1 (hi y))))

(- (* (lo D) (- (hi s-in) s))
(* x (lo m)

(/ s (+ (* (hi kx) x) s)) (/ 1 (hi y))))
)))

(lower-envelope (lambda (s x)
(if (< s (hi s-in))

(- (* (lo D) (- (lo s-in) s))
(* x (hi m)

(/ s (+ (* (lo kx) x) s)) (/ 1 (lo y))))
(- (* (hi D) (- (lo s-in) s))

(* x (hi m)
(/ s (+ (* (lo kx) x) s)) (/ 1 (lo y))))

)))
)

(((M + +) x s u)
(upper-envelope (lambda (x s)

(+ s (/ x (lo y)))))
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(lower-envelope (lambda (x s)
(+ s (/ x (hi y)))))

)
((M- u du) ;; when u0 < s-in

(upper-envelope (lambda (u) (* (hi D) (- (hi s-in) u))))
(lower-envelope (lambda (u) (* (lo D) (- (lo s-in) u))))
))

)

(defun simulate-contois-model ()
(let* ((sim (make-sim :state-limit 200

:q2-constraints t
:no-new-landmarks ’(ds dx fs)
:ignore-qdirs ’(dx ds fs)))

(initial-state
(make-new-state :from-qde contois

:sim sim
:assert-values ’((x (x0 nil))

(s (s0 nil))
(u (u0 nil))))))

(qsim initial-state)
(qsim-display initial-state)))

E.3 Droop model
(defparameter kq (int 1.6 2.0))
(defparameter ks (int 0.01 0.2))
(defparameter D (int 1.045 1.155))
(defparameter m (int 1.7 2.3))
(defparameter ro-max (int 9.25 9.55))
(defparameter s-in (int 80 120))
(defparameter x-eq*

(int
(* (- (/ (lo s-in) (hi kq))

(/ (hi ks)
(- (* (lo ro-max) (- (/ 1 (hi D)) (/ 1 (lo m)))) (hi kq))))

(- 1 (/ (hi D) (lo m))))
(* (- (/ (hi s-in) (lo kq))

(/ (lo ks)
(- (* (hi ro-max) (- (/ 1 (lo D)) (/ 1 (hi m)))) (lo kq))))

(- 1 (/ (lo D) (hi m))))
))

(defparameter s-eq*
(int
(/ (lo ks)

(- (* (/ (hi ro-max) (lo kq)) (- (/ 1 (lo D)) (/ 1 (hi m)))) 1))
(/ (hi ks)

(- (* (/ (lo ro-max) (hi kq)) (- (/ 1 (hi D)) (/ 1 (lo m)))) 1))
))

(defparameter q-eq*
(int
(/ (lo kq) (- 1 (/ (lo D) (hi m))))
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(/ (hi kq) (- 1 (/ (hi D) (lo m)))))
)

(define-QDE droop
(quantity-spaces

(x (0 x* x0 inf) "biovolume")
;(x (0 x0 x* inf)) when D < Deq=0.95
(s (0 s0 s* inf) "nutrient concentration")

;(s (0 s* s0 inf)) when D < Deq=0.95
(q (0 q0 q* inf) "internal quota")

;(q (0 q* q0 inf)) when D < Deq=0.95
(dx (minf 0 inf) "derivative x")
(ds (minf 0 inf) "derivative s")
(dq (minf 0 inf) "derivative q")
(u (0 u* inf) "total biomass")
(du (minf 0 inf) "derivative u")
(fq (minf 0 inf) "mu(q)-D")
)

(constraints
((d/dt x dx))
((d/dt s ds))
((d/dt q dq))
((d/dt u du))
((M+ q fq) (q* 0) (0 minf))
((mult x fq dx))
(((M - -) s x ds) (s* x* 0))
(((M + -) s q dq) (s* q* 0))
(((M + + +) x s q u) (x* s* q* u*) )
((M- u du) (u* 0))
)

(unreachable-values (x 0) (x inf) (s 0) (s inf)
(q 0) (q inf) (dx inf) (dx minf)
(ds inf) (ds minf) (dq inf)
(dq minf) (du inf) (du minf))

(initial-ranges
((x x0) (25.3 28.3))
((s s0) (0.00331 0.22))
((q q0) (2.82 4.74))
((u u*) ((lo s-in) (hi s-in)))
((x x*) ((lo x-eq*) (hi x-eq*)))
((s s*) ((lo s-eq*) (hi s-eq*)))
((q q*) ((lo q-eq*) (hi q-eq*))))

(m-envelopes
((M+ q fq)
(upper-envelope (lambda (q)

(if (not (= q 0))
(- (* (hi m) (- 1 (/ (lo kq) q))) (lo D)))))

(lower-envelope (lambda (q)
(if (not (= q 0))
(- (* (lo m) (- 1 (/ (hi kq) q))) (hi D)))))

)
(((M - -) s x ds)
(upper-envelope (lambda (s x)
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(if (< s (hi s-in))
(- (* (hi D) (- (hi s-in) s))

(* (lo ro-max) (/ s (+ s (hi ks))) x))
(- (* (lo D) (- (hi s-in) s))

(* (lo ro-max) (/ s (+ s (hi ks))) x))
)))

(lower-envelope (lambda (s x)
(if (< s (hi s-in))

(- (* (lo D) (- (lo s-in) s))
(* (hi ro-max) (/ s (+ s (lo ks))) x))

(- (* (hi D) (- (lo s-in) s))
(* (hi ro-max) (/ s (+ s (lo ks))) x))

)))
)

(((M + -) s q dq)
(upper-envelope (lambda (s q)

(- (* (hi ro-max) (/ s (+ s (lo ks))))
(* (lo m) (- q (hi kq))))))

(lower-envelope (lambda (s q)
(- (* (lo ro-max) (/ s (+ s (hi ks))))

(* (hi m) (- q (lo kq))))))
)

(((M + + +) x s q u)
(upper-envelope (lambda (x s q) (+ s (* x q))))
(lower-envelope (lambda (x s q) (+ s (* x q))))

)
((M- u du) ;; Valid for u < s-in (u*)
(upper-envelope (lambda (u) (* (hi D) (- (hi s-in) u))))
(lower-envelope (lambda (u) (* (lo D) (- (lo s-in) u))))
))

)

(defun simulate-droop-model ()
(let* ((sim (make-sim :state-limit 600

:HOD-constraints t
:q2-constraints t
:no-new-landmarks ’(ds dx dq)
:ignore-qdirs ’(dx dq ds)))

(initial-state
(make-new-state :from-qde droop

:sim sim
:assert-values ’((x (x0 nil))

(s (s0 nil))
(q (q0 nil))
(u ((0 u*) nil))))))
;(u ((u* 0)) nil)

(qsim initial-state)
(qsim-display initial-state)))

E.4 Caperon-Meyer model
(defparameter kq (int 1.6 2.0))
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(defparameter k0 (int 2.0 2.4))
(defparameter ks (int 0.01 0.2))
(defparameter D (int 1.045 1.155))
(defparameter m (int 1.2 1.6))
(defparameter ro-max (int 9.25 9.55))
(defparameter s-in (int 80 120))
(defparameter x-eq*

(int
(if (< (+ (- (/ (lo ro-max) (hi D)))

(/ (hi k0) (- (/ (lo m) (hi D)) 1))
(hi kq)) 0)

(+ (/ (lo s-in) (+ (/ (hi k0) (- (/ (lo m) (hi D)) 1)) (hi kq)))
(/ (hi ks)

(+ (- (/ (lo ro-max) (hi D)))
(/ (hi k0) (- (/ (lo m) (hi D)) 1))
(hi kq))))

(+ (/ (lo s-in) (+ (/ (hi k0) (- (/ (lo m) (hi D)) 1)) (hi kq)))
(/ (lo ks)

(+ (- (/ (lo ro-max) (hi D)))
(/ (hi k0) (- (/ (lo m) (hi D)) 1))
(hi kq))))

)
(if (< (+ (- (/ (hi ro-max) (lo D)))

(/ (lo k0) (- (/ (hi m) (lo D)) 1))
(lo kq)) 0)

(+ (/ (hi s-in) (+ (/ (lo k0) (- (/ (hi m) (lo D)) 1)) (lo kq)))
(/ (lo ks)

(+ (- (/ (hi ro-max) (lo D)))
(/ (lo k0) (- (/ (hi m) (lo D)) 1))
(lo kq))))

(+ (/ (hi s-in) (+ (/ (lo k0) (- (/ (hi m) (lo D)) 1)) (lo kq)))
(/ (hi ks)

(+ (- (/ (hi ro-max) (lo D)))
(/ (lo k0) (- (/ (hi m) (lo D)) 1))
(lo kq))))

)))
(defparameter s-eq*

(int
(/ (lo ks)

(- (+ (/ (hi ro-max)
(* (lo D)

(+ (/ (lo k0) (- (/ (hi m) (lo D)) 1)))))
(lo kq))

1))
(/ (hi ks)

(- (+ (/ (lo ro-max)
(* (hi D)

(+ (/ (hi k0) (- (/ (lo m) (hi D)) 1)))))
(hi kq))

1))
))

(defparameter q-eq*
(int
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(- (lo kq) (/ (lo k0) (- 1 (/ (hi m) (lo D)))))
(min (- (hi kq) (/ (hi k0) (- 1 (/ (lo m) (hi D))))) q-max)

))

(define-QDE caperon-meyer
(quantity-spaces

(x (0 x* x0 inf) "biovolume")
;(x (0 x0 x* inf)) when D < Deq=0.95
(s (0 s0 s* inf) "nutrient concentration")

;(s (0 s* s0 inf)) when D < Deq=0.95
(q (0 q0 q* inf) "internal quota")

;(q (0 q* q0 inf)) when D < Deq=0.95
(dx (minf 0 inf) "derivative x")
(ds (minf 0 inf) "derivative s")
(dq (minf 0 inf) "derivative q")
(u (0 u* inf) "total biomass")
(du (minf 0 inf) "derivative u")
(fq (minf 0 inf) "mu(q)-D")
)

(constraints
((d/dt x dx))
((d/dt s ds))
((d/dt q dq))
((d/dt u du))
((M+ q fq) (q* 0))
((mult x fq dx))
(((M - -) s x ds) (s* x* 0))
(((M + -) s q dq) (s* q* 0))
(((M + + +) x s q u) (x* s* q* u*) )
((M- u du) (u* 0))
)

(unreachable-values (x 0) (x inf) (s 0) (s inf)
(q 0) (q inf) (dx inf) (dx minf)
(ds inf) (ds minf) (dq inf)
(dq minf) (du inf) (du minf))

(initial-ranges
((x x0) (25.3 28.3))
((s s0) (0.00655 0.12))
((q q0) (4.19 4.74))
((u u*) ((lo s-in) (hi s-in)))
((x x*) ((lo x-eq*) (hi x-eq*)))
((s s*) ((lo s-eq*) (hi s-eq*)))
((q q*) ((lo q-eq*) (hi q-eq*)))

)
(m-envelopes
((M+ q fq)
(upper-envelope (lambda (q)

(- (/ (hi m) (+ 1 (/ (lo k0) (- q (lo kq))))) (lo D))
))

(lower-envelope (lambda (q)
(- (/ (lo m) (+ 1 (/ (hi k0) (- q (hi kq))))) (hi D))
))

)
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(((M - -) s x ds)
(upper-envelope (lambda (s x)

(if (< s (hi s-in))
(- (* (hi D) (- (hi s-in) s))

(* (lo ro-max) (/ s (+ s (hi ks))) x))
(- (* (lo D) (- (hi s-in) s))

(* (lo ro-max) (/ s (+ s (hi ks))) x))
)))

(lower-envelope (lambda (s x)
(if (< s (hi s-in))

(- (* (lo D) (- (lo s-in) s))
(* (hi ro-max) (/ s (+ s (lo ks))) x))

(- (* (hi D) (- (lo s-in) s))
(* (hi ro-max) (/ s (+ s (lo ks))) x))

)))
)

(((M + -) s q dq)
(upper-envelope (lambda (s q)

(- (* (hi ro-max) (/ s (+ s (lo ks))))
(* (lo m) (/ q (+ 1 (/ (hi k0) (- q (hi kq)))))))

))
(lower-envelope (lambda (s q)

(- (* (lo ro-max) (/ s (+ s (hi ks))))
(* (hi m) (/ q (+ 1 (/ (lo k0) (- q (lo kq)))))))

))
)

(((M + + +) x s q u)
(upper-envelope (lambda (x s q) (+ s (* x q))))
(lower-envelope (lambda (x s q) (+ s (* x q))))

)
((M- u du) ;; Valid for u < s-in (u*)
(upper-envelope (lambda (u) (* (hi D) (- (hi s-in) u))))
(lower-envelope (lambda (u) (* (lo D) (- (lo s-in) u))))
))

)

(defun simulate-caperon-meyer-model ()
(let* ((sim (make-sim :state-limit 600

:HOD-constraints t
:q2-constraints t
:no-new-landmarks ’(ds dx dq)
:ignore-qdirs ’(dx dq ds)))

(initial-state
(make-new-state :from-qde caperon-meyer

:sim sim
:assert-values ’((x (x0 nil))

(s (s0 nil))
(q (q0 nil))
(u ((0 u*) nil))))))
;(u ((u* 0)) nil)

(qsim initial-state)
(qsim-display initial-state)))
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